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IN=

The Executive Committee met, pursuant to notice,
at 8:45 o'clock a.m., Stanley A. Ferguson, Chairman, presiding
10
PRESENT:
11
Lad. F. Grapski
12
Russell A. Nelson, M.D.
13
Matthew F. McNulty

Jr.

14
Joseph MacNinch

M.D.

15
Charles H. Frenzel
16
T. Stewart Hamilton, M.D.
17
Dan J. Macer
18
Lester E. RichWagen
19
Richard D. Wittrup

20
Charles R. Goulet

21
Ernest N. Boettcher

22
LeRoy S. Rambeck

23
24
25

M.D.

2
PROCEEDINGS

LINNOLL:pp 1
Med.3Col.
1/1207
2

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

We have a very formal item here, call to order, and

3
4

then a roll call.
Well, we just called the roll.

5

No, Dick Wittrup was not at our first meeting, and

let's see.

7

Chuck Gray and Stew Hamilton, that's right; and Ernie Boettcher.

9

WARD & PAUL

I believe everyone --

6

Welcome.

8

You don't feel very strange, do you?

I think that is fine.

11

Now, there is one other item under that tab.
Just to give you an idea, because Matt explained it

12
13
14

16

to me, the Roman numerals here do not refer to the tabs, but
under those items it will say Tab 1 or Tab 4, or something
like that.

19
20
21

That is when you look at the tab; otherwise, there

is nothing in your book.
So, under Tab 1, toward the end, there are two list-

17
18

We

don't consider you to be.

10

15

ings:

one is the Council of Teaching Hospitals-AHA Liaison

Committee.

And, as you know, the development of the Council

of Teaching Hospitals over the years has been in close liaison
and full knowledge of the activities of the people in the AHA.
And most all of the people, obviously, are part of that organ-

22
91Y G St., N. W., Washington 9, D. C.
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Shall we get started.

ization.

And one of the first things we wanted to do was to

23
be sure that there was a strong liaison, not Only at the
24
executive level of the organizations, but also at the membershi
25

[Mono: fAyaa 202Y

3
and program levels.
We had

appointed our group: Lad Grapski, Russell

Miller, Ernie Shortliffe, and Mark -- those three, right?
MR. MC NULTY:

Right.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

And then the AHA has just fin-
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ished, reported to us; is that correct, Matt, -MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

-- that Mark Berke is Chairman of

their session, Dave Wilson and Howard Taylor at Aultman
10
11

MR. MC NULTY:

I think, Stan, we would want to note

12

these were appointed earlier, but they had one member appointed

13

to thiS Committee, who felt there was a conflict of interest.

14

Am I right, Stew?

You felt that to serve on the

15

Liaison Committee and still on the Executive Committee, that

16

this might represent a conflict of interest?

17
18

MR. HAMILTON:

I asked to be relieved.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

20

have you working both sides.

22
23
24
25

I couldn't

see any moolah in it.

19

21

991 G S..N. W., WaztMotgton 9, 0. C.

Hospital of Canton.

Oh, I see.

MR. MC NULTY: Both sides.

They were going to

So, this delayed their

appointment.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
MR. GRAPSKI:

I don't know what Lad's got.

Well, / thought now, Stan, since the

Committee has been formed that I will call Berke, and we will

4
1

try to get together to let each other know what we are doing,

2

trying to see what our various programs should be and see how

3

we can mesh them and build whatever esprit de corps that we

4

can and allay any fears that may exist on both sides.

5

WARD & PAUL

You will probably have a meeting

with the Committee then?

7

MR. MC NULTY:

8

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

9

This next one, then, is our Council's Committee on

10

Right.
Good.

Government Relations.

11

Matt or Charlie, any particular comments?

12

MR. FRENZEL:

No, nothing has developed as yet.

I

13

have been meeting with Ted Howell On the regional complex

14

thing, so at least two members have been meeting on some of

15

these issues.

16

development of a program by the Executive Committee before we

17

begin considering anything.

I am not sure whether we shouldn't wait for some

MR. MC NULTY:

18

997 G St., N. W., Washington 19. D. C.
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6

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Stan, there is one item, and it is on

19

the agenda also, and that is the paper that the AAMC is at-

20

tempting to develop in terms of a position they would like to

21

express on governmental matters.

22

lation.

23
24
25

It is broader than legis-

It involves administrative agencies.

have started participating in.

And this we

Each of you had just received

a copy of that paper, and I hope this could be something,
Charlie, the Committee might mull over.

(Am 20 62G-4266

MR. FRENZEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

All right, let's move on then.

Approval of the minutes of the Executive Committee meeting -.DR. NELSON:

Stanley, could I ask whether you are

going to come back to Government activities later?
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MR. MC NULTY:

There are one or two items, but if

the Chairman is in agreement
DR. NELSON:

this may be a good thought.

Well, if I could, I would like to go

off the record.
(Whereupon, there was a short discussion off the

10
11

record.)
DR. NELSON:

12
13

your Social Security friends -- and I am sure they will talk

14

about it

are going to be put forw rd, and probably very soon convene a

16

group that would carry real weight with the Congressional and

18
19
20
21
22
D. C.

and find out the progress of the amendings that

- 15

17

917 G So., M. W., Wontalnekno

My suggestion is to get very close to

23
24
25

the Department people to propose the third edition to this.
I elected at the last opportunity in HIHAC to remain
silent on this point, because the nerves in HIBAC and Social
Security on this issue are a bit raw, and I think it better
for this to come up from the field, as it were, from the
academic field.

And if it comes up carefully thought out and

with real good academic sponsorship, I think it has a good
chance of getting included in their recommendations.
The key to this, of course, is the House Ways and

6
Means Committee.

This is where all this will originate,

Congressional-wise.

And there was some question about how that
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would be, how Social Security would be placed in the priority
4

work on that Committee.

5

after the President's speech, that the first item of business

6

before Wilbur Cohen's Committee -- Wilbur Mills' Committee --

7

that's Freudian.

And you may have noticed any comments

It probably is right -- is the legislation

to raise the debt limit.
I think that this might be almost a perfunctory act

9
10

this time.

11

means that it is very likely that they will be into this in 10

12

days.

13

last month?

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

817 G So., N. W., Wochingten 1, D. C.

22
23
24

And the second is Social Security amendments, which

And you know, well, why didn't we start last week or

The answer to that is it wasn't until Sunday noon
that we knew that there might be some Social Security amendments put forward by the Administration.
of world you live in on this subject.
$o, in summary, I would suggest that you get right at
it, staff-wise and get to know what is going on.

And, second,

get the group that maybe Gardner Child represents.

You know,

in a way, he is a little bit battered -- if you could get a new
professor or something from a well-recognized medical center
and not many -- you don't need many to make this case.
don't need all disciplines on this committee.
a surgeon anda

25

And this is the kind

physician and an OBGYN, maybe

You

You start with
well, maybe

7
1

that would not be so smart.

2

to get together with your drafters -- Bill Reidy would be

12)

3

excellent -- and have your paragraph ready, and have it intro-

•

4

duced by just some of the biggest guns you can get out of

5

academic medicine and surgery, and do it by the first of

6

February.

7

WARD

But I would say a small committee,

1 wish / could play a role.

There is nothing I would

8

love better than to make this fight, but I think you can see I

9

can't.

10

erately get into it, but I am boxed in so I have to do it this

11

way.

12

I am really kind Of in a spot.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON;

r

don't usually delib-

Russ, you used the term

13

"neutralize."

14

That is what you mean.

15

because A and B really became soconpartmentalized, it was one

16

or the other?

17

You mean, it can go in either direction?
You want the law to have flexibility

Is this what you mean?

DR. NELSON:

Well, yes;

the convenient categorical

18

way to speak of this neutralization at the moment -- everybody

19

is talking about

20

out of B and leave it in Part C, and throw all the confusion

21

and neutralization into Part C and let that be an "either-or".

22

I know what to write, I think, for the radiologists and path-

23

ologists, and I think others do, too, and that is to have it

24

an A benefit from the standpoint of funds and the beneficiaries

•
997 G St., N. W., Wedling9on I, D. C
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2

25

let's take all of these steps out of A and

and have the law clearly state that this may be paid as a part

8
Of cost, or a part of original charge --- or a reasonable charge,
C)

depending on the arrangements in a hospital.

And it may be

administered through the A carrier rather than an intermediary,
or through the B carrier, depending on the local carrier,
6

7

And the settling of financial accounts is between the
carrier and the intermediary, you see.

And it all goes against

A,and all of the beneficiaries would total radiology in-patient
just as they would had there been a Douglas amendment.
10

WARD & PALL

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

It will greatly simplify the administration of it
and give freedom to the hospital and the radiologist to make a
logical choice.

fessional fee, for example, could come out of B.
R. NELSON:

No.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
DR. NELSON:

20

DR. NELSON:

21

N. FRENZEL:

23

Well, in some radiology, pro-

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

MR. FRENZEL:

22

And

only the $40 deductible will apply there.

19

•
919 G St., N. W., WosYnetcn
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6

hospital, radiologist, decision.

No?

It could be administered by B.
It could be paid out of B.
Paid out of A.
I mean, eventually, paid out of B by

transferring it -DR. NELSON:

No.

They take this from the standpoint

24

of the fund, the Government fund, and the beneficiary, and his

25

dollars and benefits, it would be A, just as if the Douglas

VItorto: (Area 202)

9
amendment had been passed.
MR. WITTRUP: So that if he elects not to take B, he
doesn't have to pay for some hospital services and not others.
4

DR. NELSON:

5

MR. WITTRUP:
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DR. NELSON:

No.

He would have all of it under A.

Yes.
But the point is -- the only thing that

we presume that the radiologist is concerned about -- let me
put this another way.
It doesn't make any sense to have the radiologist
10

concerned about whether he gets his money from the A trust fun

11

in Washington or the B trust fund in Washington, provided he

12

has the opportunity to set fees, send bills, have leases, and

13

deal with his carrier like a surgeon does.
This doesn't have to be a dollar that says "B" to

14
15

him, or says "A" to him.

16

kind that he wants in the way that he wants it.

17

MR. GOULET:

You do that by putting it in C.

18

DR. NELSON:

Right.

19

MR. COULET:

That is the way you neutralize it.

20

it wouldn't be identified, Stan, A or B.
DR. NELSON:

21
22
917 0 Si., N. W., Washington /,, D.

This has to be a dollar that is the

23
24
25

funds.

So

It is C.

Just forget the funds.

Just forget the

It would give the benefit to the individual in the

pattern of hospital services.

It would allow the radiologist

and the hospital to decide whether they wanted to go on just
as they are, if they are on a combined billing on cost and on

Pherto7 lArco 282) 628-4266

10
salary or anything else and recover this entirely through the
2

hospital services carrier -- intermediaries.
would deal.

That is where we

If you want to do it the other way, the law would

permit reimbursement under those circumstances on the basis of
professional fees for the professional component or the whole
thing, provided they were reasonable, adjudged reasonable, by

As far as the radiologist is concerned, if he wants

0
410‹
0

9

to, and can get an agreement of the kind that this group would

10

think is the worst in the world, he would deal with the

11

physician services carrier, and the carrier would set his fees,

12

and his fees would accrue just exactly the same way as the

13

present law under B says it would.

14

It gives the option.

15

MR. WITTRUPT

Would it eliminate this problem of

16

dividing his functions between the professional and the admin-

17

istrative departments?
DR. NELSON:

18
19
20

G St., M. W., WashMgt= S. D. C.
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the carrier for physicians' benefits.

It could.

It depends on how the law is

Set up.
MR. WITTRUP:

You can see in Part C that radiology

21

would be given either as a hospital service or as a physician

22

service, in part or in whole.

23

MR. RICHWAGEN:

Russ, the Association of Clinical

24

Pathologists has been very busy on this, and as you probably

25

know, it has been promoting the idea of leasing and having all

(Afroa 2021 620-4266

11
the payments under Part B.

And it has been very aggressive

2

about it, and we have had this fight on our hands for quite a

3

long time.

4

and into the Executive Committee, the Dean's Executive Committe

5

and they try to get it into the Board at the hospital, saying

And this fight gets into the college of medicine

WARD & PAUL
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that the only way to settle this whole thing and to give us an
7

opportunity to staff the laboratories as we should is to let

8

us have control, although they use some other words, control

9

of the personnel, the hiring and payment and the amount of

10

dollars they get, and so on.

11

Now, this we don't want.

12

Now, when we propose this, are we adding fuel to this

13

fire that has been built up by the Association of Clinical

14

Pathologists?
DR. NELSON:

15
16

the record.
(Whereupon, there wasP a short discussion off the

17
18

Well, once again, I would like this off

record.)
DR. NELSON:

19

At the present moment, interns and resi-

20

dents can only be considered as hospital or non-physician ser-

21

vices.

22

C or P, that would say -- and I am thinking from the top of my

23

head now

24

patient care will be considered part of hospital services, but

25

can be reimbursed as physician services

My suggestion would be to explore a segment, another

that the services of interns and residents for in-

hospital services,

(Arca 202) 628-066
Mono:

•

12
1

as regards the beneficiaries, but can be reimbursed on a

2

reasonable charge basis, as is with the case with physician

3

services, and in perhaps the out-patient department they can be

4

reimbursed as physician services, you see, with the payments

5

made either to groups or the schools or the hospitals.
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6

MR. WITTRUP:

7

because at least in some -- I think we are in a vulnerable

a

situation because at least in some places the Federal Governmen

9

is really paying for these services twice.

10

full cost, a full physician's fee, to the attending -DR. NELSON:

11
12

2

0

MR. WITTRUP:

Any time you have a private patient, you

Well, in some of our situations you

don't even have to have a private patient.

15

DR. NELSON:

16

MA. WITTRUP:

/ think that will get caught up.
There is no provision under the Act

17

now to catch it up, where you pay a full C to the attendant and

18

then you pay the hospital or the house staff that did the work,

19

so that you really -- I am nervous in our own situation, becaus

20

that is what is happening.

21

it, there is not much of a way under the law to avoid it unless

22
917 0 D.. CI. W., Washington 1, D. C

It is paying the

do that.

13
14

f3)

/ think that is going to have to happen

23

you want to voluntarily forego some income.

And we are patri-

otic but not that patriotic.
DR. NELSON:

24
25

And, really, when you get down to

accurate.

/ think you are quite right.It is in-

It is incorrect.

VIvea 202) 628-4266

13

1
2

MR. RAMBECK:

are professional services rather than hospital services.
Russ, I would like to ask about the out-patient

3
4

You are assuming that intern services

chaos you mentioned before.
Who is doing something about this?

5

Who is advising

the Department on the out-patient problem?
DR. NELSON:

7

They have had a number of work groups
I feel quite confident,

8

that have come to the Department.

9

myself, that there isn't a problem that youhave in your mind

10

that that Social Security staff doesn't know about.
They have had a very abundant experience and a very

11
12

abundant amount of consultation and information about it.

They

know all about your troubles.
The difficulty is the law is most specific, and I am
I know there is a feeling

15

sure that there is a feeling that

16

that there is no correction other than legislation.

17
18
19
20
21

would guess that there are some physicians groups that are beginning to be really concerned about this and would take a
position emotionally right now to amend the law to do away
with hospital Out-patient benefits entirely, saying that there
is no need for this.
It is competitive and should be done out in doctors'

22
a
23
24
25

But I

offices where it would be simpler, administratively —and it
would be.
MR. RAMBECK:

Instead of private clinics.

14
DR. NELSON:

Just in doctors' offices.

Just strike

the words, "hospital out-patient services" from the law, a
very simple legislative proposal.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

The language now does not cover

the words "out-patient service" in the sense we are talking
about because hospital out-patient departments are not really
It is by regulation that it is de-

scribed, this service that we provide.
DR. NELSON:

WARD & PAUL

10

It is out=patient services in the Act.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Yes, but I mean the kind of

11

physician services in our clinics.

12

language of the regulations.

13
14

MR. RAMBECK:

This is within the general

Of course, the situation between diag-

nostic and therapeutic is sort of ridiculous.

15

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

16

DR. NELSON:

17

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

That is the point.

Everybody knows this.
Well, Russ, I gather what you are

18

Saying to this group is, that as far as teaching hospital

19

groups are concerned, and there may be other groups concerned

20
21
22
997 G5g..41. W. WoehlusgPoon 11, D. C.
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covered under the Act.

23
24
25

with this, since we have a particular interest in this because
of the fact we have the residency training programs, we have
the physician services in the sense of out-patient departments
that we have a very

we probably, within our hospitals repre-

sented here, the kind of representation we have --major part
of the problem.

Rene) P.coo 202) 620-4266

15
DR. NELSON:

Yes.

I think you are going to have an

abundant opportunity,if you keep on the ball, to react to anything that the Social Security Administration puts forward as
a proposed amendment.

That's easy.

You wait until somebody

writes something and puts it in the hill.

WARD

•

7

MR. MC NULTY:

8

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

9

DR. NELSON:

That is right.

-- that you write something yourself, go

to them, go to any place that seems appropriate and say, "Put

11

ours in t too."

12

/ don't think anyone else is going to do it.

And that is on the intern and resident, because

13

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

14

involvement in this in any way so far?

15

M. MC NULTY:

16

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON;

Has the AAMC, our parent, had any

Not to my knowledge,
In other words, from the physi-

17

cian's side or the faculty side, this has been through the

18

American College of Surgeons, et cetera, et cetera, -- right?

20
21

411

That we have our own position.

10

19

2
919 G St., N. W., Wocrlaston 9, D. C.
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What I am really suggesting is --

DR. NELSON:

If I may say so, I don't think time

permits any protocol clearing.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
DR. NELSON:

Yes; that is right,

And I would feel quite confident -- Matt

23

could check this easily and quickly with Dr. Berson, which he

24

would anyway -- that the whole of the AAMC would support the

25

action of freeing up the intern-resident system along with the

[ANC 2QM 62S-4266

16

PitOR3

type we are talking about.

This is just as sure as, you know,

more Federal aid for medical schools.
very much to worry about it.

You don't have to pause

And my concern is that the more

people you involve and the more questions you ask, the more
clearances you get, the less clear your position becomes, and

I would move.
MR. RICHWAGEN:

Shouldn't there be some assistance to

the Chairman and to Matt in an approach to the leaders in the

WARD & PAUL
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you have missed the train time-wise.

10

medical school field on this proposition?

11

damned touchy thing.

12

DR. NELSON:

13

MR. RICHWAGEN:

14
15
16
17
18
19

I mean, this is a

Yes.
Shouldn't we have some help from a

small committee?
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

That is what he is recommending,

that there be -MR. RICHWAGEN:

I thought he recommended that Matt

look int() it.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Well, as the Executive Officer,

20

but also saying that there should be a committee that would be

21

representative of this group who would start immediately to

22

hammer out some ideas on how we think --

23

DR. NELSON:

I particularly would bring in a small

24

number of outstanding professors of medicine and surgery, and

25

other disciplines, a small number.

17
MR. MC NULTY:

Largely, Russ, if I follow you, for

impact upon presentation of what we would like to get changed
or what we would like to have introduced.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
DR. NELSON:

Understanding, too.

Well, I think you would like for them to

MR. MC NULTY:
DR. NELSON:

Oh, yes; yes.
in the creation of the law, the pro-

posal.
MR. WITTRUP:

10
11

•'
3

DR. NELSON:
MR. W/TTRUP:

Yes.
We are talking about the possibility

14

that although house staff would remain Part A benefits as far

15

as the recipient is concerned --

16

DR. NELSON:

17

MR. WITTRUP:

18

20

Or in-patient.
-- that house staff services could be

financed on the basis of fees.
DR. NELSON:

19

Reasonable cost or reasonable charges

by local operations.
MR. WITTRUP:

21

•

Let's be very specific about what we

are talking about.

12

919 G R., 64. W., Woshingeon 9, .C
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participate -- you would want them to participate

Now, presumably, if you go -- well,

22

would there be provision in that for any -- where does faculty

23

supervision fit into this business?

24

to say.

25

MR. GOUIXT:

That is what I am trying

That is where it fits in.

It would

lAtco 262p 62G-4

18
legalize what you are doing.
2

MR. WITTRUP:

3

resident and one for the faculty man, or would there be one to

4

cover both?

5
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6

The fee would improve the whole pyramia

MR. FRENZEL:
of the institution.

7

M. GOULET:

3

R. NELSON:

/ don't know how to write the law right

MR. WITTRUP:

I understand that, but I am trying to

9

11

You would have a choice.

now --

10

understand generally what -DR. NELSON:

12
41/1‹
P

Would there be two fees, one for the

Well, I would say, generally, reimburse

13

the parties involved as if -- without such clear designation

14

that it must be an attending surgeon in charge, and as if the

15

patients were all private patients, if that is the local wish,

16

you see.

17

At the

moment, there is a very precise definition

18

that says interns'and residents' services are part of hospital

19

costs and physicians' services are only services rendered by a

20

fully qualified physician who is not an intern or a resident,

21

and rendered in person.

22
23
24
5
25

Now, this is so Confining that it does not permit
you to have an eschelon residency system, andy anyone collect
a fee, unless an active staff member will testify that he did
this work or was there in person, and this is going to lead to

19
1

all kinds of monkey business.
MR. WITTRUP:

Now, you talked about the readiness

4110
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with which everybody was going to support this.
4

Is there some possibility that -- let's say, in a

5

situation where the desire is to have the resident function

6

pretty independently, but you still created the opportunity in

7

that situation to have those services mainly reimbursed on a

8

fee basis

9

the residency program?

•Or 4.•

some faculty people would see this as a threat to

10

I have had occasion

11

DR. NELSON:

12

system.

That is my whole point.
MR. WITTRUP:

13

If they do, they need not for this

They might not feel like they would

14

necessarily have the final decision, the faculty people them-

15

selves, is what I am -- because presumably a hospital could

16
17
18

pay them a modest salary but elect to be reimbursed on some
sort of fee which might turn out to be more than a salary.
then, the -DR. NELSON:

19

MR. WITTRUP:

21

23
24
25

That is the radiologist issue, isn't it?

MR. RICHWAGEN:

20

22

And

The same thing.

And then the residents might decide the

want to have a piece of that fee.

But you Say, settle that

locally?
DR. NELSON:

Absolutely.

than the local settlements anyway,

It Will never be any bette

20
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I think what RUss is saying is

2

that the local area has to defend its position.

3

"private" or is the patient something other than what has been

4

traditional.

Is the patient

But wouldn't you agree that there is

MR. WITTRUP:

7

to talk about, and somebody has to be careful that the clinical

8

faculty people don't misunderstand what we are talking about.
DR. NELSON:

9
10

MR. MAC NINCH:

WARD & PAUL

Russ, isn't that proposal somewhat

12

similar to that that was turned down by the AMA three or four

13

years ago?
The McKittrick proposal.

14

DR. HAMILTON:

15

MR. MAC NINCH:

16
17
18
19
20
21

•

I would say, bring the clinical faculty

people in to write the Act.

11

997 G SL, M. W., Wachingtoa 1, D. C.
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some degree of -- it tends to kind of get complicated, at least

22
23
24
25

The discussion of a fee for resident

services?
DR. NELSON:

I am not sure I -- the one that comes

to my mind that the AMA turned down was a statement that -didn't it include something that the attending staff itself
should help support the residency system?
MR. GRAFSKI:

That was in San Francisco.

The House

of Delegates turned it down.
DR. NELSON:

I think the answer to your question,

Joe, is that organized Medicine has consistently been opposed
to any system whereby a fee could be charged by any other than

202? 628-4266

21
a private practicing doctor in the episode of a resident doing
the work, but they have also been consistently opposed to anything that would open up the radiology issue, too, since the
passage of the Medicare Act.

And this may all come of -- not

because there isn't enough mediOal or p02 te4a1 support for
remains that by C activity, that some

are going to put in pathology and radiology and out-patients,
and I suggest that we put in the pot something on the internresident, too, and nobody else is going to be putting in the

WARD & PAUL

•

10

intern-resident.
feel quite confident of that.

11

MR. RICRWAGEN:

12

When you get done with this phase o

13

the Medicare Act, I would like to bring up one other aspect o

14

it, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
•
917 G Si, N. W., Wo6ington 1, 0. C.
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it -- my whole plea

23
24
25

Well, let's try to resolve this

one.
I think the sense of this meeting is that we should
proceed pronto in getting something on this area that Russ
discusses.

That is the intern-resident section, and how this

service is handled under the Medicare Act.
MR. MC NULTY:
your emphasis of action.

It is clear to me

Russ, except with

I followed what you said that the

action should preferably be with the Social Security Administration.
DR. NELSON:

Well, I certainly would find out what

they are doing and confer with them so that you know, or you

22
suspect their amendments., or the nature of them, and say that
you have this concern and would like to work with them.
MR. MC NULTY:

•

I say that vis-a-vis our going -- let

me put it more affirmatively.

And if they are going to submit

6

that would be the route we would want to go, vis-a-vis our

7

trying to get the introdue. on of an amendment ourselves.
DR. NELSON:

8

•
WARD & PAUL
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a package and are willing to include any suggestions we have,

I would do that if the other failed.

9

I would rather go in on the Administration proposal.

10

fails

11

you can go to your own contacts in Congress.

12
13

16
17
18
19

And if that fails,
But it may not

be popular every place, and if it is unpopular with the Administration, you have kind of got a problem.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

14
15

then you can go to Wilbur Cohen.

If that

Russ.

Could I ask you this question,

In a sense you are also -- your movement here is, in the

sense of trying to define it, a part of the resident service
could well be that of an attending physician.

This is another

way of saying it.
DR. NELSON:

I don't know that I understand that

well enough to respond to it.

I just would leave it rather

20
broad at this time to withdraw to the national extent the re21
strictions that now exist in the law on the definitions of
22
resident-intern service, how they may be given and how they
23
may be reimbursed.
24
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON: Okay.
25

Phootc: lAyoz, 2o2 324-42665

23
OR. NELSON:

I think you could spend a whole day

with the Act and with the regulations, beginning to form some
3

crisp language to get what you want.

What you want is a broad

piece in the law which allows you to ride up and down with
regulations as they are needed.

The law is too restrictive

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

What I had in mind, I have

always kept in mind that really what the law covered was what

•

I called, something identifiable as an attending physician and

VO'ARD & PAUL
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now.

10

then other services, and it is in the other services that we

11

have a piece of a physician known sometimes as an intern and

12

resident, and there is no flexibility.

13

all one way, and this is obvious if you read everything because

14

you see

15

resident really define him vis-a-vis an attending physician.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

As you say now, it is

they never even -- the regulations on the intern-

DR. NELSON:

Yes.

For instance, I can see, let's say

public hospitals -- that we want to keep a residency system
under the tight arrangement that we know, with salaries paid
to the residents and recovery of that, and that onl., through
'so that there is no attendant monkeying
the hospital per diem,
in this at all.
That is one of the points that you brought out.
think this ought to be permitted.

I

I can also see some institu

tions that would like, really, to call the residents members
of the physician team of a hospital and get reimbursed

24
accordingly.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
MR. RAMBECK:

deal of chaos as far as the Administration is concerned in this

5

area as there is with out-patient and the radiology-pathology

7

This is primarily something that we will be proposing

and not something that --

8

DR. NELSON:

9

MR. RAMBECK:

10

DR. NELSON:

No, there is no outcry on this.
Right; right.
I think a lot of the problem here is

11

they are going to come out only after the hospitals and their

12

practices are probed into a bit.

13

MR. RAMBECK:

14

DR. NELSON:

Yes.
But what we are saying is there may be

15

a little hanky-panky going on in some of our institutions.

16

And my own belief is, if there is, it is going to come out.

17

MR. WITTRUP:

18

DR. NELSON:

Sure, it has to.
But nobody is wiring a Congressman

19

about this and nobody is sending letters to the Social Security

20

Department on this, as they are about out-patient departments.

21

917 G St., N. W., Wodgfogeon /, D. C.

Russ, is there any evidence of a great

4

issue?
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That is what I mean.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

No one understands the intricacie

22

or the subtleties of the system.

23

goes on the board that everybody will suddenly start to realize

24

the ball game was being played.

25

Mk. WITTRUP:

It's only when the score

Don't say "no one.

Some of us have

nano: (Arco 202).

25
investigated it pretty thoroughly.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
3
4

11111

ing about Congressmen, you see, and others on the outside.
I was going to say, with this possible

MR. MC NULTY:

I think certainly Harold Bost, who has been a fre-

exception.

6

quent caller to me, is quite aware of the fact, apparently,

7

Dick, from maybe you or a number of other people calling him,

8

that there is only one interpretation he can give on house

9

staff, and that is the interpretation of the law.
And I think he is aware that there are a number of

11

people who are not calling him who may be using names to charge

12

fees, or they may be charging fees without supporting faculty

13

certification, and so on.

14
15
16
17
18

DR. NELSON:

A good friend of mine refers to this

often as a can of worms.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Some call it a bucket of cobras.

That is what I have heard.
DR. BOETTCHER:

Mr. Chairman, I am very conscious of

19

this sense of urgency that Russ has tried to convey, and I

20

wonder if it would helpful to Matt if we consider the names of

21

people you might consult from the clinical faculties.

22

111

Russ is talk-

5

10

(5)

WARU
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1111

I don't say 'we,°

23
24
5
25

My own

Chairman of the Department of Surgery, for example, is the
Chairman of the American Board of Surgeons, and he is very
concerned about this.

I am not Sure he is the particular

person to get in on this, but we have had long discussions

26
about this.

He might tell you who, in the American Board of

Surgery would be -- that he would suggest for such a task,
unless you have others.

•

DR. NELSON:

Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

5

There is one Dean, of course, and that

is the Dean of Virginia, Bob

6

MR. MC NULTY:

7

DR. NELSON:

8

MR. FRENZEL:

9

MR. MC NULTY:

10

DR. NELSON:

11

MR. MC NULTY:
DR. NELSON:

4111••••

At Charlottesville.

I forget his name.
Crispell.
Crispell.

CrispelI.
Xen Crispell.

He is Chairman of the Committee of the

AAMC that is in this area.
Dr. Child has probably given More thought and done

14
15

more speaking and writing about it than anybody I know.

16

the Professor of Surgery at Michigan.

17

the AAMC, you remember.
DR. BOETTCHER:

18
19

You know, he talked at

He also dill a survey of the hospitals

under the aegis of the American Board of Surgeons.
DR. NELSON:

20

•

He is

I think Bob Williams, former Chairman

21

of the Department of Medicine at Seattle, and he is head of this

22

Interscience Society, or something, which is an attempt to

23

bring together the specialty groups who are in the academic

24

centers for group actions -- Bob knows this whole story pretty

25

well.

He is a "gung baa fellow when he geta a-hold of some-

Phonn: [Airao 202) B20-42.36

27'
thing/ as you know, LeRoy.
2

MR. RAMBECK:

3

DR. NELSON:

4

MR. RAMBECK:

He has a nice tendency and style about

6

MR. WITTRUP:

It is Mississippi, please.

7

MR. MC NULTY:

9
10

WARD & PAUL

11
12
13
14

He would be a good man.

him.

Yes, it is.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

8

That is right.

Well, I am sure we can get to-

gether
DR. NELSON: / shared white pants with Bob. Williams
so / know him pretty well.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I am sure we can get together a

small group that could be very useful, but the first thing for
Matt to do is get at his friends down in Baltimore and find out
exactly where all this stands.

15
MR, WITTRUP:
16
17
18
19
20
21

Could I ask one more question?

CHAIRMAN FERGUON:
MR. WITTRUP:

Yes.

Russ, would the broadening to which

you refer, or the hastening of this restrictive approach,
would you see that it might also permit the cost system to be
used for the total spectrum of physician services?

Does that

seem to be sensible?

S2., M.

W., Washington ), D. C.

22

999 G
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5

Yes, he would be a good man.

DR. NELSON:

Yes.

Yes, I could see that.

23
MR. W1TTRUP:

I think that would be valuable.

24
25

DR. NELSON:

1 have some concerns that that possibly

(Atm 202) 620-4266

28
is available right now.

If you want to press it, / think it

2

might be available right now. I know the prepaid group,tbr

3

practice plans, is making one hell of a push on this.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

You see, the law really permits

they can get actual cost, isn't that right, for the professional side?
DR. NELSON:

Yes.

Well, it is pretty complicated

•
WARD & PAUL

because it is cost with prepaid plans and predetermined pre9

miums, which includes something that is an cad familiar word

10

to most of us here, °X factor."

11

X factor is an right if it is in a premium, but it is not all

12

right if it is in a charge.

13

This is the argument.
I don't know that we need -- does

anybody feel that we need an action on this?

15

cussion now has been sufficient,

16

DR. NELSON:

I think the dis..•

so we will proceed, Matt.

I am going to ask once again that you

treat this with real respect as far as I am concerned.

18

MR. MC NULTY:

19

Ken Williamson will be joining us at 10:00 o'clock

20
21
•

CHAIRMAN PHRGUSON:

It seems to be argued that

14

17

this morning.

Yes, in terms of its discreteness.

I wanted to make one observation concerning Ken.

Mrs. Williamson had a serious accident, a fall, neuro

22

logical damage, and she is still hospitalized.

23

they are very concerned that there will be some residual damage

24

Some of you -- all of you may know more about it than I do.

25

didn't want anyone not to know about it.

a

It seems that

C
917 C s1., N. V,7., Weshi
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6

I

702) 620-4266

29
The second point is,. Russ, do you think it is appro2

priate to mention our interest in this area to Ken?

5

DR. NELSON:

4

MR. MC NULTY:

I should think so.
What / am getting At is a close work-

ing relationship here.

1111

WARD & PAUL
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61

/ think we have to communicate and

MR. R/CHWAGEN:

7

keep them informed.

I don't think that this is anything that

8

MIA is going to g* to battle on because of its effect upon

9

possibly five per cent of the hospitals.

10

should /et them know what we are doing.

11

DR. HAMILTON:

12

MR. WITTRUP:

But certainly, we

We might be better off if we didn't.
We might be, except, remember, that

13

last question I -- if it is possible to move toward, let's say,

14

taking physician services on a cost basis to some kind of insti

15

tutional setting, you may be right in saying they don't want

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

to get involved in this.

But the implications of that possi-

bility extend far beyond -MR. RICRWAGEN:

I think the AHA can make its own

decision of whether it wants to get involved.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I think Russ commented that the

Social Security Administration is considering this, you see.
That will move in in that area.
anybody bringing that up.

That will come up without

They are going to bring that up.

Ken knows all about it, and I am sure AHA does.
I want to remind everyone, too, that we have always

(A(rac 202) 628-4266

30
invited Ed Crosby to these meetings, and this time since he
couldn't be here, why Joe McNinch, his very fine associate, is
here, whom we all know so well.
everyone, which is appropriate

So we have already informed
that we do.

Okay; can we move on then?
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MR. RICHWAGEN:

Mr. Chairman, I asked if I might make

7

a comment on Medicare other than what Dr. Nelson was talking

8

about.

9

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

10

MR. RICHWAGEN:

Go ahead.

Go ahead.

He mentioned the X factor, which give

11

me a chance to take off here on another aspect of Medicare, and

12

that is the formula for Medicare.

Apparently, it was set up on

13

the basis of community hospitals.

And as far as a good many

917 0 SO., N. W., VfazbOnston 1„ 0. C.

community hospitals are concerned, the formula is very,very
15

satisfactory, especially the very small hospitals which feel

16

that now they are going to get paid and not have any losses.

17

But to me, as far as the teaching hospitals are con-

18

cerned, it seems that the formula is very insufficient, and it

19

lacks what Russ Nelson calls the X factor.

20

have a good many expenses that far exceed anything that com-

21

munity hospitals may have.

22

depreciation is not sufficient to allow the construction of

23
24
25

Teaching hospitals

Their growth factor is greater;

new facilities that should be constructed because they are
based on historical costs.
We tried to get them on a different basis but could

31
1

not; therefore, in a good many instances, and probably most of

2

you around the table would find that the amount of depreciation

•4
5

the amount of the depreciation the hospital receives,is probably only enough to pay for amortization and interest on the
debt they already have -- so where do you get any funds of

110

WARD & PAUL

are always new services that come into being.

They say you

must have this coronary care unit, yOu must have this emergency

9

heart and lung bypass, that sort of thing, all of which costs

10

money; and where are you going to get the money, because we are

11

always lagging behind.
And I believe that we ought to be doing something as

12
13
14

16
17
18

a teaching hospital council to try to get the Social Security
Administration to recognize this X factor.
Now, they recognized it in the nursing home group and
have allowed them up to 7-1/2 per cent, total.

20
21
22
23

And the only

amount that is allowed as a loading factor under the Medicare
formula, as I understand it, is two per cent.
Now, there ought to be a percentage, it seems to me,

19

o

There

8

15

917 G St., N. W., WoMngton 1, C. C
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growth of either facilities or for growth of services?

added on to those hospitals which are primary teaching hospitals.

And I am talking about the primary teaching hospitals,

which is a limited number, or perhaps hospitals could be graded
primary teaching hospitals, those that have interns and residents, and those that have none.

24
25

/ would like to throw this out because I feel that

IA= 202) 6243-4266

32
this is awfully important.
For example

more than the per diem that Social Security pays us, and that

4

must be the same in all the rest of the hospitals.

5

whose hospital here is getting from Medicare a per diem that

6

equals their semi-private charge?

7

MR. COMET:

8

MR. RICHWAGENt

11

MR. RAMSECK:

WARD

We are.
Well, we will have to look at your

Does that mena, Les, that they are

paying you substantially less than it costs you?
MR. RICHWAGEN:

12

No.

I think if you went into a cost-

13

accounting,, this would be correct, that they are paying us our

14

cost, but they are not paying us this X factor to take care of

15

the losses on the out-patient department, which are heavy.

16

And they are not paying for this extra growth factor that we

17

must have, beyond the community hospital.
And we are loading our day rate now by $6 or $8 a

18
19
20
21

•

I mean,

bookkeeping, I guess.

10

•

our sent-private charges are $8 a day

3

9

997 G St., N. W., Wosh6ng9ocro 1, D. C
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2

22

day to take care of these things. Now, if everybody goes on a
cost basis, where are the hospitals going to get this extra
money to do the things that we have to do?
these things before we get reimbursed.
MR. GOMM

23
24
25

We have to pay for

but

I am sympathetic to what you are saying

just for the life of me ---. can't see how you could go

to the Congress and say that you could separate the sheep from

33
1

the.. goats, and. that one gets one percentage and one gets an-

2

other, because this is a matter of relating this, I think, Les,

3

to cost.

4

community hospitals, costs in teaching hospitals, and if you

5

demonstrate it as part of cost, I don't think I tee how the

=,

•

And we have asked traditionally for costs, costs in

A better way to do it would be to go another route,

7

to medical education resubsidation, teaching hospitals as part
9

of an educational program, but not through the route of pur-

10

chase and service.
MR. RAMBECK:

0

WARD & PAUL

11
12
13
14
15

17
18
19
20
21

on earlier, and that is a substantial subsidation of the outpatient program by a teaching hospital.

I am sure it must run

nearly 50 per cent in most places.
MR. WITTRUP:

AS I understand it, though, the Medicar

people will reimburse their clients on cost for out-patient,
and they will also let you include in that any unpaid, deductib
part.
MR. RAMBECK:

If they can eliminate the chaos in the

administration of it, I think it would be all right.
MR. WITTRUP:

111

Les does bring up a very important

point, though* next to the out-patient thing that Russ touched

16

So it is hard to say that they, are not

22
997 G Se., N. W., WashIngton 9, 9). (
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Congress can respond.

carrying their share of the freight.
23
MR. GOULET:

Yes, that is the point.

There isn't

24
if you want to support medical education, do that through
25

9.1

de: (kw 202) d20-4246

•

34
educational legislation, but don't de it through the mechanism
2

of purchase and service because what you are going to eventuall

3

have to tell some Congressman is that they are going to pay

4

you five per cent more for that patient who comes to you, and

5

they are going to pay the hospital down the road five per cent

7

Where does this put the patient?

The question of

quality is going to be finally introduced there.
9

WARD & PAUL

10

•

MR. RICHWAGEN:

Well, you already have a differen-

tiation of paying the 7.4/2 bonus to nursing homes.

11

DR. NELSON:

12

I sat week end after week end, listening to this in

I think I better comment on this.

13

the Social Security Department, and as you know, Les, it is not

14

by any means what we Might call the teaching hospitals that

15

feel the bind.

16

imbursement under Social Security is coming from the West

17

Coast; in California, specifically.

18

919 G se., N. W. Wat-lingeon 9, 2 C,
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less.

Probably the most severe criticism of cost re-

First, / think one has to remember that the law here

19

and I wonder if any of us as citizens would ever construct a

20

law that said it differently -- says that the Social Security

21

Trust Fund shall pay fully for the cost of services rendered

22

their beneficiaries and not have any of those costs carried by

23

other patients, nor, indeed, the fund be used to support the

24

care of people who aren't beneficiaries.

25

Now, as a Social Security taxpayer, Ithink that is

204 629-4266

35
right.

So that, to get extra payment for a loss in your out-

patient department, which has its origin in other patients, is
not consistent with the law, and I don't know that I would
write the law,myself, any differently in that regard.
5

MR. RICHWAGEN:

Do you think two per cent is enough

DR. NELSON:

No.

MR. RICHWAGEN:
DR, NELSON:
10

WARD & PAUL

11
12

-- the growth factor?

Well, the other point that is argued

pretty strongly is the obligation in the benefits to pay for
the cost of hospital care, not the provision of an expanded
hospital system.
Now, you can argue about this.

I recognize that.

13
But this is the statement that has been made.
14
On the other hand, I think the economist would tell
15
you -- tell us -- that if you need a $100,000 addition to your
16
facilities, and if you were 100 per cent reimbursed on the
17
formula that has been set, every patient paid this formula,
18
because there is full reimbursement of interest charged, and
19
since there is real flexibility in the depreciation schedule,
20
theoretically you can finance and refinance and expand your
21

D. C.

•
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to take care of --

facilities on borrowed capital.
22
Furthermore, the seven per cent for the proprietary
23
institutions emotionally went down our gullets about as hard
24
as anything I know, because when you look at it, they are payi
25

36
more than we are and, you know, we are white and they are not.
2

But the fact of the matter is that a man who puts his money

3

into an endeavor has got a right to get a return on his money,
just as a banker has a right if he lends you money.

And it is

pretty hard to argue against inclusion of an interest return

7

Well0 the case is made, I hope.

8

Now, in practical terms

410
WARD 81 PAUL

- in practical terms, ]es,

9

I think the hospital, the voluntary hospital field did not

10

realize that we did not have a good set of principles and a

11
12

good compendium of facts, and we were reasonably well divided
on good capital financing of hospitals.
There are those who will say that hospital should be

13
14
15

financed by contributions from the public, and that is why we
are tax-free, for instance, and so forth.
And when we got into the discussion about capital

16

financing, we as hospitals, were babes in the woods.

we did

17
not have the figures.

We did not have a point of view, and we

18
were divided.

We got two per cent.

Ed Crosby and his gang

19
got two per cent by just a straight political approach to the
20
Department of HEW.
21
You were there, Stan.

22
999 G Se., C•5. W. WachIngten 9, D. e.
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to the man who has lent the money to his own institution.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I wasn't there, but I --

23
DR. NELSON:

Well, you know perfectly well what it

24
was.
25

And it was really over the objection of the people who

37
were looking at reimbursement in these precise principles.
MR. RICHWAGEN:
DR. NELSON:

Including Senator Long.

Well, Senator Long took off on it very

vigorously, and I think the feeling is that certainly 1967 is
no year to go sweeten the sweetener.
It might be the year in which to dig in and defend
what you have.

III

WARD & PAUL

It will be, definitely, I think*

8

MR. MC NULTY:

9

With Senator Long in mind, what is that fellow's name

10

with his staff -Constantine.

11

DR. NELSON:

12

MR. MC NULTY:

I had lunch with him twice, trying to
And Ken

13

establish some rapport, and it is very difficult.

14

tells me I am wasting my time, and I may well be, but I thought

15

I had to go through the exercise.

16

do.

17

what is the benefit of this?

18

be built by bond issues.

Ken knows him better than I

But I think Long is going to attack the two percent:

DR. NELSON:

19

997 0 se., w. W., Westmftgoon 9, D. C.
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5

In Louisiana all hospitals can

You know, it is funny.

We are all

20

brought up in the same myth, you know, and for a hospital to

21

borrow money sounds like a failure of the community or perilously

22

close to falling from virtue and grace.

23

know, mortgaging the family car.

24
25

And it is like, you

Its all sorts of very im-

proper things, but it is a pretty darned good way to finance
affairs.

:pfbirtc..3 ilAcaE) ?021 626-4266

38
And the whole of business and industry in this
country would collapse if there wasn't vast borrowing.
MR. WITTRUP:

I think that is the key to this.

Hospitals have not got accustomed to using borrowed money to
expand, and that is what this whole system speaks to.
Yes

because we haven't been able to thi

through, that we might be able to pay it back.
MR. RXCHWAGEN:
We have.

PAUL

Well, I don't think proportionately

11

if you look at the whole hospital facility of the country* we

12

haven't.

13

DR. HAMILTON:

14

DR. NELSON:

15

DR. HAMILTON:

16
(7)

Don't think we haven't borrowed money

Many millions.
DR. NELSON:

10

WARD
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DR. NELSON:

Except the Baptist chain.

They borrow internally.
They borrow externally.

They have

done a good job.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

17

I think, too, Les, you have to

18

keep in mind that they reduced the two per cent to one and a

19

half on the proprietaries in exchange for seven per cent on

20

the net equity.

21

pretty low, you see.

22

they came out much better than if they took per cent on the

23
24
25

Now, the net equity in most of these is
So I don't know, Mathematically, whether

cost.
But then, again, you must remember that the whole
purpose of Title 19, which I think as now recognized was probably more expensive than they thought.

You are still supposed_

2.42 629-4266

•

39
1

to get under that, you see, reasonable cost.

2

is going to be very important

3

Winston said this repeatedly, your real problem of getting new

4

money is going to be 'working at the State level to get your

5

Title 19.
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.7

19 program with reasonable cost on the basis you are getting fro

8

Medicare, you are home.

9

MR. RICHWAZEN:

10

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

WARD 8 PAUL

11

DR. NELSON:

We have a boot-strap operation.

DR. NELSON:

16

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

21
22
23
24
25

Put all your old people in private rooms.
We have about three minutes left

before Ken comes -MR. RICHWAGEN:

18

20

We

have to get the money somewhere.

15

19

Well, then you had better start

My Cod, what do you want, Lester?

RICHWAGEN:

13
14

We've got it.

opening up new bank accounts.

12

17

999 G S7., GC W„ Woditrostron

and you remember Allen

And if, in the State of Vermont, you can get a Title

6

111

And I think it

They won't pay for private-duty

nurses.
MR. GOULET:

Some of you might be interested to know

that the ANA is sponsoring a conference of economists and
administrators at the end of this month for the purpose of
examining some of the bases for two per cent or five percent;
also, to review the depreciation problem.
MR. RICHWAGEN:

Who is calling this meeting?

Rom (Avan 202)

40
MR. GOULET:

AMA.

MR. FRENZEL;
MR. GOULET;

Does anybody know about it?
Pardon?

MR. FRENZEL:
MR. GOULET:

Nobody knows about it.
Yes.

MR. FRENZEL:

The invitees do.

Is your Liaison Committee of this

group going to attend that?
MR. GOULET:

WARD 21 PAUL

10

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Noi the AHA set up a committee on

this last fall.

12

started to box with this* and I am sure this is the next step

13

in the development of what Russ has been talking about, how we

14

are going to approach it.

16
17
18
19
20
21

•

We are not invited*

11

15

999 G St., M. W. Weshfington 9, D. C.
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CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

The invitees.

22
23
24
25

I know I was asked to be a part of it, and we

Hi, Ken.
MR. MC NULTY:
DR. NELSON:

Ken, have a seat.

If / could have the Medicare formula on

all my patients, I would be very haPPYCHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Guess what* Ken?

We are finish-

ing a little discussion on Medicare.
Ken, why don*t you come over here,
MR, WITTRUP:

Before we leave it altogether, Stan, I

would just like to throw this in the pot.
I assume we are also keeping our eye particularly on
how the out-patient services develop under 19,.

41
OR. NELSON:
2

eyes on that?
MR. WITTRUP:

3
4

DR. NELSON:
States.

7

tions.

8

taken for Tit/e 18.

WARD & PAUL

In general, the guidelines are following the positions

MR. WITTRUP:

Yes.

I just make thatptantbecause I

think it affects teaching hospitals --

11

Va. NELSON; Oh, yes, it does.

12

MR. WITTRUP:

13

hospitals, in general.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

917 G $1.. M. VI., Washinsgaz) 1, D. C.
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The decisions are really made in the

The guidelines are out. There are big, thick instruc-

6

10

I am sure you probably do. I am just

thinking --

5

9

Dick, don't you really have to keep 50

23
24
25

in a very disproportionate way from

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I think this is something that

Matt can keep his eye on now and probably it is an item that
can well come out in the bulletin of the AAMC, calling specific attention to this, seeing to it that Title 19 is developed.
MR. WITTRUP:

Well, the HEW people, at least if our

local people tell me right, are pretty demanding when it comes
to reviewing and pruning State plans, and in a sense they have
the final say on a lot of these things, although the details
vary from State to State.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
you could come this morning.
don't you?

Well

Ken, we are pleased that

I think you know everyone here,

so 202) G20-4286

42
MR. WILLIAMSON:

I think so.

2

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

3

MR. MC NULTY:

Good.

Stan, I imposed on Ken's time, and he
one, to sort of ex-

4

was thoughtful to come for two reasons:

5

pound for 30 seconds, if it is exposition at all, on what seems

WARD

411)

7

Ken for much loger -- the approach to the activity of this

8

Council in Washington, and that approach in very general terms

9

but also very specific as to be of assistance, to supplement,

10

to complement the work of the Washington Service Bureau unless

11

there is some special issue that we would want to emphasize,

12

because it has a teaching hospital or a medical education over-

13

tone, w

14

Bureau for thi r advice, their support, their interest, and

15

whatever else might be involved in the particular issue.

16

A point in example is what might be called the
Minimum Wage Act, the Fair Labor Employment Act, which does

18

involve a decision on interns and residents:

19

they not professional talent in terms of the interpretation of

21

411

which case I would again go to the Washington Service

17

20

22
919 G St., M. W., WesWotan 9. D. C
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to be -- not Ken, but McNulty to expound for 30 seconds, and

23
24
25

are they, or are

the Department of Labor.
Ken and the Washington Service Bureau were handling
this most effectively.

I considered my role to, on occasions,

to be on the phone -- is it going or ainit it -- "or ain't"
being the interpretation that we would want them excluded and
not considered minimum wage potential.

And it was, and

43
1

therefore, I saw nothing more for myself to be doing, other

2

than on some occasions such as this occasion, report to you on

3

what had taken place.

4

410

6

•

WARD & PAUL

a

tively than I can.
So the 30 seconds which has now gone to a minute and

7

a half was two-fold;

8

and our Washington office with relation to the Washington

9

Service Bureau, as I see it,

10

that I am missing that I should see which is a close relation-

11

ship, a support, a complement, a supplement, whatever else Ken

12

would want it to be called.

one, this is the activity of this Counci

is there any other perspective

13

And, secondly, to bring to you just a Message of

14

what took place on the particular amendments of last year.

15

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON;

16

MR. WILLIAMSON:

Ken.

Well, I thought I would talk gen-

17

erally a little while, as Matt said, sort of thinking out loud

18

on what I understand about it.

19

yesterday in a meeting we had on minimum Wage that have

20

reached the decision stage that I can tell you about, and that

21

I am sure you will be interested in.

And then some things happened

22

I had understood that the effort of this group was i

23

the main educational; that you were concerned about educationa

24

deVelopmentS and opportunitites, and the fact that the hospi-

25

tals this group represents would be, likely be, the major

•

919 C S2., N. W., Welloheton
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6

With Ken here, he can report that much more effec-

44
centers to develop health personnel.

And it is in such insti-

tutions that Government would increasingly channel funds, and
so on.
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So you had a major development interest in the basic
5

problem of the provision Of health personnel for the country.

6

And that was what I had understood one of the major interests

7

of your office in Washington to be.

a

and I talked about it, prior to his coming down here, I thought

9

this is what Matt was thinking about.

10

really great sense because I think that there are increasing

11

opportunities to develop, with the assistance of Government --

12

the Government has a great interest in developing health per-

13

sonnel, but they ire not too sure where to turn.

And that, I said, made

That is clear, and therefore, if there can be oft--

14
15

centration in what we now recognize as teaching hospitals,

16

this is all in the right direction, all to the good, and prob-

17

ably would result in substantial increases in theavailabi/ity

18

of Government funds to help do this job.

19

major mission of an office down here, which to me, as I said,

20

made great sense.

And this would be a

On the other hand, I had understood -- / thought

21

997 G SO., N. W., Wah© 9, D. C,

And from the one time Matt

22

clearly, that the intent was not to establish a lobbying

23

activity.

24
25

Now, there is a fine line when you say that you are
going to pursue contacts in Washington that are particularly

1

PhOn2: iAffL-)
202,

45

(8)
•

interested in matters relating to this group as to what is
pursuing contacts and what is lobbying.
3

akin to reaching the common objective of all hospitals visa-vi

4

the Government.
As I have looked at it in the Catholic Hospital

6

Association and the Protestant -- American Catholic

7

Protestant Associations -- it has been in most instances wise

8

not to have independent approaches to the legislative arm of

9

Government.

10

a lot of differences in approach.

It ends up in great confusion, and it ends up in

12

group,

13

tion that have been very different, and so on.

14

umbrella which tries to meld the interests of all groups in the

15

legislative sense lends great strength to the whole field.

16

this is the way we have operated.

17

6

American

Per example, the Catholic group and the Protestant

11
WARD & PAUL
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5

•

As I look at it, it is

there have been basic approaches in the field of educaSo to have an

And

And then, 1 think, in terms of contacts, as it is in-

18

creasingly known that you have an office here and Matt is here

19

full time, there are going to be people in Washington who will

20

want to know what your views are on things, and they will want

21

to bring problems to you, hoping that through your group, this

22

particular group, some particular activity can be followed.

23

think this is an, area where, it seems to me, we hall

24

to be very careful, again, that we don't short-change one an-

25

other, that we don't become divisive in how we approach this,

46
on our part and on your part both, I think.
2
And then, I think there are a lot of areas where I
3
don't think there is any problem at all.
4
5

7 r

the Government that will want more information and more contact
with the big teaching hospitals of the country, and this they
will want to pursue directly with you, and still with the ARA
as well, and do it jointly.

8
9

Take the Department of Labor situation as a contact
area before we get to legislative.

10
11
WARD & PAUL
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There are agencies of

AHA, you know, appoints, or had said when we talked
that we wanted At group to sit down in addition to staff and

12

begin to fellow these people and project the needs and the

13

problems of the hospital field, to try and guide and influence

14

administrative decisions.

15

people.

16

So we appointed a group of three

One of those, Tom Hale, Dr. Tom Hale, deliberately,

17

we thought being from a teaching hospital, he would have know-

18

ledge of the teaching hospital and the physician problems in

19

relation to it:

20

he had very much in mind, and nursing, as you all know, he has

21

much in mind, too.

22

interns, residents, all that important action

And then, an administrator from a teaching hospital

23

but with different contacts, somewhat, Dave Hitt from Baylor

24

Hospital, which is a different kind of setup really than Tom

25

Hale's.

Dave was considered, because he is chairman of a

47
committee representing -- working in behalf of the State of
Texas, all the hospitals on the Minimum Wage and Hours law,
with meetings and all the rest of it.
And then, the third person, a fellow, Wood, from
Minneapolis-St. Paul, who has been responsible for collective
So he knows

a lot of finite problems, you know, when you come to wage and
and hours laws that a lot of the rest of us don't know, because we have never lived with it.

g

10

So those were the three people that we had come.

11

Now, these people came there under the aegis of the

12

AHA, and exactly how you should or would feel that you should

13

relate your office to that activity is a good thing to talk

14

about.

15

Now, Matt and / talked, and I said, a little late on

16

my part and not his -- he rightly jogged me and I told him who

17

was meeting and what we were doing, and sent him copies of the

18

stuff that we had written to them, and then we had these meet-

19

ings and I said to Matt, if we can get any tentative rules out

20

of them on this area, then

21

down and look at these and see whether you can pick out anythin

22

useful, which would have been a good way, I think, to work it.

r

would like to call you in and sit

•
999 G $t., N. W., Wm:Masten 9, D. C.
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bargaining between organised labor and hospitals.

23

It wouldn't have, in any way, impeded what AHA's

24

normal practice is and yet would have lent special emphasis.

25

Well, this didn't come about; they moved right ahead, you know,

48
1

and they weren t willing to do this.

2

and after lots of pushing on them, they agreed.

3

yesterday we brought the group in, and with staff and lawyers

4

we met with them.

5

decisions on a number of things, not, you know, waiting to

6

give it to us in tentative form so we could check the work or

7

anything, which is a typical Government way of operating. Ro,

8

there was not the opportunity to do with Matt that which would

9

have been a good safeguard in your behalf, too.

And day before

And they are coming to -- had come to fine

Well, I cite this as an example, because I think -.-

10
11

assume

12

ARA will appoint committees, and, as they have, try to get

13

representation from major elements in the field.

14

change in that.

15

that in the future in major problem areas like this the

There is no

And I think that in terms of this contact work and

16

the implications of that, if I am right that you are not a

17

lobbying organization, you should retain contacts in the areas

18

am thinking of, and this is going to take a lot of working

19

back and forth, with the exchange of information between Matt

20

and ourselves so as to make this work and to make sure we don't

21
22
•
23
24
997 G 52., N.

They finally acquiesced,

25

get confused -- to make sure that when we talk to a Pederal
agency, by chance you may not be pushing a different bill of
goods than we are, which could happen.
That is the worst thing you could have happen, you
know; especially, if we are saying one thing about the teaching

Phono: (Agco 202) 620-

49
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•

hospitals and you are saying something else.
Now, the other thing in this area of contact is that
there is a great inclination for the field
4

cal, even, but it is just a fact of life -

6

patient about what you do in Washington.

5

understand whys you know, you don*t on every issue get every-

7

body on their hind legs and pound on the table; and that if we

a

all did that on every issue, you know, life would be better.

9

But this is not the way the thing works.

10

oftentimes we seem to be sitting on our tails and, you know,

11

letting valuable time go by.

12

where we are getting heaps of mail now.

13

of letters in Chicago with the labor specialists on what infor-

14

mation we have in this field, but there is a stream of letters

15

that come in that are al/ routed down by Ed and others to me

16

and they all commence, "Where in the hell was the AHA when the

17

law was passed?"

19

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

21

MR. WILLIAMSON:

9117 G St., N. W., WociAngtout tD.

23

They just do not

And so

And the minimum wage area is
And they answer a lot

them.

20

22

to get very im-

I get these types of letters •.4- and quite a few of

18

(9)

not being criti-

What is

your standard reply?

Right where we are now, right here

in Washington.
Well, anyway, now that you have this office here, and

24

so on, I am sure that some of your members are going to be

25

pounding on Matt.

Rhonor (A.Na 202) 428-4266

SO
MR. NC NULTY:

MR. WILLXAMSON:
haunches.
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And, as usual

This damned AMA

sitting on its

usually, it is the small hospital

4

people saying, you know, we don't know anything about their

5

problems, but increasingly some of them are going to say we

6

don't know and aren't acting in behalf of your problems, too.

7

I am sure of that.
Well now* in legislation it gets a little bit tougher

8

I am not sure what you mean by

9

because of this word "contact."

10

that, except it is my assUmption that you do not want to be a

11

lobbying organization.
Now, if the MA would go about its role in legis-

12
13

lative contact, pursuing it just like we have, only more so --

14

and we are adding additional staff, and so on, in the office,

15

two or three people -- but that is to -.P.- you know, how the ARA

16

procedure is.

17

Relations and tries to bring the problems to them in advance

18

as near as it can.

It gets together with the Council on Government

And they think in behalf of all hospitals -- he is

19

917 GSL,M. W., WacliOngeon 1. D. C.

They are.

20

the vice chairman, the chairman of vice of the Council on

21

Government Relations, and there are a couple of other people

22

on there

23

at Caseley, and there is usually without fail such people on

24

the Council on Government Relations.

25

.0.6.

the chairman is from a big teaching hospital down

So in my mind, the teach hospitals' interests are

(AcD 202 628-42643

51

Ls3.

being considered pretty well along with everybody else's interests; not the primary interest, but being considered.

And

sometimes it is the primary interest because they are the sourc
of what, you know, you are talking about, or they are the only
source.
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6

And then, the ARA, this goes up through the general

counsel and the Board, and so on, and becomes policy.

And this

is what we then are instructed to implement down here.
8

And then the ABA gets who it thinks is the best perso

9

to present the case, to present the testimony, if it seems wise

10

to do so.

11

do not want to appear in the hearing at all, and it isn't

12

sometimes people think we are lazy or do too little work.

13

is just that it is better not to.

14

get them in the record, and sometimes just letters.

999 G Se., N. W., Wash5nston 1. D. C.

15

In many instances, for a lot of good reasons, we

/t

So we write statements and

So there are a variety of approaches.

But where you

16

get to hearings -- well, this, in each one of these stages,

17

whether you people will be inclined to write letters officially

18

on a piece of legislation or whether you are going to be inter-

19

ested in that the AHA writes on a given piece of legislation,

20

or whether you are going to be inclined to waht to appear and

21

have witnesses on a given piece of legislation, or yotfte con-

22

tent to have the ABA have witnesses and handle the testimony on

23

a given piece of legislation, I think is one area that you need

24

to talk about, and that I am not clear on at all except as

25

say, that / have understood you are not a lobbying organization

Rom [Anz 20211 084266
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1

And if you are not, I guess you would not be per-

2

forming lobbying functions.

3

ably know, that if you decide to move into the area of having

4

representatives do this very often, then you have to qualify

5

as a lobbying organization and register an individual, go

6

through all the, you know, reporting and all the rest of it tha

7

you do.

8

MR. WITTRUP:

The other thing is, as you prob-

What sort of working pattern had you

9

developed with the AAMC before this branch of it developed, the

10

particular branch we are talking about?

11

MR. WILL/AMSON:

12

MR. WITTRUP:

13

MR. WILL/AMSON: No. It had been

Very loose.

Had there been any problem?

'51

:11V
Nur
.

14

name that is head of

15

MR. WITTRUP:

16

MR. WILLIAMSON:

Darley?

Berson?

Berson -- when it was Barley, and it

17

was it there, Barley would be calling Ed Crosby about things

18

every once in awhile, and Ed would call me and find out what we

19

were doin9, And so, on.

20

lt

oh, what is his

From the day that Berson came down, then we would

21

either see one another or talk by telephone about areas

22

would call and say, "We hope you are going to say something on

23

this, or at least you will file a statement on an issue," or he

24

wou/d call and say, "What is the point of view of AHA that you

2

25

are going to express in whatlo-wr you do, and vice versa."

he

Mon, (Am 202 620-41266

•

would call him and say that we found that in a certain matter
2

he may want to think of these conditions, so that he would be

3

aware of what we were saying.

4

worked.

5
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6

That is really about the way it

It was very informal, very loose.
MR. WITTRUP:

Because officially it is still the AAMC

you are dealing with.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

Yes.

MR. WITTRUP: Of which, as / understand it, this is a
part.
10

MR. MC NULTY:

11

MR. WITTRUP:

12
13

And I think that is useful to keep in

mind as this relationship develops.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I would say, too, Ken, I don't

14

think at any time since this group has evolved in the AAMC that

15

there was any feeling that its positions or what it would need

16

to take a position on would be very much different except in

17

most unusual situations which no one has come up with yet,

18

other than what ABA very often would have as basic policy.

19

1. W., WosPoIngton 1, D. C.
917 G Se., 1,

That is right.

And one of the things obviously that Matt will prob-

20

ably do will be to keep aware of, as he has as a hospital

21

administrator before, or as a member of ABA, but now officialy

22

we would be able to keep track of policy positions that the

23

ABA takes.

24

representation on the basic councils and committees that evolve

25

these in ABA, that there is going to be a great crossover.

And I am sure, as you are pointing out, since the

I

54
1

don't think any of us over anticipated but that there would be

2

a great deal of consistency.

3

something most of us are aware of, that one thing is to have

4

representation in Washington.

6

Washington, right?

But I think you are pointing out

The other is to lobby in
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And as far as the AAMC -- how does it aCtl
7

its official position?

a

Do you know, Matt?

MR. MC NULTY:

Well, it is not a lobbying activity.

9

In the sense that lobbying means registering, it is not regis-

10

tered to the best of my knowledge.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

11

It does lobby, though. Berson lobbie

12

He hadn't been caught up with, maybe, but he lobbied, and he

13

was widely recognized on the Hill.

14

though he was there to lobby inlour behalf of in behalf of

15

medical schools.

16

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

17

MR. WILLIAMSON:

People looked at him as

What is the fine difference?

When you appear, they begin to

18

wonder.

19

enough involved, then they figure --

21
22
23

When you are asking for dough and you seem to become

MR. WITTRUP:

20

9117 C St., RI. W., Wastekagten 9, D. C.

What is

There is a legal definition; isn't

there?
MR. WILLIAMSON: Oh, there i$ a legal definition -a pretty loose one.

24

DR. MAC NINCH:

25

MR. wILLIAMsoN:

But you have to register and report.
Yes.

You have to report and registe

ma: (Arc3 202) 626-4266

55
the organization and the individual.
MR. MC NULTY:
ition.

•

That is what / was using as my defin-

The AAMC has not registered and has not reported.
MR. WITTRUP:

Well, now, this problem must have some

counterpart over on the AMA side.
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6

I know that they are regis-

tered, but what I am saying is, this relationShip business must
have some precedent that is developed over on the AMA side over

8

the year, which provides some guidelines.

9

MR,. MC NULTY:

Well, from my three months here, I

10

would hope that our relationships would be, perhaps, much to the

11

contrary, because -- and I would say this,, .s off the record.
(Whereupon, there was a short discussion off the

12
13
14

record.)
MR. WILLIAMSON:

The AMA has assumed in all the years

15

I have watched them, that they are authoritative to speak on

16

anything that has to do with physicians, their education or

17

anything to do with it.

18

the impression to Congress officially in terms of the need for

19

,
more or less physicians and the development of medical schools

20

and everyghing to do with them.

21

worries, of course,that Congress has had, because in those in-

22

stances where they were able to feel out deans -- well, take

23

Lister Hill as an example.

24

thing that disturbed him most --he would get a group of deans

25

ely
in his office talking about needs, and they were absolut

And they have spoken and have given

And it say, then, one of the

He would often say to me that the

Pitortzu (AF
...3
, 202)

56
1

and totally contrary to the

2

gave testimony with a very limited, you know, and to him,
a

3

very dissatisfying point of view, and so, on, and the
Deans

4

were busy trying to overcome this.

5
6

MM. WITTRUP:

of this office will help to avoid that situation.

WARD & PAUL

As Matt says, living with us is

relatively sinple; living with them is another proposition.

I

9

mean, in terms of -- if you are expecting them not to take

10

action in an area of direct concern to you before they tell you,

11

such thing is going to happen.

12

action, and you will read about it in the newspaper or hear
it

13

from someone.

14

you to do this or that.

15

take this position.

16
17
18
19

917 G Se., N, W., Wostilastan 9, D. C.

he collections of the AAMC Not to be

Well, the AMA appeared and

Maybe we can assume that the presence

MR. WILLIAMSON:
8

W.

They will go ahead and take the

They may call you and tell you that they want

DR. BOETTCHER:

They often do that -- we expect you to

I wonder if we shouldn't become a

lobbying organization.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I guess we will be what our parent

I don't think that we necessarily --

20

DR. BOETTCHER:

21

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

22

DR. BOETTCHER:

No, I mean the parent.
You mean the parent.

I think there are a lot of areas where

23 the interest will be solely that of teaching hospitals, where
24 the MA or the AMA do not feel a strong need or motivation to
25 put a heavy push on.

57
MR. MC NULTY:

Ernie, you make a good point.

This is

why I was pushing earlier for a specific identification as to

•
WARD & PAUL
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what route you wanted me to go in terms of your interest in an
4

intern and resident adjustment under Medicare, just to Social

5

Security or to the extent of getting friends -- and we do have

6

a number of them -- to introduce legislation.

7

latter case, Ken makes a much better definition than the legal

8

definition, and that is when you start to deal with a Congressm n

9

of some type, a Senator or a Representative, or both, if you

10

are going to get legislation introduced, you are getting pretty

11

close to lobbying.

12

MR. WILLIAMSON:

13

MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

I think in the

This is what lobbying is.

This would be, again -- by way of

14

definition, this would be an activity that the ARA may not want

15

to have a great emphasis on in terms of Medicare, a definition

16

for payment of interns and residents, and so on, but which we

17

would do together.

18

to go all the way, go to Social Security.

19

to put it in a package, fine: if not, if you can get an admin-

20

istrative concurrence and get it introduced as an amendment, wh

21

proceed in that direction.

22
23
24
25

But I think the instructions I had would be
If you can get them

And T think that does become, then, lobbying by most
definitions.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Well, you are able to invite pro-

posals from time to time, aren't you, Ken?

58
MR. W/LLIAMSON:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I mean, there is a fine line

here; isn't this correct?
4

MR. WILLIAMSON:

5

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

6

Yes.
Because in my working with the

ABA, I am sure that the Washington office of the ABA, on the

roduced without per

basis of a policy established by the Association -- / think thi
is what Ken has always been informing these people, all Of us

Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be

in ABA, have a position as you sense that something s
10

up.

11

somebody knows you are here so they can say, "What do you think

12

about this?"

Because you role herein Washington is to see to it that

Now, this is the opposite of you going to them and

13
14

saying, "Have you thought aboUt this?"

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

You know that by per

acquaintanceship there are things that are going to

15

917 G SI., N. W., Was.hOnstaa 9, D. C.

coming

occur.

Is this right?
MR. WILLIAMSON:

Yes* that is exactly right.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

And you knowtbatthey will ask

u, "What do you think about this?"
MR. WILLIAMSON:

That is right.

You can plan that

they do ask that; in fact.
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

Your charge earlier, though, wen

beyond that, didn't it, M. Chairman?
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
MR. MC NULTY:

What WAS that?

The charge on the

59
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

We were saying that you have to

get together with these people who are knowledgeable in the
area of responsibility in Government to be sure that you under-

•

stand what they are talking about,

Like in wage and hour, I am

sure Ken knows how they think down there.
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over the years.

You have known this

Being informed of what is going on is one

thing, right?
MR. WILLIAMSON:

That is right.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

That is one thing.

But then,

10

being prepared, yourself, when they -- you sort of invite them

11

and ask, "What do you think about this?

12

pose?" All right, so you haveindicated an interest, but that

What would you pro-

Then when they come back to you and

is on an informal basis.

say* "Wen* what do you have to offer?" -- you better be pre15

pared, you see.

That is right.

16

MR. WILLIAMSON:

17

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

18

In responding to Ernie's comments

down there* I think this is the real difference.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

19

Speaking lust for myself now in

20

terms of medical schools having a lobby, because that is some-

21

thing / can see -MR. WITTRUP:

22
23
997 G Se., VC W., WasMngtaa

This is the big thing, isn't it?

ing that.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

24
25

The AMA would have a hard time accept-

the fact.

Yes, but even they would recognize

hemp: (Aro 2132 628-4266

60
The Members of Congress by and large now, inspired by
the Administration's leadership, are not looking to the AMA in
terms of questions dealing with medical schools.
4

They aren't

thinking about them, and they aren't looking to them, and they
are looking for other people to give them the advice.

And the

mik. HAMILTON:

Doesn't this, coupled

with the fact

that the AAMC has moved its offices East from Chicago give

WARD & PAUL

credence to trnie Doettcher's point that they probably should
10

be legalizing this thing now, that it is becoming more and more

11

a matter of fact?
M. WILLIAMSON:

12

I was going to say I could see your

13

legalizing the medical school part, but legalizing the hospital

14

part I would have concerns about because then you are right in

15

the area that I have been talking about of confUsion and over-

16

lapping.

17

991 G SO., M. W., VALAgrugton A, D. C.
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AMA knows this, as much as it hurts.

MR. M1APS1I:

Well, /think it is only fair to say

18

that, really, for some time the AAMC has been extremely inter-

19

ested in developing a stronger organization, and they have done

20

this, X think, very definitively through the Coggeshall Report,

21

and they also did it by adding additional staff and, as Stewart

22

mentioned, the moving of people to Washington because this is

23

where all the action is.

24

the role of the teaching hospital established with the AAMC --

25

and, incidentally, we did this always with the open invitation

We worked for eight years in getting

(Mona, fAra 2021 626-4286

61
of Ed Crosby or his representative at all of our meetings.
There was nothing ever done sub rosa -- and we finally got the
AAMC to recognize us officially as a part of their team in
support of medical education, medical schools.
And when I think ,of Matt, when Matt came on board

PAUL
WARD

This is

And we have also given special recognition

7

his proper place.

8

of a liaison committee between this group and the MIA, so that

9

we would be sure that we didn't step on each other's toes.

10

may from time to time, but I am sure that it would be uninten-

11

tional rather than premeditative.

12

M. WITTRUF:

We

I hope, Stan 4-- and this is in no, way

13

critical of anything that Ken said -- but I hope we don't work

14

too hard on the distinction between lobbying and contact, and

15

this sort of thing, but that we can -- all of us would --

16

gradually develop a positive orientation to this whole thing,

17

and work to get what good out of it we can.

18

is the

19

hospitals to go somewhere in the Federal Government crossways

20

with Ken's position.

21

any good.

22
917 C St., M. W., Waclthogton 1, 0. C.
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why, we just assumed that he would be in Washington.

I don't think this

I don't think it is to the interest of teaching

That is not going to do either one of us

And it seems to me that we have enough incentives

23

to make this relationship work productively for everybody,

24

and
that ultimately we have to depend on the good intentions

25

the good judgment of the people that are working up here to

nem (Areca 2o2 62U-4246

62
keep together.
2

And, hopefully for Ken, I would think the

presence of Matt up here in an important sense is an added resource.

It is somebody else who ought to be well versed in a

particular area, and to the extent ought too you know, help him
do his job better.

And I would think to a certain extent, you
We don't want to push the

AMA-AAMC thing too far because what we are talking about there
is a pretty clear jockeying for primacy in particular areas,
and I don't think we are involved in that sort of thing, but
10
11
WARD 8, PAUL
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know, the reverse could be true.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

there may be some things about that situaton over there that
makes it inappropriate right now for the AAMC to get lobbying
status even though it is lobbying like hell all the time.
So there may be a wider range of consideration, but
I hope that this relationship can develop to the mutual interes
of all of us, and that we don't work too hard in trying to draw
fine distinction as to exactly who is going to do what.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON: I don't think we need to be too
concerned.

I think the purpose of this was just to bring out

what the subtle differences are because I want to remind everyomrow that, what is it, about 25 per cent of our membership
are not necessarily affiliated with medical schools.
MR. MC NULTY:

Thirty per cent.

22
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Thirty per cent.

So you must

23
keep in mind, however, that our concerned are not entirely, or
24
25

quite the same as the AAMC4s; and I don't think that there is

Fheac, (Apez 20n 620-

63
ahy question that their relationships with AMA and their con2

cern and their jockeying there is something that is quite a
bit different from our concerns here as a teaching hospital

4

form.
think Ken, again, is right when he points out to us

ing of health service personnel, because I think even as AHA
was recognized, the majority part of much of this is conducted
in a relatively small group of hospitals.
Remember those figures, Stew, that Ed had?

4110
WARD Si PAUL

10

What was

11

it, about three or four years ago when we added up the total

12

number of hospitals in the country, as to which ones were reall

13

involved in this area of activity?

14

there was a number, and I think we found this out when we in-

15

vited those who would meet the minimal criteria of this group,

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

It showed a very definite

and the minimal criteria was three out of five residencey programs.
DR. HAMILTON;

And in internahir4

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON;
DR. HAMILTON:

And an internship.

You ended up with, what, four per cent

of the hospitals and 30 per cent of the beds?
MR. NC NULTY:

Approximately.

CHAIRKAN FERGUSON:

Now, I think for Hen's benefit as

23
997 0 57.. M. w., Westangeon
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that our concern was to be in that area of education and train-

24
25

we define and are able to get better identification of what
this hospital group represents, this will be -- obviously, you

64
will know it, too, because it is probably going to come from
your records.

4

Matt moves in -- he has only been here for aobut what, half-.

5

time, for the last three months, really, -- he will become

6

better aware of the composition of all the committees and

7

councils of MA, and it is going to continue to be apparent, as

8

it has over the years, that these groups have terrific inter-

9

relationships, and I don't think there needs to be too much

10

concern.

•
WARD & PAUL

11

917 G SO., N. W., WoaloIng¢on 1, D. C.
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And I note, too, from yourearlier comment that as

There isn't going to be common thinking.

There may

12

not always be total agreement, but a lot of that is going to be

13

ironed out long before it gets to the point where we are asked

14

by Government agencies here in Washington what we think about

15

it.

16

and other hospital groups working with AEA

17

cated is that there you have come to a melding of your think-

18

ing as to how you approach it?

I think your point about the Protestant and the Catholic
what you have indi-

Is this right?

That is right, yes.

19

MR. WILLIAMSON:

20

CHAIRMAN PERGUSON:

In other words, if they are con-

21

tacted and they speak on some problem, they are Speaking con-

22

sistent with what you are speaking.

23

MR. WILLIAMSON:

That is right.

The thing we do is,

24

for example, frequently we go to them and ask them if they will

25

go with their particular appeal to their group in additiOn to

hone: (Aroa 204 526-4266

65
what AHA is doing, you see.

And this is an effective assist

to lobbying, a very effective one.

And I think this will occur

hopefully, when we say to Matt, "we are sending this out to the
hospitals.

Al/ of your members are getting it.

If you can

follow it through and give them another kick in the britches,
this will help."
There is one other thing that is greatly needed down
here, and that is a definition Of a teaching hospital because
the ones we have now are no good.

11
paramedical?
12

it
••
•,•

n

legislative problems we have.
It came up in the last Session in a very real way in

paramedical education bill. We wanted them to, you know,

13

broaden the base so that all hospitals which were engaged in

14

programs of teaching and that were approved for a whole lot of

15

paramedical people, could be included, to broaden the definitio

16

beyond affiliated medical school hospitals, which was the

17

original thinking.
Well, then, we got down to

18

97 G St.. M. W.. Wohlroatva 9, D. C.

he collections of the AAMC Not to be

rodu

10

And this is one of the major

all right, what is a

And they have information around the field

19

teaching hospital.

20

to indicate that a Lot of hospitals that we would call teaching

21

hospitals are not teaching hospitals at all.

22

but --

23

MR. WITTRUP:

24

MR. WILLIAmSON:

25

It is nothing

In-service.
a pathologist who needs some help

so he trains five technicians.

And they said, "Do you people

his

66
call that a teaching hospital?"
So we were in real trouble.
So that what I finally came down to in an eleventhhour decision was that any hospital that was approved for
internship and residency was a teaching hospital.

got a lot of criticism from the field, that you leave out a lot
of people.

But anyway, this is on thing that is needed.

will help-.

This is needed.

WARD & PAUL

10

This

There is one thing that the AHA is working on right

11

now with the Committee that came out of the Council, something

12

that is greatly needed wown there, and that is the definition

13
14

MR. RICHWAGEN:

16

You might use our definition of what

a teaching hospital is.
MR. RAMBECK:

15

It depends on how you are going to use

it.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

17
18

was too restrictive.

19

nations.

They looked at that, and I think it

/ think maybe we need two kinds of desig-

20

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

21

MR. MC NULTY:

22

Well, we will be glad to help.

What is the committee that is working

with this?

•
OW 6 SI., N. W., Wodavogrta 9, D. C.
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But this isn't good enough because we have already

23

MR. WILLIAMSON:

It is the Joint Committee that the

24

Board appointed at its last meeting of the Council on Education

25

Council on Professional Practice -- I am not sure, maybe

Mono, (A=204

67
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•

1

Government Relations.

I can't remember.

R. BOETTCHER:

Mr. Chairman, I wasn't suggesting

that the AAMC should lobby to create dual channels for the same
4

approach, but I was thinking of some area where the AAMC would

5

be the appropriate channel for the lobbying.

0

heartedly here that Matt has to work closely with Ken on those

I agree whole-

things that are of joint concern.
MR. RAMBEcK:

A good example is the animal bill.

We

weren't very hot and bothered about it in the Council Of
10

Government Relations, but this group would be very concerned

11

about it, and could get support from the AAMC.

12

112)

Matt, I wonder, since all medical schools or nearly

13

all medical schools are an element in a university, what kind of

14

liaison is there between the AAMC staff here and the Council

15

on Education.

16

ning to be quite concerned

17

of American Medical Colleges in Washington, and concerned about

18

the fact that insufficient attention is given to the principle

19

that education is a State responsibility.

20

ning to be a sort of a dichotomous point of view here, and I

21

wonder to what extent this liaison is being improved.

22

Because Several university presidents are begin-

MR. MC NULTY:

out the emphasis of the Associatio

And that is begin-

Well, I Can give you my perspective

23

of it, and I don't actually know whether Ken, who has been here

24

longer, has any view on it.

25

As you know, in addition to being your Director, the

nano: (Afco2O2623-4266

68
appointment also was as an Associate Director of the AAMC.

In

9

that latter category, there is an item on our agenda which

3

says, what have I been doing for the last several months, and
X will interject it here so we can get by it.
}or two of the last three months, nobody was in the

5

WARD ftt PAUL

on international medical education.

8

MR. RICHWAGEN:

9

MR. MCNULTY: Sir?

10

MR. =Imam: We will have to stop that.

11

MR. MC NULTY: / wouldn't stop it.

12

We will have to stop that.

Next time I may

be eligible to go.
That was just a plug, Les. / was here as the

13

This gave me a perspective with the America

14

Washington office.

15

Council on Education.
Secondly, they have recently onlarged the committee

17

of which I have either the pleasure or liability of being a

18

member of from the AAMA which is considering the time, reportin

19

the overhead factors, and so forth, because the Council on

20

Education has become quite interested in it.
These two contacts I emphasize as a method of evalua-

21

•

They all went to New Delhi to a conference

7

16

999 G se.. IC W. WadtIngton 9, D. C.
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Washington office.

22
23
24
25

tion.

I think the liaison is excellent.
Dr. Wilson, Logan Wilson, who is President of the

American Council on Education, is a not infrequent visitor to
our office because he has many other offices in that same

Mono. (Ar_o 202) 62a

69
building.

In my two and a half months,we have had lunch twice.

I have been just a bystander, but he and Or. Berson have had
lunch together and discussed a variety of subject matter.

I

think this is the orientation that Dr. Berson was trying to
introduce

into the AAMC, more of an emphasis on education;

Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

therefore, more of ageographic location in Washington, because
that is the center of the educational organization as opposed
to a professional relationship which might emphasize its existence in Chicago with the AMA or the AHA or the ADA, and so on.
10
11

largely supported by Government and so the place to be in

12

attempting to influence favorably any position Government was

13

taking was in Washington.

14

MA. WILTAAMSON:

We have had a lot of difficulty over

15

the years with the education people down here and often had to

16

accomplish things over their dead bodies.

17
18
19
20
21
22
•
23
997 G Se., N.kl,f' ., WashIngeen

And, secondly, that medical education was becoming

24
25

You take the amendment to the Federal Housing Act to
provide funds for housing of interns, residents, and so on.
They tried every way to stop us from doing that and lobbied
against us strongly.

And we had to go to a lot of extremes to

overcome that because they have got a lot of influence.

The

excise tax exemption on hospitals is one where staff-wise we
have taken it on the chin because they pulled the rug out from
under us at a critical stage, sacrificed us to get a partial
exemption for themselves some years back.

And they only do

70
1

that once, and we simply don't trust them.

2

So they are not an easy group to work with.

3

their basic feeling is, and this is clear -- they made no bones

4

about it -- a hospital is not an educational institution.

5

if there is anything they can do to prevent their being recog-

7

And

This is the

basic philosophy they have.

8

Anyway, you might bear that in mind.

9

The last thing I was going to mention, Stan, for just

10

410
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nized as such at all., they are anxious to do it.

And

a moment, if I could --

11

CHAIRMAN PERMSON:

12

M. WILLIAMSON:

Co ahead.

-- was that as we see it, our staff

13

down here, the real big job and the tougher job, andthe most

14

needed job is not legislation at all.

15

after the legislation is passed.

16

than anybody can digest now, as you know, and this is becoming

17

clear, and there is going to be more legislation.

18

going to stop.

19

it, staffing-wise, is to try and help our members get what they

20

potentially can get out of existing legislation.

21

take al/ the time that Matt and anybody else you will ever

It is in administration

We have got more legislation

Itis not

But the big, big job down here now, as we see

And this can

•22 afford to bring down here can spend OA it, if you really plan
23

to do this, and all the time that we can spend, and then it

24

won't be enough in order to live With the administrative

25
0

agencies and follow their decisions and be helpful to your

20211 628-4266
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FhORO: PPea

members,

•

The big hospitals, the single most difficult problem
O

they have now, and where largely they are not doing this because they haven't got the people, is piecing together the
pockets.

There are now upteen pockets of money in any one
field

you know, and all the various elements and, hell, they have no
idea generally of all the pockets there are and how to piece

WARD & PAUL

it together.

I mean, the constant thing we have is people

10

coming down and they are going to put all their eggs in the

11

Hill-Burton basket, and once they have done it, then they have

12

cut off other baskets -- you know, money available.
And it is how you plan and how you program, which are

13
14

two different things, and how you present it.

15

with administrative agencies in terms of the field is the bigger

16

job, and it is growing, and growing.

17

we 'are the most inadequate.

So this living

And it is the one where

We are adding staff people -- Ed

18
Ackert we added recently to the staff, and we call him -- Federa
19
agencies liaison is his responsibility.

He was the third top

20
fellow in the General Accounting Office for 24 years and was in
21

•
917 G St., M. W., MethsRon 9, D. C.
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you want to look at, and a big teaching hospital wants to build,

control of the staff that did the overseeing of every one of the
22
Federal agencies.

He has a whole bunch of lawyers working for

23
him.
24
25

And so he has tremendous entry into how, you know, the

Federal Government works.

Ed is strengthening our hand consid-

erably in living with this adminsitrative process.

But in terms

Phtmo: !Apo 202)
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of the job that your office can do here, it will become ever
clearer to you that that is whemyou can best serve your
members in a big, big way.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

In other words, how to understand

exactly what gold is in the hills.
Yes.

A good example of that, which

Matt and I corresponded on for years

he didn't correspond

III

WARD & PAUL

with me, but he always was thoughtful enough to send me copies.
9

He corresponded with Ed -- is NIH and how NIH reimbursed you

10

people because thet is where the problems arose, you know, unde

11

the thing.

12

Matt was very impatient in his previous job, rightly enough,

13

because it didn't seem like enough was being done, enough at-

14

tention was given to it, and al/ the rest of it.

15

AHA did some things, not enough, and

And we had

Well, that is the kind of thing -- there will be
But in the field of education right now

16

examples like that.

17

without any new laws at all, there are a fantastic number of

18

potential pockets of educational money available.

19

we tried to keep very close to, but we only learn about them

20
21
22
919 G 59., tl. W.. WcAtngtan 1, D. C.
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MR.WILLIAMSON:

23
24
25

every once in awhile.

Some of them

Somebody says, "Did you know that in

this section of the law, yuu know, that is not our specialty;

it is possible to do this

There are all kinds of pockets."

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

N * one understood they were

evern including you.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

No, no.

And they didn't, either, and

73
they never would have.
MR. MC NULTY;

So this is the big area, you see.
How much of a staff will you finally

have, Ken?
MR. WILLIAMSON;
MR. MC NULTY:

Pardon?

How much of a staff will you finally

Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

have?
MR. WILLIAMSON; Oh, we will have, let's see -- 16,
lt1 people* something like that.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
10

MR. WILLIAMSON:

11

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

12

This will be service to members.

Yes.
Rather than service Of membership

over into legislation.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

Yes.

It will be increasing the

917 C Se., N. W., WaslaBnoten 1. D. C.

emphasis on the service to members.

And even then this has to

15

be largely Mass assist, you know* and that is not good enough.

16

It can't be definitive enough.

17

MR. MC NULTY:

You can't individualize it.

18

MR. WILLIAMSON:

We do some of that.

I mean, we

19

get, -- members will get involved, and they will write and come

20

down and day* "Will you establish contact for us to go and see

21

this, and this, and sort of wise us up on What's going on."

22

do that kind of thing.

23

We

Why I mentioned this is if I am any judge of these

24

hospitals, your problem that you are going to have is that every

25

one of these people and all of their brothers and sisters are

Pheno, fint7ca 2o2 428-4266
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going to be coming to you to try and see if you can't help
them to get some dough for a project they have gotten out of
this pocket, or this pocket.
MR. GOULET:

X would like to talk to you, Matt.

I

have a parking garage idea.
Ken has hit the nail on the head.

Yes.

The mail has been coming in 10 letters a day.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

X just thought I would tell you some

of these major decisions on minimum wage that have now been
10

finalized.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

WARD & PAUL

11
12

That was your meeting on the 10th

wasn't it?

13

MR. WiLLIAMSON: Yes,

14

Interns and residents are exempt from both minimum

15

wage and overtime, even though they are unlicensed if they

16

possess a degree in medicine, denistry, osteopathy, pediatry,

17

or optometry.
So this was a great change in their attitude.

18
19
20
21
22
997 G 51., N. W., WoshInglon 9, D. C.
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MR. MC NULTY:

23
24
25

The

hitch there was, were they licensed, and they have gotten over
that.
And then they talked about whether they would have
to meet the professional standards and at least $115 a week,
and they have gotten over that.

So that you Are home free in

terms of interns and residents.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

If they are what, now?

Phan*: (Mu 202P 620-4266

S
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1

MR. WILLIAMSON:

Even though unlicensed, even though

2

unlicensed, they don't have to be licensed.

3

MD degree.
MR. MC NULTY:

They must have an

They must have the MD degree. Now,

WARD & PAUL

6

that would not grant the MD degree until you completed the in-

7

ternship.

8

Charlie.

Northwestern was one.

I believe Duke was one,

We grant the degree --

9

MR. FRENZEL:

10

MR. MC NULTY:

11

MR. FRENZEL:

12

MR. MC NULTY:

But you held them
-- and then give the diploma out.
Right.

You didn't give the diploma.

13

Our quick survey determined that it is now safe.

14

no schools that withhold the MD degree.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

15

There are

Now, on call time -- this is a big

It counts as hours worked if the employee must be at the

16

area.

17

hospital and thus not free to use his time as he pleases.

18

is not considered hours worked if the employee may remain at

19

home, awaiting a call.

20

at rates as low as the minimum wage.

22

rate to meet the law.

23

wage.

24
25

It

Compensable time, however, may be paid

In other words, you don't have to pay an elevated

21

917 G St., N. W., Washinegon 1, D. C.
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we stumbled a little on this becauS -there used to be schools

Now

You can dicker with them on a minimum

the one thing they haven't -- the question we

put to them that they haven't decided yet is, "Is the residence

Ron: (Arco 202! 628-6286
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which is their part of the hospital, is that legally his home
in terms of overtime, whether he is waiting to be called or
not?"
Volunteers need not be compensated if they are true
volunteers and are not in employment relationship with the
if a hospital employee wishes to volunteer his

services or participate in the hospital's organized volunteer
program, his useful activities may well be considered a continuation of his employment, subject to overtime or minimum
10

wage requirement.

WARD & PAUL

•

11

that they recommend that hospitals not allow any paid employees

13

to work as a volunteer intheir hospitals any longer because it

14

was quite clear it would be impossible to distinguish between

15

the employee relationship and the volunteer relationship.

16

they are going to volunteer, they better work in somebody else

18

0

we figured after our meeting, suggesting to AHA,

12

17

hospital.

If

There is quite a lot of this, we found, so this is

not a small problem.

19

Students is another area you are all interested in.

20

Hospital schools may receive payments as stipends or scholar-

21

ships applicable to hours spent in on-the-job experience.

22
917 0 S9„ N. W. Wozahlroston 'B, D. C.
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hospital.

Student nurses is a big one.

And such activities,

23

apparently, are not hours worked if they are required as a part

24

of the curriculum.

25

a conventional employment status exists.

Work not required under the course of study,

Mon: (Aca 204 6213-4268
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1

Now, there are quite a few hospitals, apparently
there are still a fair number, that will let a student nurse

3

in her fourth year, or whatever, her third year, is she is

4

physically able, you know, and all that criteria, she can come

5

back and earn some money, and she is an employee when she does

6

that, subject to all the limitations.
I might say on this subject of students, it is clear

WARD

PAUL

7
8

they are going to be looking carefully, however, at the working

9

relationships, and in relation to -- percentagewise, that to

10

her curriculum.

11

to see whether this is beyond a work experience that is egsenti

12

to education and is work.

13

too.

14

It was pretty clear. Students -- now this is high
College students even may also be

school and other students.

16

employed at 85 per cent of the minimum wage, usually for not

17

more than 20 hours a week if you get certification from the

19
20
21
22
911 G St., N. W., Wathingiott 1. D. C.

They are going to be looking at this

15

18

O

In other words, they are going tobe interested

Department of Labor of their status, and you must get that
/atter requirement.
DR. HAMILTON:
MR. WILLIAMSON:

Was that 80 per cent or 85?

Eighty-five per cent of the minimum

wage, as long as you don't work them more than 20 hours a week.
On an individual basis, or

23

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

24

MR. WILLIAMSON:

25

A nurse is also eligible for classification as an

Yes, on an individual basis.

202t 628-92
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exempt professional -- this was the biggest single thing that
we got, in addition to the intern-residents -- if:

her salary

is at a rate of at least $115 a week; she is an RN -- no nurse
other than an RN -- she actually performs functions necessary
and incident to professional nursing -- and I will talk on that

her time to nonprofessional duties.
Now, we are going to spell this out to the hospitals.

III

WARD & PAM

It is going to mean you are going to have

•
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in a minute -- and, fourth, devotes no more than 20 per cent of

we thought as we

10

went over it and argued it that you could qualify all of your

11

nurses, all of your RN's, but you are going to have to look

12

over their scheduling very, very carefully to make sure that

13

you don't happen to have an RN that just carries bedpans all

14

day, because you are in trouble if you do.

15

MR. GRAY:

16

MR. WILLIAMSOI:

If you do, / will hire her.
Or does any such, what we call menia

You have to make sure that you are careful that the

17

work.

18

things she does are in the professional, executive and admin-

19

istrative areas.

20

have duties in all three areas.

21

general duty nurse, can fit into this.
MR. WITTRUPt

22
23
24
25

And as we have been through them here, they
Even the floor nursep the

That is a big switch

OA

their part,

isn't it?
MR. WILLIAMSON:

Oh, yes, a tremendous switch.

going to save you an awful lot of money.

It is

79
MR. GOULET:
2
:73

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

You are not going to have to pay them

MR. WITTRUP:
6

Yes; where is it going to save

you money?

•

time and a half.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

6

You are not going to have to pay

them time and a half.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

8
9
(14)

10

for that?
MR. GOULET:

You are going to pay them time and a

half within six months whether you like it Or not.

12

going to force us --

14
15

MR. WITTRUP:

The AMA is

It will save me a hell of a lot of none

for six months, I will tell you that.
MR. MC NULTY:

I think what Ken is saying is that you
Insofar as the admin-

16

are talking to two different channels.

17

istrative regulations are concerned, you won't have to pay them

18
19
20
21
0

You mean the AMA is going to stan

11

•13

22
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Where is it going to save you money?

23
24
25

MR. WILLIAMSON:

Technicians, technologists, therapis s,

and dieticians, and so forth, must meet the same general standa ds
applicable to nurses if they are to be exempt from overtime
pay as a professional.

Possession of a degree or possession of

a formal academic course of many years

duration will be re-

quited, and the work actually performed will have to be nonroutine, intellectural and invOlve discretion.

Also, on the

$115 a week test will apply to all of those people.

80
Food service employees are exempt -That is what group?

MR. RICHWAGEN:
MR. WILLIAMSON:

•

Pardon?
That is what group?

MR. R/CHWAGEN:

Technicians, technologists, thera-

MR. WILLIAMSON:

Food service employees are exempt from mandatory overtime pay -- though subject to the minimum wage levels in hos-

WARD & PAUL

pitals open to the general public.

hospitals where people are committed that won't benefit from

11

this.

12
13
14

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
St.. RI. W., WcactangMa 9, b. C.

It will only be mental

10

15

917
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pists, dieticians, et cetera.

23
24
25

MR. WITTRBP:

Say -tt again.

Food service employees

are exempt from what?
MR. WILLIAMSON:

Food service employees are exempt

from mandatory overtime pay.
MR. GRAY:

What would happen if you put a sign in

front saying your cafeteria is open?
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Don't try it.

The employee won't

come to work for you.
MR. WILLIAMSON:

There are a couple of other things

I might quickly run over.
As to chaplains, which is a growing area, they
reached no conclusions.

We are having to submit additional

material on chaplains.
OR. BOETTCHER:

Whether they are professional or

Qi ZAGSZ 202 628-4260

01
1

nonprofessional?

-

MR. WILLIAMSON:

2

NO, whether you have to pay them

overtime or pay them a minimum wage.
MR. WITTRUP:

4
5

How about social workers?

workers included in that?

MR. WILLIAMSON:

the technician group.

Yes, they are in the technician group

Are pharmacists in that group?

a

MR. FRENZEL:

9

MR. WILLIAMSON:

Yes.

Now, there are other people

10

that fit into this that we talked to them about, and that is

11

elderly people who are under Social Security, retired, and don't

12

want to earn more than, you know, the amount that they are

13

allbwed to earn in order to draw Social Security.

14

going to be quite understanding of this.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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MR. COMET: They are in

•<
•<°

Are social

23
24
25

They are

It was clear.

It is

difficult to write rules and they are going to apply it in the
individual institution on the basis of complaints, if they
arise.

But if hospitals are doing a social job of giving these

people something to do, you know, to occupy them and keep them
healthy, and so forth, they don't want to interfere with that
if can keep from it, nor do they want to deprive these people
of their Social security check.

So that is going to be kind

of an individual thing.
The volunteer area, too, is going to be -- although
I gave you a general rule, they are going to be watching that
very carefully, because they have examples of volunteers that

EAton 2021 626-42‘36
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1

worry them where they are clearly in paid occupations, and they

2

are being used instead of people hiring them, in their view.

5

So they say, we are going to look at each situation.

4
5

Moonlighting, we have a number of questions from
hospitals like yours where employees work in the university

to be all overtime in your hospital, quite likely.

8

going to consider that one employer

9

there didn't seem to be much of a way around that.

11
12
•0
P
‹

That is likely

7

10

13
14
15
16

MR. WITTRUP:

They are

the university

and

That is determined on the basis of

corporate structure, isn't it?
MR. WILLIAMSON:
MR. COMET:
MR. WITTRUP:

Yes, that is it.

What do you mean?
Well, for instance, Stan's is a separat

corporation from Western Reserve, so it wouldn't apply to him.
They can moonlight in his place.
MR. COULET:

Oh, no.

17
Is that what you said, Ken?
18
MR. GRAPSKI: I thought he said if I had a secretary
19
working in the hospital forty hours a week and then somebody
20
in research wanted to hire her for week ends to type a paper,
21
any hours that she worked was overtime.

Is that right?

22
MR, WILLIAMSON:

That is right.

What I w s talking

23
about is where a university owns the hospital.

It is their

St.. M. W.

24

f17
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and then work in your hospital on week ends.

hospital and they work, you know, as a lab technician, or
25

Reno: (Airco 202) 620-4266
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teaching, maybe, in lab work.

And then they want to come to

work for you on the week ends and make some dough.

That is

likely to be all overtime.
4

MR. GOULET:

But if they were to work for us forty

institution
hours and then go across the street in another
sixteen hours a week* that's

410
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MR. WILLIAMSON:

That is two jobs.

Well, that is about what / have.

8

MR. GOULET:

9

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Thanks, Ken.

I found it inter-

10

to the
esting that we hope we are going to be able to appeal

11

professiona
professional spirit of the nurse to be considered a

12

considered
at the time when, for pay purposes, she wants to be

13

nonprofessional.

14

wonder if we have argued for a point.

I think this is very interesting, and I

It sure is.

15

MR. RAMBECK:

16

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

17

MR. RAMBECK:

Pardon?

It sure is.

/ think we have a mar-

18

velous opportunity here to save an awfully lot of money.

19

Compensatory time is a major factor in many hospitals.

20
21
22
817 0 St., N. W., Washington 1, D. C.

dt• Opp

23
24
25

MR. GOULET:
here, and I

I was just looking around the table

mai aqs

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

At Eastern Hospital there is no

such thing any more as compensatory time.

In other words, you

the window
pay people for working, and that concept went out
as far as I
about 10 years ago, and they have been pressing

QApeca 202) 628-4266
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know, to be treated like other personnel, and that is, they
want Saturdays and Sundays off and time and a half for everything over eight hours.

•

MR. RAMBECK:

That is right.

MR. W1TTRUP:

Let's put it this way:

As I understand
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what he is saying, irrespective of the money, -- we have just
been through all this at the University.

We are having to con-

vert from a semi-monthly payroll to a biweekly paytd11, and
in order to get down to, where you can keep track of this busine s
10

you have to have them on a monthly basis snd all that sort of

11

thing, nurses on a monthly payroll.
If they would have been included, then we would have

12
13

to go through all the steps of getting them back on a bi-weekly

14

payroll and go through all the business of keeping track and

15

being sure somebody doesn't work two hours more here because -MR. WILL/AMSON:

16
17

That's one of the biggest things, the most costly, the record

18

keeping that would have been required.
MR. GOULET:

19
20
21
22
917 0 SL, m. W.. WagoOnstan 9, D. C.

You won't have to keep records here.

Stan, can I ask Ken one question about

this?
What about shift differentials?

be included in the computation at time and a half, or not?

23

MR. WILL/AMSON:

24

MR. WULET:

25

Does that have to

evening shift.

What do you mean?

Let's say you pay a premium for the

$5
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
MR. WILLIAMSON:
3

•
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MR. MUM: Does that have to be included in the
time and a half compensation?

6

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

7

MR. WILLIAMSON:

8

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

9

MR. WILLIAMSON:

10

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

11

MR.WILLIAMSON:

12

MR, GRAPSKI:

Yes, I understand so:

Sure.

Yes, yes.

All compensation.

All compensation.
Thanks, Ken.

Yes.

It's good to see you all.

The biggest problem with nurses is that

13 11-to-7 shift or 3-to-11, where you have an individual in a
14 eight.-hour day, they come in at 11:00 and you ask them to work
15 overtime.

Is that eight hours in that day or is that really

16 two days?
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

17
18
,19
20
(15)

21

Well, I must admit this I don't

quite understand because I thought that nurses had already
declared themselves as being like other people, as other emloyees.

And I can foresee another element.

All you need to

o is insist that these are professional people, and that almost

22

worst possibility because professional people go around in

23

ong white coats with stethoscopes in their pocket, and they

24

eve many rights that we currently have never accorded anybody

25

ther than physicians; such as private fees, membership on the

•
917 G St., N. W., Wc3hltagien 1, D. 1
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Oh, yes, they understand you are

going to do that; sure.

•4
5

Yes, $3 for evenings.

86
1

attending staff •-- you name it.
All I am pointing out to you is that you are going to

2

have to come to a basic conclusion here, and you better not do

4

it on the basis of money.

5

MR. WITTRUP:

6

from our doctors, too.

8

to do the same, also.

The internal Revenue Service is going

There is an item on the agenda on that.

CHAIRMAN VERGUSON:

9
10

That is my hunch.

Weil, we took the private fees away

MR. MC NULTY:

7

WEll, this was very interesting.

I think it gives us pretty good direction in our relationships
with AHA.

11
WARD & PAUL

MR. MC NULTY:

Can I

Stan, just follow up with one

12
note that I don't think we need tO consider definitively here,
13
but gen did touch on something that has become more and more
14
apparent to me, and that is in only an infinitesimal time here,
15
relatively, we have crept from a letter now and then to 10 to
16
15 letters a day, plus telephone calls.

And in time we will

17
need to define what it is that we can hope to do through this
18
office, and what are the priorities that we will attempt to
19
provide in terms of service to the membership, because

repre-

20
sentation -- both ways, both to the inquiries that / am now
21
getting and the inquiries that are starting to build up from

•
997 G St., M. W., Woangton 11, D. C.
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4111

3

22
the other side, which is:

come to this conference, or go to

23
that conference, or we would like to have the viewpoint of
24
the teaching hospitals on this Subject, particularly e as to the
25

87
Public Health Service, the Bureau of Health Services.

2

Bill Kissick and Cavanaugh, et al, on Bill Stewart's staff

3

start to consider more and more of the total planning activity

4

that they have been endowed with by legislation for the entire

5

country, it is not inconceivable at this sitting to envision a

6

staff of 30 people.

7

It is inconceivable to consider our financing of that.

8

So we need to be wrestling this in our minds for some future

9

decision-making, and 2 will try to bring you the best succinct

10

recommendations that I can.

11
•
WARD & PAUL
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411

Andas

1

I am going to proceed with some staff immediately,

12

merely so that / can be in several places at one time, but how

13

far we go -- how far do we go -- I think is something we need

14

to consider down the road.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
410 j

MR. GRAPSK/:

Matt, are you ready to make definitive

recommendations on the kind of staff you need, and want, becaus
we talked about this before, not knowing how fast your job
would grow.
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
that is the understanding.

He will let us know.

I think

He will inform us as he decides his

staff has to be expanded.
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

23
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
4

And I say it that way because I

24
25

guess we agreed that you will run the show.

We may not like

88
the way you run it, and we will tell you.
MR. MC NULTY:

/ presume you will let me know about

DR. BOETTCHER:

He is not going to come to us for

it.

•

approval for expanding staff, is that right?
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
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6

DR. BOETTCHER:

7

What?

He doesn't have to come to us --

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

No.

That was the point we were

making to each other again.
MR. MC NULTY:

10

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

11

MR. MACER:

12
4111‹
0

13
14
15

Yes.
Dan?

I am probably a little naive in some of

these things that Ken said, but it seems to me that the charges
we are giving to Matt in some of the instances, like the one
that came up this morning, can, unleSs there is clear understanding and good attitude, and I am sure there is sound atti-

16
tude, have some defensive reaction at some time or point from
17
Ken.

This bothered me just a little bit.

And I think that we

18
have to be careful to, at all times, be in full support of
19
Matt in the charges that we are giving him because this could
20
be an embarrassing situation.
21
I don't think I should see how Matt can carry for22
a
a

ward in his job without sometimes being engaged in some type
23
of lobbying activity.

It may not be lobbying in its purest

24
sense, but it will be in a lobbying area.
25
0

And I think you,

none: (Ayas acon 628-4266

89
Charlie, will be concerned with some of this, also, as
Chairman of the Committee.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
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3
4

on here to complete our agenda before we break up this after-

5

noon.

6

here.

So can we proceed with some of the more formal items

Can we have approval of the minutes of the Executive

7

a

Committee, Friday

October 21.

9

MR. RAMBECK:

1 move.

10

MR. GRAPSKI:

Second.

11

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

12

Unless I hear any other comments,

we will consider them approved.

13

New applications for membership.

14

MR. GRAPSKtt

Move their acceptance.

15

MR. RAMBECK:

Second.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

16

All those in favor say, "Aye".

18

(Whereupon, there was a chorus of 'Ayes.U)

19

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

20
21
22
23
24
25

Any comments or questions?

We have seven new members.

17

917 G St., N. W., WasloIngton I, D. C.

Well, / think we have to move

item 4.

Now, the next item, Tab 4

or

That is merely to bring us up to date on the numbers.

Are the numbers all in agreement now?

One says 328 and

one

says 332.
MR. MC NULTY:

The numbers are at different times.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I get it.

90
MR. MC NULTY:

The roster -- I am trying to, and get-

ting support from the MA to work out through their computer

4

which will be the start of what I hope would be a profile.

5

They have not been able to give me that deck of cards because

6

they are converting to zip numbers and have a number of other

7

problems.

8

computer men, there is cooperation.

WARD & PAUL

9

From Jim Hargerring, Cooney, and one other, their

The point is, when can we get to our partidular pro-

10

ject. And in the absence of this, I went a different route and

11

used a local resource, purchasing time from a computer and did

12

it as of the beginning of the month of December in order to

13

give a roster to the membership.

14

first roster that has been updated since the time Lad was

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
911 G St., H. W., WashEngten 1, D.
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activities a deck of cards representing all of our institutions

23
24
25

And you are looking t the

active in this area, and I am about to send it out.

And the

reason for the difference between 328 and the totla of 332 is
a continuing shift in the membership.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
MR. MC 'NULTY:

Stan, could I ask --

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
MR. mc NULTY:

The next two items, five and six

Oh, I am sorry.

-- could I ask that you look at Tab 6

because this represents hospitals that have not paid, and if
I understood -mR. GOULET: Stan, look at that top one.
wealthy hospital that has funds on funds.

That is the

91
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
0

Oh, yes.

2

What is your proposal on this?

3

MR. MC NULTY:

I thought shortly, and I thought your

charge in San Francisco was that at whatever timing I picked
we should move to indicate that you haven't paid your dues, and

Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

at some time in the future if you want to join, fine.
7

of this time, why, you are no longer a member, or having not

8

paid the dues, why, you didn't qualify for membership.
DR. NELSON:

10

May I suggest that some of these be

handled through a ---

11

MR. MC NUTZY:

12

DR. NELSON:

(16013

DR. NELSON:

MR. RICHWAGEN;

25

This one in Burlington is becoming a

branch of the Mary Fletcher .
MR. MC NULTY:

Is that right?

You would send the

dues, then, Les; is that right?
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

23
24

I would do this all by telephone

tionship involved.

21
22

Yes.

not by letter, so that there would be an inter-personal rela-

19
20

Yes, there are one or two others.

Children's Hospital in Boston.

MR. MC NULTY:

16

18

Personal approach. For instance, Peter-

M. MC NULTY:

15

17

By telephone; yes, yes.

Bent Brigham should not be -- and there may be others.

14

0
917 0 SI., M. W., Woctdreon 1, D. C.

But as

Call them up tomorrow before they

merge.
DR. NELSON:

I think it might be wise just to -- I

92
1
2

11111

WARD & PAUL

My purpose, Russ, is to get any parti-

cular slant that you would give to me that I could exercise

4

over the telephone,or any other advice.
The Canadian Hospitals, I believe, will -- six have

6

paid; six have not.

7

will not pay next year.

8

tion separate from their own medical schools, and I think they

9

wish to concentrate in that area.

10

/ would suspect the six that have paid
They have formed their own organiza-

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I would think that if Matt con-

11

tacts the Administrator of each of these by telephone, this

12

should be sufficient.

13

DR. NELSON:

Well, going down the list here, the

14

Children's Hospital Center in Boston probably doesn't really

15

understand what this is all about at this point.

16

Dr. -- what is his name

MR. MC NULTY: Cronkite.

18

DR. NELSON: -- Cronkite.

20
21
22
23
24
25

I would say

at,0
,
10,

17

19

917 0 St., M. W., WasPoIngten 1, D.

MR. MC NULTY:

3

5
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haven't read these over -- look at them quickly here.

If you talk to him or talk

to John Know/es.
The Columbia Hospital in Columbia, South Carolina,
isn't that, Jim —
!Oh FRENZEL:

Jim Backus.

MR. MC NULTY:
DR. NELSON:

Yes.

I am very surprised that that isn't in.

MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

We have a dialogue going.

Mono, (Am 2929 628-4266

53
PRENZEL:

This is just probably procrastinating.

MR. MC NULTY:

No, this involves another subject.

They have changed their Director of Medical Education, and
there is some discussion going internally.

This one I would

continue to hold in abeyance.

7

CHAIRMAN PERGUSON:

9

MR. WITTRUP:

11
•
WARD & PAUL

these delinquent?

8

10

12

now.
MR. MC NULTY:

14

MR. MC NULTY:

15

MR. WITTRUP:

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Oh

no; most of them have been delin-

quent three to four months.
MR. GOULET:

17

12-30-66.

So they have been delinquent 11 days

13

16

917 G St., Pt W., Woddngten 9, D. C.
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MR. W/TTRUP: When were these -- at what date were

When was the last time they were billed?
They were billed in November'.
Well, what is the delinquent date for

the current dues?
MR. MC NULTY:
now, isn't it?

We have had a leniency policy.

MR. WITTRUP:
MR. MC NULTY:
membership.

I think that is what we are establishin

They were due on what date?
They were due when they were taken into

The day they were taken into membership will vary.

For most of them it is at least three months.
MR. WITTRUP:

Now, some of these have been taken into

membership and have never paid dues.
MR. MC NULTY:

Right.

That is right.

94
1
2

Now did they get in the membership to

MR. WITTRUP:
start with?

The same process by which we selected

MR. MC NULTY:

the eight hospitals a moment ago.

Then, those eight hospitals

will be billed.
We do not make it contingent that

you pay your money first and then vote you in.
8

10

0

I am a little curious that we don't

MR. WITTRUP:

approve people to membership contingent on payment of dues.
The ones that we just voted in, these seven over here

11
WARD & PAUL

We assume that

you mean that you want to assume the financial obligation.

9

12

are they as of now members even though they haven't paid any

13

dues?
MR. MC NULTY:

14

Yes.

Well, they will be written a

15

letter saying that they are now eligible for membership,and the

16

membership will be complete upon payment of the dues.
DR. NELSON:

17

We kind of mixed everything together in

We established membership.

We established the way

18

1966, Dick.

19

to get to be a member.

20

paying dues before they were members; and vice versa.

21

now pick it up.

established dues, and we had some
We can

Now, let's get it straight on these

I just got different answers -- I got two different

23

seven.

24

answers on these seven.

25

we

We have a digestible number to work with.

MR. WITTRUP:

22
997 G $t., N. W., Washington 9, G. C.
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CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

You got the right answer from Mat .

622.-4
Partez (Agoo 20211

95
1

Mine was wrong.

But that is how informal we have been.

MR. GRAPSKI:
3

Plus one other thing, and that is that

ddring this particular period of time, especially governmental

5

so we were especially lenient until their budgets became viable

6

for payment of dues.

7

MR. WITTRUP:

WARD & PAUL

All right.

So then, according to what

8

you said, these people that are on this computer run as being

9

delinquent, we won't have any more like that.
MR. MC NULTY:

10

Well, you may well have one of these

11

eight that decided -- filed an application, was processed, gets

12

the bill for

13

DR. NELSON:

14

MR. WITTRUP:

15

Or you might not pay your dues next year.
I know, but

r

am talking about unpaid

dues.

16

MR. tOULET:

17

MR. MC NULTY:

18

DR. BOETTCHER:

What is the fiscal year?
July 1st to June 30th.
These people aren't getting that

19

much during this current fiscal year for membership dues

20

for the lack of membership dues.

21

this year.

22
917 0 2., M. W., Weednetca I. D.
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hospitals had great difficulty adjusting their budget to pay,

MR. MC NULTY:

or

They are no burden to us

Let's consider the subject as separ-

23

able, Ernie, the two different groups.

The group you are look-

24

ing at in front of you now, unpaid through December 30th, repre

25

sent hospitals admitted for membership.

They haven't finished

nem PAFcso 20n 628-42S6

96
I

2

the final qualification, which is paying the dues -- admitted
for membership in September or earlier, of this administrative
year, '66-'67.
DR. BOETTCHER:

They asked to be admitted, indicated

a desire to be admitted.

WARD & PAUL
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MR. MC NULTY: 'Well, admission eame two different
7

ways.

8

are going to get some withdrawals on the basis that when I go

9

to the telephone eommunciation, if we are all in agreement#

10

theyaregoing to say, "Pine, I understand what you are saying,

11

Matt, but theDean nominated me and I don't want to be a member.

12

We have already had some of this.

13

membership fluctuating up and down.

14

to 328.

15

members at this time.

16

DR. NELSON:

They were either nominated by a dean, you see, and we

This is why you will see the
It was 332; it dropped bac

Pour hospitals said they didn't really want to become

Matt, I would like to star the following

17

hospitals as those that we ought to be careful, that we just

18

didn't write out of the club on some technicality and that it

19

was dome only after some careful consultation.

20

In addition to the Children's Hospital Center of

21

Boston, and Columbia, King County in Brooklyn; Louisville Gener 1,

22

Parkland, Brigham, Philadelphia General, San Diego County, and

23

San Juan City.

24

commitment to teaching.

•
a

25

Those are hospitals I know that have a major

MR. ICTTRUP:

Well then, you better add children's in

Phono, (Avoe 202) 620-4266

97
1
2
3

(17)

MR. GOULET:

How about the University of Tennessee

Memorial Research Center.

4

MR. WITTRUF:

5

MR. MC NULTY:

No.
No.

This is in Knoxville, and here is
The Comptroller of the University

6

evidence of a real problem.

7

has refused to authorize payment of the dues.

8

DR. NELSON:

9

MR. WITTRUP:

10
•
WARD & PAUL
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41/1

Louisville, also.

DR. NELSON:

15

And the Medical School is not in

That is really not what its name indi-

cates.
MR. RAMSECK:

13
14

that makes it pretty clear.

Knoxville.

11
12

Well

Texas Children's, too, might be held

up.

MR. GRAPSKI: The other thing I ought to mention,

16

Dick, is that five of these names, for example, were Canadian

17

hospitals that were invited and there was all the dialogue

18

about getting their own group, and so forth.

19

ested in getting a large membership fast, and actually I think

20

the payment of the dues came in excellent compared to --

21

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

We were inter-.

I might just modify it.

/ don't

It was the fact

think we were interested in large or small.

23

that we wanted to be sure that no one was omitted if they

24

chose to request membership.

25

to be very careful of.

•

22
.0 'a ue161,100A1

That is the one thing we wanted

Everybody who thought they could be a

'11 "IS D LI8

Keno; W,ron 20211 628-4266

98
JL

member had a right to get in.

This was our big problem.

I don't see any point in getting into

MR. WITTRUP:

that same problem with these seven, at this time.
DR. NELSON:
5

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

6

DR. NELSON:

7
8
9
10

WARD & PAUL
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No,
You are right; you are right.

In the futuret membership is purely con-

tingent upon the payment of dues.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

We didn't know how to identify

all of these hospitals, you see, six months ago.
MR. MC NULTY:

And My final point is I am not pushing

11

any decision here. I thought we ought to have a decision and

12

whichever way it went, would be fine.

13
14
15
16
17

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Okay.

Now, we are over to five

and six, which were covered last evening.
Seven.

A series of reports from Matt.

This is what

we distributed, right?
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

Seven is just informational.

18

It is either already distributed or in the process of distri-

19

bution, which may mean yet another 30 to 45 days in process of

20

distribution.

21
22
23
24
25

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Ernie, this was, I think, in

partial response to your -- it was decided at our last meeting
that members should get a variety of material, and Matt was
empowered to develop whatever he thought was the kind of
material the membership should receive as part of theirneMbersh

99
1

dues.

And this is the series of all the things, correct?

2

MR. MC NULTY:

3

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

4

Have you had any comments on it from any of the
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members?
MR. MC NULTY:

7

41Ir

Prom the bulletin, favorable; from the

8

Journal of Medical Education, favorable.

9

been -- each of you should have received them, and if you haven'

10

I need to do something.

11

ment service book has just gone out -- very favorable.

12

that's about all so far.
MR. GRAPSKI:

13

2
14

MR. MC NULTY:

16

MR. GRAPSKI:

18
19
20
21
22
a

23

4
5

24
25

These have already

The datagram, favorable, and the employ
And

We should know that the directory is at

$4.00.

15

17

go
0

Now, remember, prior to this

many of these hospitals had never had any of this information.

5
6

Yes.

In the process of -- yes.
You have to pay $4.00 fit; isn't that

right, or do we get it free?
MR. MC NULTY:
MR. GRAPSKI:

Right.
$4.00.

MR. MC NULTY:

It is in the process of revision, and

it will go out in March.

This is something I don't control.

This is why I am saying some of this is down the road.
MR. WITTRUP:

Matt, let me ask a question.

Before the development of this thing, I was a persona
member of AAMC, just like before I became the Administrator of

I

a hospital, I was a persona/ member of the AHA, and / never

2

have been able to decide in ABA whether I am supposed to keep

3

that or not, but are we going to have kind of a posture about

4

that with respect to this organization now?

5

Am I

6

DR. NELSON:

7

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

8

DR. NELSON:

9

MR. MC NULTY:

10

MR. WITTRUP:

nice fellow -No.
Xeep going.

Has he got another question?
That's taken care of.
Well, let's say if I drop my personal

0
WARD & PAM

11 membership, am / going to be -- is that going to be frowned upon
12 now that I am -13

MR. MC NULTY:

14

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

15

DR. NELSON:

17

MR. WITTRUP:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

No, no.
Let's ask, how many of the group

here were personal members.

16

18

919 G P., N. W., WasAgnet4H IL
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100

DR. NELSON:

Of what?
AAMC.
I don't know whether I was.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I am like Russ.

I don't know.

I

't think so.
MR. MC NULTY:
ion on it.

Dick, the AAMC has no particular posi-

Many of the Deans are personal members; some are no

d there is no guideline.

Whether we would want to establish

ne or not would be another subject.
MR. WITTRUP:

Well, I was thinking of it as more of a

c,sa 20211 42E1-4246

101
1

gentleman's understanding, that if I drop mine, that that's
not a naughty thing to do.
MR. GRAPSRI:

.3
4

The only thing,Matt, if you remember,

there was a period of time in which the AAMC pushed very hard
to build up the personal membership.
MR. WITTRUP:

•
''51

I am glad to pay the $10 if it it

7

something that is a nice thing to do, but on the other hand, if

8

it serves no useful purpose except to get me on some mailing

9

list, then
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

10

Well, let's ask Matt to check on

11

what the existing, current policy and point of view of the AAMC

12

is.
MR. WITTRUP:

13
14
15

is a money loser.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

/ am sure that that personal membership

It costs them more than $10, I am sure, to

send out the publications.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

16

999 G St., G.1. W., Wash1ttettsa 9, D.
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6

It is true of AHA, true of every-

body.
Can we rove on?
Next item, No. 8, top of page four.
MR. MC NULTY:

I have distributed to each of you, and

to some others, the Gus Carroll Report.
uation of it.

I have a mixed eval-

I think the AAMC is committed to it.

The nixed

evaluation varies from enthusiasm, that this is an excellent
document and will be most useful, to the other extreme, which
says that it is too wordy and some other observations of that

102
type.
The purpose of the agenda item is to inform you of
that, (a); (b) to indicate that we want to get into any particular activity with Gus in terms of writing and in terms of
presentation and publication.

has been engaged in this enterprise for several years, and I
don't -- I am pushing hard, and / think I have warn out my
welcome.

0
WARD Si PAUL
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My advice and recommendation would be not, that he

10

own perspective is to just let it go now, and occasionally try

11

to push a little bit more and to transmit to him all of your

12

observations as you may make them.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

13
14

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
4111 j
23
24
25

0

May I ask a question, particularly

of Russ.
Russ, in reading this through, this report that each

15

end Q.17)
LHP els.

I am pushing so hard to get something done that my

of us

I guess all of us got it.
MR. MC NULTY:

I sent it to everyone on the Executive

Committee.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I

as beginning to wonder what

implications it had from the standpoint of, how will, say.
Government agencies use this if it would become published as
a basis for viewing just what we were talking about earlier
this morning, and that is, how do you allocate costs.

103
Ana in view of your sensitive position sn LIBC and
you sea
other activities like that, I was just wondering, do
3

•

where this wouldke used in a contrary way?
have implications.

5

see in this? "

7

about the technicalities ef it."

8

can tell what he was concerned about was that internally it

9

would be excellent, but n if it became known externally that thi

1e,

would
is a basis on which you might do things, then everybody

11

puts
say, "I tell you what, ve like that part because it

12

ore it ia
all the costs over on the medical school, and theref

13

not patient care."

14

this.
ment agencies would just love to find something like

16

lie said, "Well, I might,have some questions

1
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

tnd then instinctively you

And We are suspicious in Ohio that govern-

around.
They would say, 1/That,s what we have b-en saying all
tion:I
90 percent of it is a problem of medical educa
MR. VIITTRZO2

17

G S7„4. W. Wi)6102htn 14, D. C.,

I said, °What do you

comptroller, who I turned it over to.

15

•

This is the only comment I got from my

5

5
•

Because it does

It had one little sentence in there

t was unnecesthat I commented on in my letter that I though
sary.

poration
Be made a pretty flat statement that the incor

there was no
of a teaching program into a hospital, that
outeef-pecket
reason to suppose that it affected the hospital
c.sts.

are some
I guess I would have to admit that there

and there are some
times in which I would want to argue that,
times when I would want to argue the reverse.

And it didn,t

report, ana I
seem to ma necessary for the purposes of that
thought it ought to come out of there.

620-42M

104

(Amo

1
.
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•

<
cl

that some of the statements in there -- and I know that in

3

the medicare legislation it said that they should confer with

4

all organizations and groups that had -- what was the Language,

5

Russ -- informaidon on cost, reasonable cost, et cetera.

6

with this document, say somebody said, "7:311, we understand

7

there is something new here.

8

statement just contrary to that could be made also.

0

ma. RICHTMGEN:

And

Letrs use this as a basis,

a

The deans are pr moting this, or

10

have been, _1E think, quite enthusiastically, thinking that here

11

is a chance to try to pin Jown what .the costs are to the

12

medical schools and the teaching hospitals.

15

to No as we get into part 2, or loll tever parts there are, when

1/1

they begin to come down to some kind of a way of allocating

15

costs, that the C uncil of Teaching Hospitals

16

there through their advisory opmmittee somehow to make sure

17

that the hospital costs are shown hero and not just the medical

18

school costs

19

very muCh relationship -- I know it cams in the secti n that

20

we had at one time, but actually it was. promoted by the

21

parent organization.

22
a
is

Well, this is what I was after,

2

9

AM

CHAIRMAN F3R3W3Ng

2n6 it would seem

ught to be in7

because this was started by the AANC without

Go there are two ways of looking at it.

pmc,

One is that

23

this might become a Bible, and it might even if we don't get

24

our finger into it,

25

might become the

nnd if there is a possibility that thin
then we

etter get active and have

zo 202D 620-6266

105
3

something to do with it.
D. BOSTTUBERs

Well, this was my thought, too.

I

thought this was to develop a methodology rather than a philosophy of where costs sbould be applied.
be watching it closely.

7 think that we should

I donft think we should do the work.

Ue can let Carroll do the work, just push him, but I hope we
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can set subsequent sections to review.
MR. W7TTR1DP3

It doesntt do in every case what it

says it starts out to do.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

That particular thins struck has.

7 just thought it was unnecessary and not carefully conceived
and c uld just have implications that the report wasn"t intended
to have.
DR. NELSON:

Stanley.

CHATRZON F2RaWON:
DR. N2LSON:

Yes.

Por the record, of

recognize that this was started really by
CPA2RNIV FERGUSON:
DR. NaLO:

col-rise,

ni

we should

neke.

Y

Zud he appealed and appealed and

ppealed for studies,like' this and a position taken by everybody on it and was frustrated year after year because he
couldn't make any progress on it.
recognize from th

Fo

think we ought to

outset that this ball was started down the

22
23

hill by a hospital, or at least a hospital representative.
Second, just paging through it quickly, it seems to

24
25

be a man's report of his study.

And if that is truly what it

(A=NM 620-4266

106
is, it has no standing with the Aaive or hospitals or anybody

4

and as such would have a limited impact, I think, on government
and other payers.
On the other hand, if this is to become, even somewhat a position of the AANC, either by action of committees

even just by implication, since Carroll is a staff officer,
if not whole at least part time, of the

zwic -- if it gets

that coloration, I think we would all recognize that there is
10

such an urgent need for guidelines, and people will have to
make these a portionments for payment, that prob.ly are going
•

PAO,

11
12
13
WAZD
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tht review it or individuals who get changes in it, or maybe

14
15
15
17
18
19
20
21

to get picked up because there is nothing available now 0

and

rememer, our cost reimbursement, the Federal Government and
many Blue Cross plans, says essentially this:

That the net

cost of educational programs in a hospital are includable over
the reiMbursement costs.
Now, some ody has t

definenet," and "cost."

And

auditors are going to constantly be digging into that.
The final point I would like to make is that this
Council and the Anmc could serve its members, it Seems to ma,
extremely well if it began and concluded ultimately a project
in which there would come out a set of principles that have

22
"(q

23

MecAPPNA "Ak IM "IS 0 666

24

had the impact that AHA principles on hospital rei[T,'. ursement
have had on that field.
You will remeMber that those ZHA principles were

25

107

5

really hard t
ye airs.

a

get established.

They were kicked around for

ut what really pushed it over was a hard, long working

session by the Blue Cross planners and the hospital administra
tors through representatives in the meetings down in Florida
about, what, ten years ago, or something like that.

7

on one side of the table and the hospital administrators on

8

the other side and try to hammer out some basic principles one

9

after the other

10

MO 3 PAn
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There is no way to avoid ultimately getting the dean

nd painfully.

And

suppose like many other things, unless it is done by pro-

11

fessional bodies that have a mutual interest in it, auditors

12

are going to start to do it.

13

CBMIRMU FERGUZON:

14
15
16

this, Russ.

You used the term °net cost of edurlation."

Now, let's assume that-R. NELSON:

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

This is what I was after because

think we are going to have to recognize -- let ma ask you

•

.

But this is b dly needed.

1 used that because that is just what

the language is.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

There is no differentiation then

under that langu .1 IN e what kind of education is involved,
DR. NELSON:

Educational programs in the hospital --

I don't have the regulations here but there are a lot of
generality statements that follow which become kind of guidelines for the carriers and the auditors to define.

But

thin
* though the AHA principles have some regrettable defects,

108
have just
in the main they are very excellent things, and they
set the whole pattern.
CTLIRMN FR

5

. NSLSCN:

Ua0N:

well, then--

And, Les, you must have had some -- or

5

must have had
some of you who have been in the AHA a long time

6

principles, and
something to do with the development of those
know it was capped
the

y a 2-week session dmal in Florida with

istrato
lue Cross executives on one side and the AHA admin

-- principle
representatives on the other and they went down
10

No. 1-000 will be.

CHAIM= FUGUSCE:

11
12

And I im sure that they--

rei

71011, those were principl s of

ursement, and beside that were principles of accounting

and allocation of cost.

And I think this worked a little bit

l, but
easier than the second one because thatis judgementa
1,5
16
17
18

tion here, and
think you h ve given a good twise -- a direc
is going to be used
that is that our concern here is how this
from the standpoin
and then how it can be used, as we see it,
of helping to define reasonable cost.
Russ?

19
HR. R1CHTIMEN:

I am sorry.

Go ahead.

20
CHMRMAN F3RGUSON:

Excuse me.

I was going to say,

21
nu I t.er

report itself,
ne, how it is going to be used, the

Stt7 G St.,

W., Washington 9, B. C,

22
23
24
25

to define rei
but then how can it be used in helping

to urse

formula, which is probably
m nt under, say, a reasonable cost
variety ofthird party
going to permeate more and more into a

109
payers paying on behalf of patient services in our teaching

7

hospitals.

Is that right?

DR. NnLFON:
MR. WITTRUP:

Yes.
Well, the whole issue is apportionment

between--
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CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Yes, that's what I am saying.

Nell, should we note then that what we want

II

keep track of

is how the par nt organization proposes to use this and see to
it that they become-10

12

that's the answer.
MR. RICHWAGEN:

I think

Couldn't we take a position that

14

this is a man's report of a study and should not be used as a

15

guide, but from this perhaps a joint committee of the MEC

16

and the Council of Teaching Hospitals could sit dawn and try

1

to hammer out some principles of reiMbursement.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

How would the Language

e, then,

19

that we understand now it is being completed and we will be

SO

interested in, what?

21
22
IV., Wo210evant, [0.c.

Well, I think you will prie)ably get the

answer that they are not going to use it at all.

17

C)97 G SI.,

LO:

11

13

O

DR.

23
24
25

DR. NELe0Mg

Ne believe that it will have some
I would like to suggest, knowing what

the Dxecutive Council's apt to do and react to -- this is a
sensitive area, always has been -- rather than send a general
recommendation up there, I believe it would be better to

if

you want to appoint a few of this body or others with Matt to

ft-r...n WC.° 202P 620-4246

8

1

write out a rather specific procedure that would be followed

2

to get out these apportionments.

3

they are going to say, °ISTo, we don't want to do it.

A

leave it.

5

Rnoke at one of these meetings?

6

Doug Bond said, "I want it just a little bit fuzzy and a little

If it is left too general,
We want to

Remember Doug Bondfs beautiful statement to Al
Al was wanting clarity, and

bit cloudy."
6

MR. 1112 NULTY:

Let me mention another overtone.

This study is being monitored, if you will, by

Aft

11,

<

a

joint committee of the

11

letter that I sent you listed the names of those individuals

13
14
15
16
17
1
19
20
21

O

Am, the AM and the AMU. The cover

10

12

22
017 G St., tt W.MAItteten 'do D. C.
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111

110

23
24
25

on that committee.

Dr. McKittrick is a me

r.

Go therefore,

it may well be published as other than a personal study.
may be published as a committee finding.
opportunity to look at each chapter.
It is my observation that this
one keeps pushing it.
this area.

It

You will get an

You can get very basic.

roject will fail unless some-

I don't wish to sound too immodest in

I think if I stop pushing it, it won't get done.

Is anyone suggesting it not be pushed?

Al Gnoke is hard behind it, and with my helping him
a little and his pushing internally we finally freed up Gus
Carroll and he stays home now and writes and writes and writes
DR. NRIACNs

If I had to do this job and get it done

promptly, I would sit down with people who had someexperience
and say, "Let's list now as many basic princi les in this

111
g1
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a

apporti nment as we know about."

And I would prepare the

2

with clarity.

3

see if they would be willing to appoint an ad hoc
committee t

4

work with me to review these principles.

5

for the Florida meeting that 1 referred to.

6

so

7

ment Upon °

The

would ask th e AANC Executive Council to

This is the substitut
And try to get

irinciples on apportionment that there could be an
agreeMaybe you wouldnot cover them all.

c uldn't think of them all anyway.

I am sure you

ut it is the book upon

9
10'
11

out with a relatively few at the start.

12

had to do it in riost of our own institutions, anyway.

13

bet you there is enough commonness in what has been
hammered

14

out that you could get ten or a dozen of these principles.

which to begin to develop them as they come up.

And I would

be willing to, in order to achieve at least s ma agreem
ent, co
This is the way we hay
And I

I am saying this because I would rather go to the

15
16

deans and the Executive Council with something specific upon

17

which to have a discourse rath r than to say, "Look, you
so and
either side -- "You're robbing us."

18

Well, the truth

19

of the natter is that's true, an

20

But when you have to judge this, you only think .

21

that is going to get after you, and somebody is going to say,

it is true the other way
out the

guy

G St., N. W. Wegascae 9, b. Ca

22 "Fow, let's leave it alone."
cEnnmAm FERGU3CN:

23

If I understand what you are

24 proposing, Russ thin counsel could well initiate the development
25

f

a statement of a series

of proposed principles which teaching

4266
(Aa-n 202) 625,

112
10

1

hospitals and the related medical schools c uld use in appor-

2

tioning or deciding who should assume responsibility for-DR. NtLGON:

•

portioning costs.

Costs of coMbined

progra s is what it really is.
5

CHAIRMAN FERGUWN:

. K.

This would then be some-

5

what different than this, which I would agree with, .ecause

7

then you are down where I am, because I am trying to figure
out which ones do you apportion to whom, because once you do

9

that you may then decide that it will not come, see, through,

10

attrisay a patient care program, even though somebody might

11

bute it to that, you see.

12

o
Gregg's comment that any patient in a teaching hospital

13

goes
to be willing to pay extra for all the education that

14

on because he is going to be better off.

15

Wholethat philosophy the patient doesn't want to accept

16

heartedly.

0

17
1
19
20
21

G SI., N. W., Wa.galceran

•

D. ea

22
23
24
25

DR. NrilIZCW:

Xn other words, what was it, alan
ht

Well, I'm afraid

I will give you a sample principle 0

the hospisponsored research carried out in the facilities of
physician
tal should carry with it the reiMbursement to the
sponsored
out of the costs engaged by the hospital and that
grant directly.
research if the hospital is not receiving the
CHAIRMAN F2RG1)SON:
DR. N4LRONt

And that's a principle.

DR. BOTITTCHF2R:
DR. =WIN:

Right.

Including rent.

That's included.

You see, now, that

113
a principle.
CHAIRMAN F3MUSON:

Did you get it?

Yes.

MA. MC NULTY:

as is coming through loud and

ship of what
cle r, but is there any reaction of the relation
Russ is discussing to an ongoing activity within the AMC;
specifically, the Carroll study?
This is what I was going to ask,

DR. BCMTTCHER:

whether we should wait for a completion of this study.

And

study.
I was going to ask what the deadlines are for this
10
U
12

VAN

•

13
14
15
15
17
1
10
20
21
22
G St., M. W., Wenfajteo 9, D.

•
23
24
25

there set deadlines?

Are

Is this going to take ten years or-Well, it has taken three so far, or

MR. MC NULTY:
longer, Russ, is it?

This is about the eighth or ninth year

N2. GRAPSNI:

second meeting.
because this cans up real early the first or
MR,

MCIMGMN:

I think we are safe.

representative on the committe
how we feel about this.

We have a

The representative knows

I think, if necessary, it could be

be done.
held up -- anything of that nature could
MR. MACW:

Mr. Chairman, I think this entire study

is going to be utilized

y government.

You have spoken of

used in government
reiMbursement, but it is also going to be
rnment has been
planning because for a number of years gove
their total preparaseeking to define these exact things in
n.
tion of the Federal hospital operatio

And as I sit here,

, it will be picked
I know full well that it will be utilized
ous governmental
up, and it will play back through the vari

114

12

channels and utilized.
In answer to the point you have made, I would like
to support Russ, point of view, that although it may not

•

necessarily be directly related to this study, we should cone
to grips with defining th se points, and we should do it
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relatively soon.
would someone like to propose an

CHZIRMAN F3RGUSN:

action that we can record and proceed with?
MR. GRAPSI:

9
10

receipt of this study and further propose that we develop, we

11

recommend to the 3xecutive Council that a group of deans,

12

hospital administrators and other pertinent people get together

13

to develop a series of statements of principles which can be

14

used by schools and hospitals to interpret what types of

15
16

information they need, and based on these principles they can
develop their own cost allocations in their local areas.
MR. MMBR:

1/

19

MR. GRA2SI:
DR.

21

25

Yes.

3TTCH3R:

MR. GRAPSI:

22

24

Is the second part independent of

the first?

20

23

Second.

DR. 130i-;TTCHRR:

18

997 G St., M. W. Wcalagtofo V, (4.

I would propose that we acknowledge

To hopefully get things done sooner?

Yes.

I felt it was important -- since

this has COW3 to the agenda, I think we have to acknowledge
it.

Then I think what we have to do is take a positive

approach.

I believe we have to take a

ositive approach here

115
in what

believe is abetter possible solution to the problems

that we are having than the Carroll study, and I think this is
probJ.ly the best way of saying it.

I would support all of the

iscussion here.
NR. R2M33CK:

How about an expression of cnergency
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on our part.
MR. GMTSX:
=X:

For the develo ment of the principles?
To get on with this thing.

It seems

o me that it has been dragging so long now.
DR. =EOM

10
11

CUAN

12

•

making a r c mmendation to the executive Council at -this time.
UppoSe

they rejected or suppose they didn't act on it but just

13

said, "Nell, we will think about this./1

1

hands.

15

things that are going on in the :MC they wouldn't particularly

16

want to stir up this nest again.

17

the study, I think, among other reasons, because people were

18

nervous about stirring up this nest.

19

more by just going ahead with your own authority here, set up

20

a group to meet some place a day or two, the object of which is

21

on the basis that' this study or anything else you can get to

22

try to hammer out some trial principles so that you know more

23

specifically where you stand.

24

this specific set of prop sals that it be considered by a joint

25
0

I am just wondering about the wisdom of

group

This then ties your

and Y can understand at this point why with all the

you

We have had the trouble with

Couldn't you acoomplish

Then ask through the medium of

arc freer, it seems to me,

if you do this.

They

1i6.
might just sit on it because it is too general at this point.
CHAIRMAN FIERGUSON:
DR. NaLISON:

3

Yes, this is what I--

Don't you feel free to act yourself

without--

eliniRmm ETRGUGON:
6
7

Yes, sir.

This was the comment

was going to make as Chairman, that I thought that what we
ought to do -- my own feeling is I would like to see this
Council proceed in a sense of identifying principles of program
responsibility and attendant costs as between the hospital

10
11

activities and the medical schools, because this is really
what we are after, aren't we?
DR. NODAWN:

12

MID

13
14
15

[ there is any reason why this Council and you a

the Chairman

could, any reason why you couldn't go right ahead with a small
group of selected h spital administrators or accountants, or
anybody who has expertise, call a meeting, prepare s me materic1,
101

18
17

just go right ahead without further official approval of the

18
•MR. MC NULTY:

19
20

22
23

I wouldn't see any reason why we

couldn't.
DR. =SON:

21

997 G Se., H. W. WoMageora 9, D. Co

110

Matt, could I ask you whether you think

Then that's what I would suggest we do.

Zon't keep asking questions all the time.

You might get

answers.
MM. GRAPSNI:

Russ --4excu5e me --I was under the

24
25

ression that you had felt that when you and Matt go to the

117
hing
xecutive Committee hare shortly, that you wanted somet
r latively deftlitive from us.
No,

R. NIMSON:

Well, then if not, Nr. Chairman,

MR. GRA2SNI:
withdraw my motion.

Can I do that?

CHAIRAAN FIVRGUeclu:
MA. EJAC3R:

yes, sLia..

Second is withdrawn.

CD/N7RMAN FnIVU=N:

Now, who ,;!_1l rephrase the pro-

posal or motion?

10
11
12
13

Well, is it sufficient for the minutes,

MR. JYC NULTY:
to reflect that it was

trfa

consensus that we needed to be movi

group that would
promptly in c4nvening, if you woul., a
for establishidentify the areas of shared costs and the need
ing principles with relation to them?

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
24

R. NWON:

CHAIRMAN FMRGUelON:
MR. YIC NULTY:

C. X.

The minutes will so note.

I am just trying to be helpful.

CHAIRMRN Forruam

That is all right.

I think we

have got a consensus now.
MR. AD NIWJTY:

Just a footnote to what Russ said.

to
Russ,' would sort of predict that if this went
position in
-,xecutive Council, the, might have to take a
the M
"Well, no, let's
support of the Gus Carroll utudy and say,
hold off until thi1 Carroll study is finished."
R. NaLRON:

25

Nobody is disagreeing.

The Carroll study

I havenot read it.

118
It gives ma that great platform of ignorance, but if you feel
it is deficient and it looks like
R. HAMILTON:
R. OMLROE:

It is very general.

If it is very general, why push it?

Nhy don't you just let it ride.
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CHT1IRMA

FnRGUSON:

Go its normal way.

DR. B02TTCH3R:

I am not so sure the Carroll study

doesn't have some merit.

I think it would be good if we had

some guiding principles that we have worked out ourselves, and
10

then we would be in a better position to the ultimate of the

11

Carroll study.

12

CHAIRNAM FERGUGON:

Well, I had the feeling in read-

13

ing the Gus Carroll report that it really said that once the

14

school and the hospital comm to agreement on what it is, how

programs, then you
15 I they want to apportion responsibility for
16

can use this device to determine the costs of the programs.

17

I think what we are talking about now is what are the principles

18
19
20
21

917 6 St., N. VV., Wchtt© S.

22
23

that you should follow as you sit down vis-a-vis a hospital
and its related medical school -- what are the things about
which you should coma to some decision sn,

flnd used as an

examnle cost of research space used, you sce.
MR. UITTRU2:

Let's not deceive ourselves.

The

Carroll material contains by implication some principles.

24

Znd in the absence of any other activity, that being the only

25

place where that exists, they are going to be used.

It

317

doesn't make any difference what we say that report is.

2

think we could make motions every time we meet.

3

published

4

not sure I still quite understand what the strategy is.

ilAra

nnp 620-42g5

119

Go I am

developing some principles we can have that done before the
Carroll study is completed, because it is going to be another
couple of years.

20

Nrld if that is the strategy, I am for it.
Wouldn't publication of this report

El NINCH:

10

depend on the approval of the three sponsoring bodies really

MO 3 PAirl

11

DR.

13

Waa'atrnecao

25
24
25

0. K.

I think we have gotten ths

word,
But I think we should continue to

DR. AC NINZH:
push it.

I may be wrong.
MR. GRAPSNI:

20

22

--which is a long way in the future,

CHAIRAW FMR3USON:

18

21

I think so.

possibly.

16

19

NELGON:

R. itrZ NINCH:

14

17

I think so.

AR. GRAPSNI:

12

15

,119 G
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that is going to be the guiding doculoant.

Now, I am sure that if we can get on this business of

5
6

If that gets

You should continue to push this, you

say?
The Carroll study.

DR. MC WINCHg
MR. FALF=ELg

Push the study, he means.

MR. GRAYGX7:

The Carroll study?

DR.

OaTTCHMR:

Yes.

c"->x+m Vleco 2= 620-4266

120

18

You think we ought to push it?

HR. GRAM':
DR.

Yes, if we can getaar guiding prin-

RTTCH3Rs

ciples ready soon eno I

01

h.

MR. WITTRUY:

Just

ush hard enough to make sure it

doesngt coma out before the i.rinciples do.
03TTCHERs

Right.

CBMIRMAN PERGUSCN:
to.

•
!

Shall we move on to the,

General clinical research centers.

Dr. Merrill, Joe Merrill, who is the director of that parti-

11

cular division, and several of his colleagues and I have been

12

in communication and have had one or two meetings.

13

concerned not so much on the reclaimed procedure under the old

14

85.15

15

directly in Dr. Shannonts office, and the status of that is

15

the same as it saw ye has been.

17

it hasnit come into crystallization and nobody is doing much

19
20
21
22
6D.C.,

O. K.

10-

1

O

I agree with that.

next item, No. 9, Matt?
MR. k)0 'NULTY:

OSA G SL P. W. Wcj
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DR.

23
24
25

and which he is not handling.

Joe is

That is being handled

It is an amorphous mass and

about it except waiting to see if the General Accounting Office
is ever going to do anything about it.
More pertinent: though, are the escalating costs and
1140 general clinical research beds that are now in existence,
and the ability of the general clinical research centers
branch to finance those beds at full costs.
been doing so, as you all know.

And they have

As they now anticipate the

costs and anticipate their a propriation they can do it thro1 1

121
Eleptember 30 of this year.

Unless their funds are increased

significantly, they will be facing the early sumosr and midsummer discussions with institutions as to how they will

•

reiMburse them come the new grant year, which is October 1.
And they don't know where they stand on their appropriations.

money they requested was cut in the HIH.
at the public Health Service.

It was cut somewhat

I don't know whattreatment it

received at the departmental level, and there has been no

AIL

lir

0
<

word yet from the

11

it.

12

it even gets into a Congressional request.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

411

23
24
25

ureau of the

udget as to wh t they did with

10

0

91V n n.,N. VI., Vica!ozeCon
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The word they get and the word I get is that the amount of

These are about five places it has t

MR. UaTTRW:

go through before

Are you telling us we are facing the

possibility within twelve months here of picking up part of
the costs of these things?
AR. X_C NULTY:
MR. MITTRUr:

Yes, I am.

Yes, I am, Dick.

Well, revisions that are designed to

p y less than the cost of the?
MR. AC NULTY:

No, to reduce the number of beds.

MR. WITTRUV:

eh, reduce the number of beds.

HR. GRA2SNI:

It is one way.

MR. FR21MUL:

Sither way.

MR. RAMBMCK:

They have been considering eliminating

the alternative of fixed and variable costs, too, Matt, and
insisting on either a cost center system or a fee for service,

122
or a cost related to charges system.
Well, you know, people can quibble

MR. M-TTRUP:

about what's the best way to arrive at cost.

•

You know, you

can argue about that forever, but I thought you were saying
that they were going to be paying something less than cost.
They are considering ways of approach-

ing the hospitals because they anticipate -- they are trying
to preplan, for which I commend them.

Pun

•

which I appreciated.

10

each time they have reported back t

11

They are preparing four or five alternatives.

12

is a reduction

13

tive is reduce the nur140 er of beds, a nd we'll pay you full

1-&
15
16
17
1
1
20
21
22
23
24
M. W., •";

secondly, cr,veral of

Les' folks have met with them, and

you have mat with them.

917 G
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MR. MC NULTY:

25

M3,

payment at less than cost.

One alternative
Another alterna-

cost to theextent that we have available so much money.
ZIre they connidering the possibility

R. OETTCHER:

of charging third party payers where appropriate OK the patient
where appropriate?
Yes, they are.

P4R. VIC NULTY:
R. BOETTCEER:

But having the grant money used for

that part which is not recoverable from third party payers?
MR. MTTRU2:
DR. NaLSON:
KR. MTTRUP:

tel1, I think we ought to-fappy days, fellows.
I hope that we remind the Federal

Government that it ought not to get committed to more than
if they don't want to pay, you know, for this many beds, they

123
21 1

•

2

CHAIRMAN FEFG U

5

MR. MC NULTY:

4
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better quit approving applications.

11R. BCETTCHER:

6

Tle have got one that just went in.

They are t king no more

MR, MO NULTY:

what about applications now pending?

It is My understanding that they intent,

8

to hold them in abeyance, that they have no,more
money to fund

9

them.

10

DR. BOETTCHER:

11

MR, t3ITT UP:

I see.

But the ones they have got going they

12

better stay with.

13

lot of hell -- like Lai says, guns and butter.

14

ing about butter here and -- they got us into
this.

16

And we better be prepared to raise an awful

MB. RAMBEOK:
comments here.

I would lik

to make

Yow o we are talk

couple of

I think we are going te see a rather strong

17

emphasis on review at the turn-around noint, either the
5-year

18

point or the 7-year point, and soma possible recommenda
tions on

19

scaling back the scope of the program, even though it
has been

20

at a higher level irrespective of the possibility of
an across-

21

he-board cut in the allocations.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

22
M. W., WaitNetan 9, D. C.„

They have.

6

15

091 G

They will.

beds,

7

•

N:

23

ost

Sure, this would seem to me the

ppropriate one that they will follow, because they could

24

vell follow every other section, and that is, decide th

25

f the research that is being conducted.

merit

And I remember when

124
E22

they came around to us the first tiloe and a very prominent
professor of medicine in this country said,

Why don't you

make it N: beds instead of what you have got"?
h.

He implied

that this was better off because it would be better research
because it would be twice as large.

And my only comment was,
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a'But then, 'sir, it will cost somebody twice as much."
thought that was better becaus

And he

It would be more efficient."

Zo I can see -- it is always coming ba ck to haunt the research
that their appetites are much greater than the consumers
ity.

11

a hunch that what they are really going to do is bring the

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
917 G St., tti. W., likfootlingttz

I think that's what we arc going to see, and I have got

10

12

24
25

dbil

experts in to take a look at the quality of research being
conducted, and this is going to be full of anguish.
MR. RANBUCK:

Next month we have our meeting in

:?alo Alto and there will be six site visits by the committez
to six centers in the Bay area where there will be evaluation
of the research conducted, utilization of the resources and
the , /hole businoss%

Md even though they are in the middle of

a grant period, it is quite possible that there will be
recommendatbns for SOMB kind of administrative action to curb
any poor utilization of beds, misutilization of beds or overuse of any part of the facilities by a single individual or a
small group.

Mere it is truly not a multicategorical facilit

but primarily serving one man and his pr
be looked at with a very, very severe eye.

a

it is going to

125

123

MR. NITTRIP: 'We11, I think that is appropriate.

13

I am a taxpayer, too, and I'm for that.

All I am saying is

once they decide it is all right, then, by golly, let's get

5

esnmamm

6

MR. MC NULTY:

nRGUSON:

a

Partil
0,

six are

I am not at liberty to comment on that.

CHAIRMAN FMRGUaON:

11

the next one?

12

10.

All ri ht, could we Liove on to

This is just to report that there has been a

1FJ

committee appointed i.y the AAMC to study the report on train-

14

ing for family practice and graduate education of physicians.

15

I guess this is the Millis report and what was the other group

16

that came out?

17

MR. AC NULTY:

18

CHAIRMAN FMRGUSON:

lg

N. W. VicaMiagon

Do you think any of thos

going to be approved and funded?
MR. RAMB3CX:

lo

You'll get paid.

You want full costs.

DR. BOINTCH2R:

Vt7 G
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paid.

Tlillard report.
Willard report.

This is the

intention of the AMC to take, make a decision on how they-Are we represented at all?

20

MR. TIITTRIO:

21

CHAIRMAN MAGUSON:

Well, it has been proposed that

22

7 be a member sf that committee.

23

I don't know what I will be able to contribute, but this is

24

the way people thought it ought to go, so I will do my best.

25

The members of the committee will be Pellegrino, Chairman;

It is chaired by 2el1egrino.

6Nc.4:1 iAmo 2029 620-62a6

24

126
Dr. Barry Hill, Forth Carolina; Dr. Dennis, Oklahoma; Leon
Jacobson, Chicago and'California, Davis.
M. IIITTRUP:

May I make an Observation about this

family practice thing?
It strikes me as a -- well, I don't know of any

Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

situ tion in which we have succeeded in creating a role by
first beginning with an educational program°

The way education

has gone in this country, as I observe it is that the role gets
created by necessity or by somebody's desire, and people start
10
11
12
13
14
15
10

functioning in it, following which it is determined to be a
good idea to develop an education 1 program to help them do it
better.
And it seems to ma that on this basis of family
practice, until we can actually fin

some people doing it,

that it is a little bit foolish to talk about creating educational programs because there is not going to be anything for
them to do when they get on it.

17
CEAIRMAN FMRGUS00:

Write your letter to Pellegrino.

18
MR. RICIMAGZN:

I agree with you, Dick, but don't

19
20
21

DIY G St.,tkl. W., Wachhigeon 9, D. C.

22
23
24
25

e?
you think the general internist is engaged in family practic
look at this as a modification of the residency program in
internal medicine that will put less emphasis on endocrinology
and hematology and some of these other exotic subspecialties
it general
that internal medicine is getting, into and keep
ogy
internal medicine but strengthen it in the area of gynecol

127

25 1

and pedi trios and psychi try.
MR. WITTR

2
3

This is not whet it says in these

reports.
MR. RICEMMGM:

A

I know it isn't, but this is what

the teaching centers have got to develop here.
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6

family practice going on.
MR. WITTRUIP:

8

11

Not the way it is described in those

reports.
R. RICHWAG30:

9
10

There is

No.

ciummnm FaRGUSOM:

Well, that is what this commitle

is going to grapple with, and I am sure we will be involved as
a Council of the ZAAC when the reports start to come out in

13

preliminary form.

14

MR. FRDNTDML: that is the .
7 1i1lard report?

15

MR. NC NULTY:

is
17

ducted for and with the AMA.

What is the title of it?
MR.

19

21

• 7 G St., N. W. Walloetoo %,

Co

22
23
24
25

It has just been issued about a

month ago.

1

20

The Uillard report was a report con-

ICEMAGEN:

Is that the ad hoc committee on

education?
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN MRGUSON:

Then there was the other one.

74hat was it, American Public Health Association-MR. AC NULTY:

This was a community health study,

the other one was, but the Willard study dealt entirely with

S©2) 62042M.

128
276

has
the family practice concept, if it is a concept, as Dick

2

challenged, I think, very pertinently.
N:

CHAIRMAN FEG

3

And the Academy of General :nee-

now
tice believes that the prep sale of the Millis Commission
5

.
validate the position that they have consistently taken
DR, BCETTCHIER:

They look on it as a modification

of the-CHAXRMAN FM

USCN:

No, they say that all that has

7A20 8 PM

-- they have confirmed the role that you were talking about
10

confirm
and this confirms now that educationally -- it will

11

what they have been consistently saying they are.
MR. =TR

13

CHAIRMAN FURGUSON:

14

I read their report.

MR. NITTRUP:

16

CHAIRMAN FgRGUSCN:
gotten No. 11, correct?

Well, let's move on.

We have

That has been covered.

on
No. 12 has i.een covered and I guess we now, move

18
19

Nc, that isn't what they say.

Read their report.

16

17

OM 0 St., N. W., Wo2hEnstiset II, D. C.

that they would like to be.

12

to 13.

20

that time is lunch?

21

MR. MC NULTY:

22

CHAIRMAN F3RGUSON:

23

MR. WITTRUP:

24

MR. MC NULTY:

25

DR. NMIZON:

Lunch is at 12:30.
All right.

Are we going to eat here?
Ne are going to eat here, right_..
In this room?

129
a
g

MR. Al NULTY:

27

Yes, in this room.

13 is a report only.

The exploration of a Council

of Academic 5ocieties is proceeding.

•

I can report, if anyone

is interested, the specific groups that are involved:
eine, Pediatrics, Surgery, Radiology,

I4edi-

?roventive
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o-_lolaryngology, CBGYN, Psychiatry, Anatomy, Physio/ogy,
Marmacology, pathology, Dermatology, and so on -- the Amoric
Association of :Physicians, Zmerican Society for Clinical
investigation, Amsrican Surgical Association, and the Federate
10

Societies.
Now, I say it is being pursued.

11

•

a.

•

There are sort of

I wouldn't want to conclude

12

conversations and discussions.

13

that there is any great enthusiasm yet, but that's only the

14

way I

15

am, but there is a very deliberate attempt, and I think it is

16

a constructive attempt, to move in this direction.

ee it.

Zrid others of you may be closer to it than I

17

Russ, what were you going to say?

18

DR. =SON:

It is quite unfair, but I can't resist

It's there is so damn many societies.

I presume they

19

it.

20

have already cast their bylaws and" have the forms set up to

21

nominate the officers

22

tie and a pin for the lapel of the coats and are taking on all

23

the forms of the American I- rofessional_at ociation

24

one.

25

am getting a little tired of all these societies.

and I presume they have got a school

another

20 you see my comments are nothing but facetious but I

130
ft
1.4

N2. WITTRUP:

:Tre you going to join the Four 5

2613
group?
R. NQLSCNI
HR. rATTRU:

that's that?
That's the Society for the Su2pression

of auperfluous tiocieties.
I have been a medoer emotionalL1 , for a

long, long time.
No, those are very fine people and as a matter of
2

4
00

t, it is a wnehanism that -- if it can avoid the r/itfalls

10

of the normal society, it vould be a vory good group to work

11

with.

12

CEnIRMW MXLCCS:

13

DR. NZLGON:

To have as a Dart of the WAMII.

U311, I don't %now how, but this is a

14

way to get at the physicians on faculties.

15

really.

Lr'lt 2316

Physicians and so forth and you don't rovall7 getnt our awn
faculty members on a national basis.

18

it.

20

ie haven't had that

Wa have struggled through the ANA and the College of

17

19

There is no way to do

This might make a eifferenco.
X2. AC NULTY:

Znd this is, as Russ r-15ks so succinctly

described it, Ar. Chairimn, the intent -- this was no purpose

21 H of trying to form a Council of Acadealc Gccieties, to get
22

23
24
917 G $t.. N. 97..
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2. NT,MGCN:

25

faculty participation in the MAC.
CEZIRDPW nrIGUGON:

do with our annual meeting.
N. W2C KULTY:

'low, the next two items have to
The time and place has been changer

That ia correct.

This took epoutthree

131
1

291

weeks of work.

It was originally

hedule1 for Zietroit, but

2

it has been changed to New York and the New York Hilton Hotel

3

from October 27 to October 30, which, if

•

recall, is a week

one way or the other, a wee% earlier or a N -eelc later than it
was scheduled originally.
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DR. NELSON:

what were those dates again?

MR. NC N.JLTY:

Friday, October 27, through Monday,

October 30.
CHTaRit12t4 77nGIWN:
10
11
12
13
14
15

Tuesday.
-11R. NSMONg

711
,
I can say is if we are weeting in

ffew York, bring money.
MR. MC NULTY:

We have trarlitionally mst the a

be2oe,' which would be Thureday, the 26th.
Inkin.77!N:

You mean this 1Rgecutive Comittee here

.2,1R4 ma gown, This Executive Committee: yes, sir.

17

CEA amm F7a4USCN: Je have to be prepared to be in

19

917 0 St., N. W.. Washington I. O. C.

tll weet on

16

18

•

Business Council

NowYork on Thurdav.
HR. titr' NDLT7:

Right.

SO for the calendars

Thurs.-

20

day, October 26th, and then whoever is elected to the Execu-

21

tive Council of the 4.7X0, they usually stay an extra day and

22

meet the day following the close of the meting.

23

purpose of the paren that is in your remarks.

24
25

CIEMIRMaN FMRGUSON:

That is the

Members of. this group then

should be exp cted to be there from sometime on Thursday

132
through Monday.
The Mxecutive Council mat on-3

MR. Y1C NUMU:

7Ta mat last time on Nondar afternoon.

CIMIRNN1 ..,,i,musons
MR. k,1C RUZATY:

Iwould ?lope so, yes.

an Observation ill passing.
m the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

Can we lann on that?
Let me make

I0 there is formed a Council of

Academic 3ocietics andif those societies
requect the seam
recommendation on the 7xecutive Council
tilat they are now
requesting, I wou/d leo% for this Council
to request a like
10
11
12
13
14
15

presntaio,.c

FA) by the time October comes along there
niay

be more than one representative from this comff
littce.
CLAIRiknE ?3RGUSOW:

MR. RZNB3114::

Your advice is for us to plan to be

there from Thursday through Aonday?
NR. MC YULTY:

17

CEAIROW MOGUSON:

18

through Thanksgiving.

19

W

21
22
23

Tle hare received tho

dismal information.

16

20

P. K.

Y

Correct.
Bring turkey.

You can stay

t7-114,1 ne.vt item, 7 guess, is one thivc that Natt

syould like us to consider, and maybe we can do
it during lunch
because we have got 15 more minutes before 12:3
0.
Tlhat was the reaction to the meeting last year, the
one we had in Qan ,?rancisco, for z-Z1 of you who
attended?

24

DR. 3OZITME3R:

25

MA. =WW1*:

I nought it was good.

Ns are all trying to remouber what it

3

133
was.
DR. BC2TTCHin;
3

Tliese group E3CiOs, thouqh, became

problematical bec'ause there were

lwayt two or more that you

wanted to be at at the same time.
Ilasnit that part of

CTN?

M. MC rULTY:

USON:

R. RnAgaCK:

11

KR. RPATIOCK:

The time before, was it in Philadelphia

the year before that?
D17,4 I-IC NULTY:

15

MR. R=BMCX:

16

i4R. AC MITI%

DR. FTZSCIg:

24
25

And they took

OD

the proportions you

Some of them this time were pretty big.

GRZT=I:
attendance we had.

nxcept that

as because of the large

So maybe instead of . fewer -e will have more.

CBAIRNWN FRBG iTM:

22
23

They were too big.

There were 40 or more in one room'.

20
21

In Phi/ade1Phia we had

are indicating.

18
19

Yicr/ can you have fewer without gettin

them too big?

14

17

There were what?

To many sessions.

BOrTWHEIA:

12
13

Yes, there were six of them.
There were too many of thew.

CFAIRM1

WARD & PAUL

om the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without per

R. =MCI:::

10

These workshop sessions,

Ws are going to have more in New

York,
MR. MAC3R:

I felt this year it was a definite improve

ment over the previous years program, and its cLose relationshi

2

2
p2

134

1

to the total program of RUC was definite1y valuable.
MA. GRAPSX::

2

The integration of our meeting and the

deans' meeting was very good.

•

4

I think we ought to have a netting

MTTR7r:

6

CHAIRMAN F3113USeN:

7

DR. BOETTCMR:

C.

That would be refreshing.

CHAIRMAN FMRGUZON:

You wean you are going to try to

9

obliterate from your mind the fact that the government is now

10

in your life?
WITTRUP:

11
WARD & PAUL
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without having anything about Medicare on it.

12
13

No, I am not concerned about that.

am just tired of going to meetings where they go on and on
out Medicare.
MR, RAMMCK:

14

I think we ought to keep in mind,

15

too, that we have a lot of mewbers that are relatively new

16

to the AZNC and the programs of this Council and see if we

17

can't emphasize some points that they would be interested in

18

particularly.
MR. YC NULTY:

19
20
21

Roy.

This is what I am fishing for here,

What are some of the points that we would think of.
CHAIDMiiN FMDUSDN:

nen, I checked with a couple of

22

my colleagues from Cleveland who were there who were not with

23

affiliated hospitals and the reaction 1 got was that they found

24

it very interesting to be in this kind of a gr uping.

25

ently thoy knew some of the people but they were in a different

Appar-

135
•

environment in regard to their problemn,

33

And I no

that

there were directors of medical edunation who had coMO from
these hospitals.

And so X think that there is going to be

a different -- I think that one of the 1)rdolems will be, Natt,
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how do we get at this group to be sure that we can reflect
Rut in these one or two instances

6

some of their interests.

7

when they talk to me, I got the clear impression that what was

8

being discussed there with the people they talked to in

9

informal sessions was very helpful to them.

10

points of you that they wouldn't get in their normal way of

11

moving around.

12

ings, to get different slants.

13

too concerned about what they 7-yantto be talking about.

14
15

X think this is why we all go to these meetSo I don't think we should be

Did any of the rest of you hear from folks in
hospitals that were not directly affiliated -The same sort of reaction.

16

NR. FAnWall:

17

OR. RAHBECN:

18

MR. MPCER:

19

MIRMAN FERGUSON:

20

They received

an

reaction.

aame thing.
Then I don't think they were

trying to be polite, were they?

21

i.FREN531J:

22

cmin42N

No.

FERGUSON:

Very enthusiastic.
These fellows that I talked to

23

can usually tell you right off the bat if they don't like

24

something.

25

DR. BOTITTCHER:

I had the sama reaction.

136

341

1

annTalzw

USOJT:

Your personal reaction to the

meeting?
DR. BOSTTCHMR:

Was exactly as you described it.

CHAIRMAH FZIRGUSC'ig:

You had a chance to talk about

things that were not on the list.
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R. BC3TTaHLIR:

They weren't talking about laundries,

or, you know, nursing shortages.

They were talking about

education.
MR. 11TTRUr:

/ would think that this subject, thoug

10

of the disappearing service patient is one that 72robthly ought

11

to stay on the program for a number of additional years.

12
13

MR. B0=TTCHSR:

How can you talk about that without

talking about Medicare?

14

AR. T=TRUP:

Wall, I know that it relates indirectl

15

or sort of directly, but when I say let's not talk about P4edi-

16

care,

17
18
19
20
21

am thinking about part A and part B and all the intern

technicalities.
patient

But the business of the disappearing service

think is good for a few more years on our programs.
R. BOWTCHUR:

Another one is delivery of health

care rechanisms, delivery mec7f,anisms.
MR. GRAPSKI:

Well, what seems to be very pertinent

22

both under that heart, stroke and cancer thing and, you know,

23

the Cavanaugh activity is the planing, the whole activity of

24

planning at the state level and the involvement of the medical

25

school and teaching hospitals, wouldn't you say, Charlie?

2

137

r4

MR. 2R1INIM:

3

Yes.

NR. GRAPXat
5

•

This is really going to

CHAIRNAM FTMGDZON:

$o far everything %:m have talked

about I am sure is going to be the concern of the parent body.
noticed the minute we start talking here we ar
6
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it us.

out of the

laundry very quickly and we are right ur to what the -- this
is what we found last year, didnft we, Russ?

71e found that

our thinking and their thinking almost clocked, although we
werenft organized.
10

24

DR. NEMSCn

' 11

9<

CHAIP=N FERGUSON:

They came in and gave us their

12

proposals as to what their theme

13

in under their umbrella very, very well.

14

DR.

LSON:

as and we were able to fit

They have a committee that plans the

15

annual program and 1 was part of it, so I knew what was going

16

on, but it was largely happenstance planning.

17
18

MR. 14,7 OULTY:
but

7

20

R. WITTRUP:

23

Is heart, cancer, stroke still good?

Will much be happening between now and then?

21
22

They have not started yet this year

was anxious that we get going.

19

111

Right,

AR. NC NULTY:

Z number of the grants will have, been

awarded.
CHAIRMAN 7MMUSCN:

You might be interested that

24 'last year when we met on this the topics of interest were
25
0

the impact of Medicate on the programs of the teaching hospital;

138
paramedical

36

education; what impact will Medicare have on the

numbers of beds required; occupancy; funds for same; education,
and so forth; how do we get moneys to resolve the problems of

•

capital financing; what are medical schools doing in compre /hensive care, extended care units; is the teaching hospital

7

play.
We are not going to change by radical nurdber of

8
9

steps but we are going to evolve in other areas.
I will give you something to think about for your

10

WARD

•

program.

12

I have before me a very, very early draft of a certain section

13

of the Manpower Commission report, and that report is due

14

June 30.

15

this report in whatever way he handles it during July, AugUst

16

and September.

17

this meeting.

18

a very firm projection of what this is going to cover at this

19

point.

21

•

I think all of us are trying to do two things today.

11

20

917 G 91., N. W., Washinaton I, D. C.
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part of the main stream or does it have a different role to

And the :President is apt to, we understand, deal witi

So it might bea pUblic document in advance of
I can't say that it will nor can I really give

CHI MAN F2PGUSON:
R. NELGON:

It is a good point.

I would say that the present spirit of

22

the Commission is to be pretty aggressive and say some things

23

that I think we all saysort of quietly and don't ever get out

24

in at least national articulation.

25

graph which will raise some hackles probably.

I will just read a para-

139
ople who have the biggest say about how..."
,treading).
And you can see what this is apt to do.

And it goes

on and gets a little closer to the administrative functions,
lly
saying that the trouble .is that hospital management genera
and
suffer from the edifice complex, each building it larger,
7

larger and larger.
Row,

9

917 G St., N. W., WashIngmn I. D. C.

•

And 1 am not saying it will be, either, because X

10

have lived with it and so has Joe.

11

DR. BOSTTCH2R:

12
ces

publicly.

we have all said this but it hasn't been said

If you use those saire words at the

White House Conference.
D. NELSON:

13

Yes, but there is apt to be, could

14

the
possibly be a pretty strong focus on costs in hospitals,

15

.
adequacy of personnel and tremendous inadequacy in the system

16

CHAIRMAN F5RGUSON:

17

DR. NZLSON:

System of using?

Just the whole system of health ser-

Therefs talk in many circles now that no matter what

18

vices.

19

we say about family practice some new character has got to

20

60,
come on the scene, that our present machinery just won't

21

it.

22
23
24
25

So this is someeling for you to start thinking about
as being a part of your program.
CHAIRMAN FFAIGUSOF:

That als

reminds me that the

on.
public Health Service has just announced their reorganizati

140

.0

They do have a bureau on manpower.
is that by the time our pr

I think what .RUSS is saying

ram comes around this is going to

be on the table just like Medicare was a year ago, and wc
4

better start sensing it.
MR. tlITTRIV:
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5
6

is a very profound document.

7

CMIRMAN FERGUSON:

8
9
10
11

This one on family practice will

rest.
MR. Ye NULTY:

And it may well catch on at the June

AM meeting.
CHAIRMAN RERGLSON:

If the Z-ZAC is considering a

13

committee - to_consider what it wantsto say about it, undoUbt,
edly this will be on the program. They are going to have to

14

have the reaction to it at this meeting in October, right?

12

15

MR. ma NULTY:

16

CHAIRMAN FraRGUSCN:

Yes.
I mean the report came out auxin
I

17

the summer and it was really not officially disseminated.

18

don't think they are going to be able to hide from having some

19

thing to say about it.

20

MR. TIITTRUP:

EVen among people who ought to know,

21

unless I totally misinterpret their report, there are not very

22

many people who have really caught on to what they are really

23

saying in there.

k

PS

If that Millis report catches on, that

24

cHniamm FMRGLSON:

25

MR. rlITTRUP:

That is typical of most reports.

It hit this very softly for some reaso

Phorte, (Aran t628-4266

141
or other.
DR. NMLGON
3

S

that are they saying?

How do you inter

pre t it?
MR. MTTRUP:

As I interpret it, they are saying,

in the first place, we can look forward to the day when the
As I interpret

it they are saying that the chief of surgery ultimately won't
have any more to say

out the house staff lorogram than he

does about the medical school curriculum.

WARD

•

And of course,

10

the internship gees, and so forth -- a complete reorientation

11

of the structure of the in residency training.

12

DR. NnIASOK:

I had hoped you would pick out the one

13

that I would

14

ing would be responsible for it.

which was that the institutions of higher learn-

15

CHAIRMAN F3RGUSCN:

16

MR. GOULMT:

17

CHAIRMA7 PERGUGCN:

18
19

For what, agency training?

Yes, sure.
This is one that is going to

cause the most annoying.
AR. GOULMT:

Yes, but the guys in medical schools

20

are picking that up and they are not fully recognizing this

21

other business, you see.

22

are going to have their cake and eat it, too, but that is not

23

what the report says.

And a lot of them feel like they

•

9? G St., N. W., Wasttirs
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specialty boards are going to be abolished.

24
25

CHAIRMAN MMUSON:

I know, having heard Jack Millis

we have talked about this -- where is the corporate responsibility for graduate medical education, which is not in the

142
same sense that there is corporate responsibility for under-

I40

graduate medical education.
what they are talking about.

Let's face it.

A17, of us know

And in our situation we have

pulled in at various times, and they are getting closer each
time because they are beginning to recognize that education,

left with a single group.
MR. WITTRUD:
cussed la

ihats the core of the problem dis-

night, I think.
R. NELSON:

10

E5-Kactly.

CHAIRMAN P3RGUSON:

11
WARD & PAUL
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no matter what you are going to do with it, it can never be

77e11, you remember the Brown
it at that,

12

report of the AHn. really -- reTember, Russ?

13

that there was corporate, there was corporate responsibility

14

today, it wasn't just a loose collection of individuals who

15

wanted to

16

there was that 1 nd ark decision in the State of Illinois that

17

said hospital trustees are responsible in a little different

18

degree than providing facilities and then standing with their

19

arms folded.
DR. 1121,30W:

20
21
22
23
24
25

use the facilities of the institution."

And that

Interesting tires are coPaing,

friend.
CHAIRMAN YaRGUSON:

Yes, sir.

All you have to do

is watch your malpractice suits.
Is there anything further to express here to Matt?
It is 12:30 and I guest we -- let's not inhibit the help if
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AFTWIMOON 42SSION
(1:30 p.m.)
CHAIRMAN FrOGUON:

3

•

T ask this question:

Before you all get away, could

There has been some indication that

perhaps our time for closing has been a little bit tighter
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than it might have been.

Would you be willing at the next

meeting to come the evening before and then let the closing
hour, say, be 4:00 o'clock?

noes this get you home?

words, let's just check the timetables,

back on a Friday night or a Thursday night

11

do your plane schedules permit this?

WARD

13

411

HR. RAMBECK:

- in other words,

We didn't know.

They do for me.

We leave at 6:00

o'clock.
CEMIRNAN MIRGUFON:

14

In other words, this time we were

16

pushing f r a 2:00 o'clock adjournment... Mat if we made it

16

a 4:00 o'clock adjournment?

17

everyone?

Would this work all right with

18

HR. GRUSM:

Fine.

19

NR. J?J N7ZL:

Fine.

20

CHnIROAN FERGUSON:

21

1,13. RAk 2CN:

12:00 o'clock lunch?

22

M.

Well, not quite at 12:00, but as near

a
23

25

VaTTRUP:

Just about as well?

to 12400.
CETAIRJW F3RGU3ON:

24

ai
0

would this get you

10

12

In other

venience?

I

think We

Does:it cause any severe incon-

ought to try to make these as convenient

1145
2

as possible, too.
Let's keep that in mine, then, but you -,1,
•e all
3

ing to coma in the night beforc
MR. d2C7AR:

as we clic' this ti.

/ would like to.

DR. Din YZNCH:

Yen.

DR. BOraTtnMR:

Yes.

CEMRIN 2311GUWN:

Because .1' suggested that me

might hear some of these program developments, andI think
maybe the first nightfs meeting could be well adapted to this

•

WARD
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10

-- you know, listening to some kind of

11

activity as these things occur, a report from the committee,

12

or something like that.

J74ast night,: tilink, wont very well.

13

C. K.

14

MR. AC NULTY:

15

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

721at do wa have left?
I think we are up to 16.
Yes, Administrative Committee

16

(The Cfficers): Executive Council (Tab 9) and Regional Meet-

17

ings.
PAR. Drip NULTY:

18
19

Executive Council,

20

in that.

22

Tab 9 lists' the meMbers of the

I thought some of you might be interested

CHMTaKnN le2R1GUaCN:

21

Our representative is RUS.S

Nelson.

23

D. N1LRON

24

emmani mimusou:

25
.0

description of soma

12'arelon?
was just saying you are our

representative from this Council on the Executive council.
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D. =WM: Thank you.
CE2IRKM PERGUWE:
ing iCloc that we discussed?

•

WIR. MU NioLTY:

hat about this regional azetMatt?

Ciscursed in

an Francisco one,

the fact that the Z:71C was goiAg to divide into regional meet-

And Under Tab 10 yoU vill note the regions that have been
set up, again using a different base.

If you add the hos,Atals

uneer Tab 1.0 you get 313 -- using a different base.

WARD

When we

10

made out the map we tried to distribute the hospitals through-

11

out the United states showing wha,t region they fell within.

12

The AMC in turn is conducting maetings-R. NRLSOM:

13

•

nYouse ma, Matt.

14

the medical school proportions?

15

medical schools.

NR. MC NULTY:

17

nis4 N2LSON:

21

MR. AC NUTTY:

Yes, it does, Russ.
nd 135 of our mothers.

That's 34 of

CC 135,

That's about a third of

the m.
R. BOMTTCHR:

22

the regions?

23

feel under-represented.

24

MR. MO NULTY:

25

The Northeast has 34 of the

what, 90--

19
20

Does that about follow

I remember that.

16

18

917 6St.. N. W., Wit:11443km 1, D. C.
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ings, into regional areas of the country, which they have done.

flo you have the schools for each of

am ,
./ory curious

hout the Great TlainE.

I don't have them right in focus,

I could add it quite easily, though.

I guess I could

147
count them off pretty quickly.
7Jho is pressing for this?

M2. raTTRU2:

I just

cant imagine anybody wanting another meeting to go to.
I think itts much too soon to talk

R. TANMICK:

We have these regional meetings now in:every

about this.

No, this is just a report, that

CHAIRIMN ETIRGUSON:

the MNC is going to set up regions for its basic purposes,
is that correct?
R.M NULTY:

Right.

They have set them up, and

these are the regions as represented by this map.

WARD & PAUL

R. NMSCY:

Gentlemen, remember that Upere is the

rtheast section known as the poiso.1 ivy league of hospitals

44,

and there is something in the Ilidwest and there is something
!bst, which have been informal groupings for essen-

in the fa

tially the same kind of hospital, and one of the thoughts at
one time was that this might be the vehicle by which they
could have these meetings.

some are left out now, you see.

When the Northeast meets, itts really only about a dozen out
of that 135.
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

If I would react as I presume

you would want me to, I think Russ' point is well taken, that
917 G St., N. W,, Wastlittokm I. D. C.
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section of the country.

at some time we should have regional meetings.

I think per-

haps what some of the others of you are saying is that its
too early.

ere I would rather this decision be yours than

any advice from me because x would have

F

prejudiced viewpoint.

148
I do not have a secretary so I have some organizational com-

5

plications.

Miss Dittmair is from Western Girls or one of

these services and has been very helpful.
DR. NELa0N;

that happened to that other 9irl?
he defected to the Republicans. She

MR. MC NULTY:

elected en masse, why, she-DR. NELSON:

Is she with a Repub ican committee?
She is a staffer for the Republican

MR. EC NULTY:
10
13.
WARD & PAUL
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married a Replica: and a very staunch one, and when they were

representative from Illinois.

that's the pant of the country she is from.
MR. GOULET:

12

17

of them, so he can be familiar with them, what they do, how
they function.
MR. NC NULTY:

19
20

M. RAMBSCX:

And we will do this, too,

MR. rlITTRUP:

We have one in Appalachia, one lad

defected after he helped organize it.
Could you tell us, Matt, will

CHAIRMAN PIOGUSON:

23

AAMC this year have regional meetings?
DR. N2LSOM:

24
25

0
2

The Northeast group did,

22
U
1

I think we might take it upon our-

selves to inviite Matt to our regional meetings, at least oae

18

21

Pindley, a newly elected one.

MR. RICK:

14

16

Mich one?

KR. EC NULTY:

13

15

Zolle of you may remember that

Northe

There is one called already for the

1119
AR. MC NULTY:

They will, and they are on a very

informal basis.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
4

Will members of the COTH--

MR. MC NULTY:, No.
CHAIRMAN PERGU$PN:, No, this will only be for deans.
DR. NELSON: JJere you invited to the Northeast one
by Booker?
MR. MC NULTY:
R. NELSON:

WARD & PAUL

10

I will see that you get to go for me,

then.

11

la, MC NULTY:

12

to project my interest.

13
14

No, I was not.

DR. NMLSON:
, MR.

15

All right.

Vine.

I didn't attempt

Let's not forget that, Matt.

ma NULTY: Yes,

CEMIRMAN FERGUSON:

I think it would be well for

16

you to attend a couple of these so you could get some idea

17

as to how useful they might be.

18

MR. GOULST:

19

MR.

20

KR. GOULET:

21

MR. MZ NULTY:

22

ma NULTY:

No, no.

These are meetings of deans.

How did you get in on that?
They invite members of the Executive

Council, and Russ is on the Executive council.

23

MR. GOULFT:

24

DR.

25

Didn't they invite you?

canit go.

LSON:

Oh, I see.
You represent me

will you, because

150
7

I

MR. NC NULTY:

Fine, good.

It would be eaier,

Russ, if you dropped a note and indicated that you weren't
3

coming but you had requested me to come.

4

DR. NaLSOW:

Yes.

My only concern is that you and

I will forget this.
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MR. MC NULTY:

My own. reaction would be that it

would be very difficult to initiab a series of meetings this
ring, but on the other hand the difficulty could always be
overcome.
10

organized in a central office

11

and you may have a more sensitive finger on the pulse than I

12

do.
MR. RIC WnElq:

13

ut you all represent the field

Couldn't we do one thing.

There are

14

a number of medical centers that are not included in these

15

groupings.

16

ent areas that they might invite those who are not now included

17

who are in their area, because I think these meetings are very

18

important.

19

university complex.

20

Stan?

,erhaps the chairman might suggest to the dl,ffer-

I get minutes, for eNample, from the Midwest
I guess you belong to that, don't you,

21

CflAIRMN FSRGUWN:

22

MR. R1ChilhGEN:

23

R. ECETTCHnR:

24
917 a St., N. W..

I would like to spend more time seeing us getting

25

DR. WITTRUP:
Kansas and that area?

UATC?

No, it's Iowa, along in this area.
UFEC.

You are talking about Missouri and

151
MR. RICHMGEN:

No, I an talking about Iowa and that

area.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

5

That's a bit west because the

UATC and the other group knep minutes.
MR. RICHMGEN:

I get the minutes of the meetings

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Yes, they have pretty good bull

sessions.
MR. WITTRIT:

WARD & PAUL
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because of a friend, and it's pretty good stuff.

I think that serves a much different

10

purpose than these groups of 28 and 30 and 68 and 59 and so

11

forth.

12

9, and if that went to 15 we might as well forget it.

13 H

we ought to forget it.

We have got a little group, too, you know.

Tqli. NC NULTY:

14

We have
Maybe

I don't know.
In time I would like to see us have --

15

if I should express an opinion or would express an Opinion, in

16

time I would like to see us have them, Dick.
that you are receiving is merely a travel expense

17
18
19

form.
DR. 30ETTCHERt

Matt, on a personal note, would it

20

be too much trouble for you to get me a list of the hospitals

21

and schoolsin the region I am in, the Great Plains?

22

MR. MC NULTY:

23

D. BOETTCHER:

24
25

No, not at al/.
I could pick them out of the mater

ship list, but if it's easier forpu-MR. AC NULTY:

If they can ever get the computers

152
going, they ought to be able to toss this out fairly easily,
but we can do it by hand.
DR. BOWTCHEIR:

It may be a week or two
Yr. Chairman, I would like to ask --

I think there is at least one of us from each region -- is
there any thought about whether a communication from mc to the

know what's going on, what the dynamics of the new organizatio
are, to get their interest up?
MR. MC NULTY:

WARD & PAUL
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merrbers in a region following this meeting to try to let them

If I could respond, it would be two-

I think, one, Ernie, I would hope that a summary of

10

fold.

11

each of the Executive Committee meetings would come from the

12

central office.

13

menbers wish to have sort àf a circular of their own, which,

14

in my experience, is somewhat of an ACHA arrangement to try to

15

keep his affiliates informed

16

affirmatively to the first in the sense that I would like to

17

see the central office send out a report so that it is

18

uniformly done and so that it reaches every member -- what I

19

would call a digest of the Executive Committee meeting.

Now, beyond that, whether Executive Committee

I don't know.

I am responding

Stan?

20

DR. NELSON:

21

CMIRMAN FERGUSON:

22

DR. NELSON:

Yes.

And I have no desire, Matt, to complica

23

your life any more than it is, but I would like to express

24

the thought that there is something to be gained both in

25

enthusiasm and in direction for the whole Council and its

153
Nxecutive Clowmittec to have some meetings of the maebers in
small groups and very informal.
3

And if there are no restric-

tions placed, Nett, on your activities and you can travel and
put

out a little money to rent a hall, just little things like

that, just invite here and there and some of these regions
the administrator members to come, circulate a very simple
agenda which might he:

Would like your view on; your concerns

with, or discussion of, and then pet down medicare and a few
other things that you know people are concerned about and

a
0

10

have a one-day meeting -- no action, just a chance for the

11

people to meet and talk, I bet you will get a pretty enthus-

12

iastic response and attendance.

13

members feeling that things are moving, even though you may,

14

and we may think that this is really not moving.

15

than that, probably in the long run you will get a feedback

16

from them about things that will become program points that we

17

are not even thinking about.

18

here really.

1§

are, we are really not the grass roots.

20

that you have to cover all districts and all regions, and I

21

don't know that you need to do more than one or two, but

22

would reaikr give a crack at it.

23

expenses.

24

about it, circulate them and see how many would come if you

25

set a meeting up in Atlanta.

I bet you will get your

end more

We are kind of a different group

1;t don't have -- despite the degree we think we

Just invite them,

Although Idon't know

You don't have to eay their

or if you have some concern

154
I have this concern, that we are going to sit here
and organize and reorganize and structure and structure and
we are remote from then .

7:e don't know what they are think-

ing about, and they are wondering what the hell are we doing,
you know.

Znd I think a couple of regional meetings, or

have a secretary, might be worthwhile.
DR.

I really do.

Ti: Matt, in my area, for example, I

would offer to do the whole setup.
D. NIMSON:

10

12
•

M. Ma NULTY:

14

opinion?

15

get going in a hurry.

Mr. Chairman, am I sensing this is an

That way it would work very W01/,

T mean we could

16

CEZIRMAN FE2GUGO1':

17

with what we talked about last fall in

18

that since the AMC was going to start regional meetings, we

19

might consider joining with them on this.

20

saying is let's not join with them on this, but do it once

21

or twice merely as a trial.
R. GouLnTz

I think this would be consistent
an Francisco.

We said

Yow what we are

That's Russt point.

I think, Stan, it would be desirable

23

to try to see if we could schedule the regional meetings of

24

the administrators at the same time that the deans are meeting,

25
0
2

Nake all the arrangements, send all

the invitations, the preliminary inquiry and what have you.

13

22

III a

Yes, I would, too.

R. BOIVTCHnli:

11

WARD
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three, if you can put your effort into it, even if lou don't

CEMIREAN 73RBUSON:

But the point I think to be made

155
here is that they are going to start this as a parent organization approach and we can now try our own hand and see-5

•

DR. N21,20N:

Once again, I don't think we have to

follow them.
CHAIRMAW FERGMON:

1 agree.

this joint meeting bit.
DR. HEL$00:

We have had experience with

It doesn't work too well.

For instance, Eatt, the one you attended

WARD & PAUL

in Baltimore, which is the old poison ivy league.

•

•

The arrange

10

ments to be made for that are incredibly simple.

11

go a little bit ivy leaguish in our social functions now and

12

then, but this isn't important for what I am talking about now.

13

If 2rnie is willing to take the hosting responsibility in the

14

sense of making the arrangements -- wow, that's great.

15

I'll bet you you can find somebody in every district that's

16

got enough steam to do his own.

17

CHZIRPLAN FMRGUSON:

18

DR. BOMTTMOR:

We tend to

And

r good idea.

All we ask is that you make your own

19

plane reservations and show up.

20

MA. GRArSIiI:

21

917 0Si., N. W., WattMew 1, 0. C.
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, MR. FREN4EL:

That's right.

We have our geographical representation

just or this committee that could assist Ernie.

22

CHAIRMAN F3RGUSON:

23

MR. M2 YULTY:

Why don't you try it.

One other point interpreting what

24

Russ mentioned.

25

simpler would be to coMbine several of these regions- which are

One thing that would make it considerably

fairly large geographically but small in terms ofF total number.

156
DR, WILSON:

Just have meetings.

MR. 2JC NULTY:
DR. NELSON:

Yes.

All right.

I don't think you need to follow any

particular pattern.
MR. GOULET:

In fact, we might do this, Matt, a day, before

the ACM Congress or something.
CHAIRMW FERGUSON:
Try this on for size.

•

11

going to try it on for size.
Don't feel like you have got to get

MR. WITTRUP:
everybody every time.

14

CMIRMAN FERGUSON:

15

DR. NELSON:

That's right,

That's right.

And don't think vOu have

16

to take actions or keep minutes or take the role or have any

17

particular agenda.

18

but knowing that nobody will really think about it put some

19

feelers out.

Let the people datrmine their own agenda,

20

MR. MC NULTY:

21

DR. NELSON:

22
U

Four or five subjects.

Have your own agenda if you don't get

any results.

23

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

24

DR. NELSON:

25
0

Try it on for size and report to the membership you are

ing.

13

Don't build it up too big, now.

I understood that is what Russ was say-

10

12

WARD
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group there.

I imagine I could take on the Midwest

Very good.

I will tell you, when you do this you

are going to need more than one secretary pretty fast because

157
trt 14

you are going to have a whole lot of questions that somebody
going to want to have somebody look'into -- where is Ty $500
3

going?
MR. MC NULTY:

Mr. Chairman, I apologize for bring-

ing up the subject of the secretary. .
We need a meeting tire for the

next meeting.
MR. MC NUE/TY:

Look at the insert.

There is an eYtr

page that /as given to you in your material which shows the

WARD & PAUL
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CHAIRMAN MRGUSON:

10

meetings of the Sxecutive Committee and the administrative

11

Committee.

12

ing la rgely as the officers.

The Administrative Committee of the AAMC is evolv-

Ara we involve; in that in any way?

13

DR. NMLGON:

14

MR. MC NULTY:

No, in no way.

I have gone to one

15

meeting for a portion of it and I left for another reason.

16

don't believe I was -- I felt no slight.

17

I don't think there was any closed meeting concept on it.

18

don't know how they are going to keep going.

19
20

DR. =LEON:

I had to leave, and

Are you going to the next 1-1,ecutive

Council meeting?

21

MR. MC NULTY:

22

DR, NIXON:

23

MR. NITTR1JP:

Yes, I will go.

O. K.
Well, somebody did a pretty good job

Whoever did that, why don't we let him

24

of scheduling that.

25

schedule the next one?

158
*
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2

D. N3L3ON:

Matt.

CHAIRMAN FaRGUSON:

Matt and 1 said that looks like

a good time.
You

MR. UITTRIP:

aid real well. .1 suggest we

follow that sere autocratic procedure next time around.
The 18th and 19th of May.

ECK:

Nrap it

arou d that 3xecutive Council meeting.
M. G AM':
April 7 and 8.

They have suggestions here of May 12 or

Ite110.7, is that the right one?

10

NR.,FR7NZEL1 'Yes.

11

MR. c-RAESMCK:

12

That would be May 11 and 12, Thursday

and Friday.
MR. GRAP3XI:

I,like May 11 and 12 better than I do

15

MR. RWat82M::

April is very bad.

16

MR.

13
14

17

At the end of the table I am getting

a favorable reaction to May 11 and 12, or in that neighborhood
Sounds good.

18

MR. N=R:

19

CHAIRMAN MAGUSON:

20

MR. MC:

21

917 G SI.. N. W., Weettegwa I. O. C.

ma NULTY:

That's good.

With the proviso that if things move

aster, the Chair is free to cal/ meetings before that.

22

CliZIW4AN F R3USON:

23

MR. MC NULTY:

24

COLIRMAN PnRGUSON:

25

0, K.

0,

Right.
It probably means we will have

one more-- this will probably be the meeting that will try to

159
116

be helpful on the program, right?,
•MR. MC NULTY:

ight.

CHAIRMAN F2RaUSON:

3

And then there willbe one m re

meeting before we have the' meeting ih Few York.
MR. IC NULTY:, Right, before the annual meeting , in

CHAIRMAN FaRGUSON:
MR. MC NULTY:
HR. RAYMMK:
10

111

moan just preceding?

12

ER. MC NULTY:

We net

last time in June and Septedber.
DR. N3LEON:

16

CHAIRMAN F2RGUSON:

17

MR.WITTRU,7:

18

MR. AC NULTY:

NZLGON:

I think so.
?inancial report.

teare,solvent, aren't we?
We're solvents

We better be.

MR. ive NULTY:

20

22

r)ometime during the summer.

ometime in Nay and then perhaps

15

21

No.

ptember is the way we met last time, as I recall.

19

III

When you say before the meeting, you

CHAIRMAN 22RGUSON:

14

C. K.

Right.

11

13
WARD
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October.

TYe are going to have a few dollars lef

over.
NO. 19 is only to report that the

Aroc

is trying the

a

p.

23

same endeavors in the area of the Allied Health professions as

24

they are in the Council of Academic Societies, and that is trv-

25

ing to see if they can interest these so-called allied health

160
professions in an umbrellatype of organization or relationship.
The National Conference on Regi,ona

5

preccej,

r. Chairalan?

Cfin,IRMN 23a3IEJ3ON:
AR. LIC NULTY:
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

Medic-al -- shell

Necp going.

National conference on asgion'el Eleei-

oal Programs is only to report that LIcub 1-iarsten, C)taxl Olson
and others were most cooperative.
the hopper.

Thatts starting this Sunday.

11

CEZIRMN FDRCUSON:

WARD

14
j

kl,R. MC NULTY:
total.

This entire

'ecutive Comrittee in

They accepted cluite readily.

T

on'mitted, as

0 other namas, just going down at ranclom, those that seem

16

to 174 most interested in the suTojer,t, and craw: it to them ane

17

then withdraw because 2 elidntt want to be part of the selectio'

18

which ones -- I believe they selected ebont 40 of the names
Zo t dontt know how many will come, though.

19

to come.

20 H

zire somm conflicts.

21
22

917 0 O., N. W..

Who is invited to that of the

council of Teaching Ho pitals -- this entire membership?

13

111

7 dontt know how rry Yi1l eventually cove.

10

12

7!e got about 60 names ill

The Ocnfel:ence, gatt, will be between

MM7DL:

500 and 600 on last count so it will be a

big one.

Is that right, Charlie?

23

GCULT:

24

na NULTY:

25

There

They have .tie

The /MA die the same thing.

o cover the.,country.

One could have sent eac fun

161
meNbership roster.
Woo 22, the activity of MTH headquarters.
3

2 have

already made the point, I hope, that ir going to be somewhat
eowplicating that while it is desirable to wear two hats in
the nAlm organization, wearing the second 'rat requires a
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certain amount of responsirolLitv which I save found so far is
a little divisive of concentration on COTE activities.
R.NFILETON:

1,7hat are you doing besides--

cHz2nrAN 2nRGUZON:
10

He is not going to New Delhi;.

That iu what he meant.
;IC NULTY:

11

Wail, the one thing, Russ

was handlil

12

all of the miscellaneous calls and visitors and committee meet-

13

ings that came to the Washington office when everyone clsc was

14

away.

15

meetings, answered mail and saw visitors who came to the office

So actually for e0,2,out two weeks all I did was go to

16

clomnow rarnusim:

17

MI. AC NULTY:

18

CHAIRMAN PrARGUFIVY:
NULTY:

19
20

ience.

Might poor representation but--

I gained a little insight as to what goes on.
DR. TIMSON:

22

CMIRMTW FRGUSOM:

24
25

No, you weren't.

It was an interesting learning exper-

21

23

He was Mx. A.FAC.

More fun than working, too.
He was the resident.

Re took ovo

the boss' duty.
R. MC NULTY:
most residents have.

With nit nearly as much competency as

162
CMIRMAN

r

Well, X was leading up to that.

AR. kriC NULTY:

Education is

sixty-third knnual Congress on

3

•

Next year he goes to New Delhi.

RGUSON:

,to indicate the program, and X am going to eistribute the
on1.1
program to our membership because I think it vould be desirable

DL NELSOT‘T:

littec Tyill be
7 guess most of this voo,

there, won ft they?
I would hope so.

MR. AC NULTY:
1,R. NELSON:

10
11

111

WARD
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if

It might be a chance to caucus if you

need to, Stan.
Yes.

12

CELAXWAN FERGUSON':

13

DR. NELSON:

14

CMIRNAN FUN: That

15

of people.

;111 you have to do is give free lunch.
right.

You c:In got a lot

MA you have to do is mention a little bit of

16

DR. qamoN: I

17
18

111
1

YA. MC NULTY:
i2 nothing else.

CMIRHAN FERGUSON:

22

MR. 14C NULTY:

23

CRZIRMAN F2RGUSON:

25
0
2

could set up a little in3ormal one,

21

24

It /s a

kind of time that if you need a meeting you could r:ell it.

19
20

think we will all be there.

If you need it.

Yes.

I wouldnIt do it unless you neede

it.
MR. Mc!:IMULTY:

All right.

163
I
2

1

Lo. 15 is the paper seat to you on the proposals for
support of medical education by the Federal Governmelgt as

3

designed by a committee o, the AMC.

411

I don't know, Stan, ,,,7hether Charlie has had a chance
to look at it yet.

4

7

I think we have made a point, a significant

point that we should be included and that the purpose of our
getting the distributinn, and so forth, was an agreement by
the

10

administrative

12

DR. YEMSON:
Charlie.

13

MR. MC NULTY:

14

MR. PRISWIEL:

15

M. AC NULTY:

No.

It is going through another draft.

Mat is the timing on it, 2att?
They hope to present it to the institu

tional membership meeting in Chicago in Pebruary.

17

you the precise date of that institutional--

20

R.

nLSON:

will give

that are the areas of controversy or

debate or question, if any, Natt, as it is in the document now?
MR. MC WULTY:

As I have looked at the document, and

21

I had one participation with the coMmittee, I really don't sec

22

any, only in the negative.

23

whatsoever.

24
25
a
0
2

elzeusc me,

16

19

o

Has it been approved

as it been approved by the AAAU?

18

•U

Committee that we ought to be contributing

something to it.

11

WARD
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tals very much.

It really doesn't include teaching hospi-

OR. NZLSON;

It doeSn't cover teaching hospitals

No, I wasn't thinking about us.

thinking just generally.

I was

164

2
MR. PC NULTY:
MR. MR:

Who is chairman of that committee?

NR. MC NULTY:

3

I have no specific reaction.

DR. BO2TTCITIR:

in Crispell.
I wonder if it's too late to get

the teaching hospital records on this.
I don't think no, Ernie.

No, it is

not too late.

art.

80ETTCF2R:

is on the 11th.

•

WARD
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M. a: NULTY:

a

The institutional membership meeting

That's about all the time we will be convening

10

in Chicago, too, but / think that some of these proposals, such

11

as the one on page 4, Item 2, legislative authority be

12

requested for the allocation of a maximum 15 percent for their

13

research work in each of these two catec-ories -- in other

14

words, 15 percent can be shifted to education for a research

15

ward of vice versa, and I think that that can work three ways,

16

for patient care, teaching or research.

17

us a lot in our appropriation of reasonable cost between

18

hospital and medical schools.

19

worth working into this draft.

20

OR. =MN:

21

DR. BOETTCHF.R:

22

DR. NIZSON:

And I think that would be well

well, Crispell is a very liberal person.
He

is.

Re is a very understanding person.

I

23

think it it was brought to his attention he would probably do

24

it.

A
25

DR. BeraTCH2R:

Yes.
,

0

nd this could help

165
CHAIRMAN FRRGU5ON:

They prob

ly were reflecting

the types of legislation that have been passed,
MR. FREEML: It starts out with patient service and
then it drops.
DR.

tETTCIOR:

Thatfs right.

I think they mean well

but they haventt- got the ability to do it.
DR. NELSON: -then do you need to get that in, Matt?
Or Charlie?
Suppose matt and I work on it, get

10

together by phone or otherwise and see if we can come up with

11

something.
MR. MC NULTY:

12

I think we need to do it with some

5g,
15

dispatch.

@

MR.

14

MCK:

Yes.
On page 10, Matt, the first paragraph:

16

"The full effort will involve the entire system of higher

17

educati n including the teaching hospitals."
Now, that seems to be a little bit out of keeping

1
19
20
21

Ci

22
•

FRTIMML:

MR. RA

15

A? 0SI., i. 'W.,We6E2ecan 2,

he collections of the AAMC Not to be

rah

MR. FRmNZML:

23
24
25

with what we get fr.m the preamble here -- "is meant to include
those teaching hospitals that are not a part of the medical
centers."
CHAIRMAN FRRGUSON:

That's what it savs, not a part

of the medical center complex.
MR. FRWMIA:

It emphasizes the delivery of health

services in the latter part of the report and obviously th0=.

(Arn 3021 623-42d6
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is going to be more participation by the teaching hospitals

23

than in any other form of research.
MaK:I would offer just to say "including
make
those teaching hospit ls which are not part," in order to
it clear,
You will note, also, on the top

munmnm FMRGUSON:

(.5

of page 3 "support of the integrity of the medical centers'
8

inseparable functions are:

9

service."

11

13

CHAIRMAN ITITRGU-SCN:

15
17
18
19

G St, N. W.,

hingloa 9, D. C.

22
23
24
25

reemphasize it.

On the section oP the improvement

DR. f-ORTTCHER:

f the delivery of personal health services, I don't think it
gives enough recognition to our teaching hospitals and their
role.

I haven't got a specific thing to mention there, but

think if a hospital ad inistrator rewrites it, he could
inject some of this.
MR. RAMBWK:

20
21

It drops it, and in some way,

somewhere maybe- you can reemphasize it again

14
15

Broad in the beginning but then it

drops it.

12
•

You have got it broad there, as you say.
MR. FRFAMML:

10

Research, education and patient

page.

May I make one observation on the last

I think that's too much emphasis and wrongly placed

emphasis on accounting, cost accounting and fiscal expectation
of the government.

It just doesn't strike me as a good place

to put this strong statement.
Da.

03WCH2R:

If they would only let the

167
24K

administrators do their accounting for them, they could do more
research, but they don't trust us with their research funds.
A2. NC NULTY:

•

I would add a couple of chapters and

verses on that, but I won't.

The same liability exists within

the AAMC,I would say, but I will proceed on to another subject

1
0

s=1

0
0

0
I

6

MR. RA

7

I really wonder if they meant to say what they said

8

in the first paragraph, where it says, "recognize and accept

9

the responsibility they have" -- medical colleges -- "to serve

10

the health needs of the people by increasing the supply of

11

physicians and personnel."

12

responsibility as perceived by the AAkir, to increase the suppl

13

15

19
20
21

MR. MC NULTY:

24
25

I think they consider that a responsi-

bility and perhaps the most important responsibility.
MR. GOMM:

That was the issue that was raised in

the Coggeshell report, Roy, and it was modified, as you recall,
slightly, but

a think what is said here is correct as to

interpretation.
MR. MC NULTY:

22
23

ut they don't say it says

sole responsibility.

18
0

Not sole,

FRMMIEL:

16
17

Is this the sole or the main

of physicians and other health personnel?

14

-5

One last point, Nett.

NCK:

about it.

Coggeshell certainly didn't equivocat

He said this was totalresponsibility, perhaps to the

exclusion of other places.
MR. GOULE : This is what I said.
RA-

MCK:

My feeling is that this was too

2112) 620-4268

168

Limiting a statement, really.

It talks only about nurbers

G4zDK.o.

rather than quality and, you know, concern

out utilization

of manpower and so on.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:
1[S

Lied, a supply of adequately qualified physicians.
. ?RR-N=7A
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Well, I would presume this is

More foreign medical graduates, you

mean?
MR. RMBECK:
august

WARD CI PAU

ody like the AAMC.
CHAIRMN FERGUSON:

10

here, which very often affects -- last night from that dis-

12

cussion we had of Dr. -- what was his name, Margulies?

15

MR. MC NULTY3

14

CHAIRMAN IMAGICON:

16

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Margulies.
he was implying that maybe

if we are not careful, we are going to have figures which
indicate we are overtraining doctors.
R.

17

817 G St., M. W., Wochdaston Z. D. C.

There is no quality stdement in

11

15

•

I think it is too limiting for an

they

OETTCHMR:

The AMA has such figures.

re getting concerned

I think

out the educational extension of

graduates.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

That wasn't what I meant.

His

figures were that in the State of New Jersey 30 percent of the
physicians are over-trained.
R. BCETTCHER:

The AMA has figures to indicate

that by 1985 the population will increase about 20 percent
and the physicians will increase by about 70 percent.

So do

169

126

we blow a whistle here?

R. WILSON:

9

I hope

t make it

I hope I make it.

Don't you, Joe?
DR, MC NINCH:

I made it.

(Laughter.)
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CHAIRMAN FMRGUSCN:

O. K.

Go on to the next one.

Here's 1985 for you, tab 13.

Item 15.

You can get all of

the nun11.• ers.
R. DOMTTCHRR:

10

15 just to needle Matt

Al

down.

MR. MC NULTY:

That wouldn't surpris

That's the K factor that was dropped out earlier.
That's infor ational only.
r11

18
19

report.

think it would make interesting information, but that's
the responsibility of the Operations Division.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSCNs

6d
•D19 Gw.,I.RfaISANat-ao

Boy, look at those fuil-tima

faculty,
MR. MC NULTY:

22
23

It's an unpublished

The ANC is debating whether to publish it or no

20
21

me in the le s

e just mixed one N there, didn't we.

Yes, I see,

18
17

His numbering system broke

haven't picked it up, I must say.

14
15

a little.

He went from 23 to 14.

12
13

How did we get back to agenda No.

There are a lot of overtones involved

here so-CHAIREnN F3RGU2ON:

They are going to double tba

24
25

full-time faculty and only go up 50 percent on the students.

620-4266

170

27
(AL.-.

Well, that ought to make interesting conversation;
MCK:

Look at the r tio there, 1.9 to 1.09.

How far does it go down?

•

DR.

OETTCHER:

MR. RAPCMCK:

To .001 eventually.
That's a pretty costly operation.

Where do these figures come from, this
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projection?
MR. AC NULTY:
Operations

From a sam ling process done

y the

ivision of the AAAC.

I would ask:for your cooperation in that it not get
10
11

PALfri.

12

C'MLID

10
14
15
16
17
1
19
20
21

•

099 G St., N. W. Weshtngton 9, D. C.

22
23
24
25

into any publication channels.
CHAIRI4AK IRGUE;ON: that 'do you mean?

I am going to

call up the editor of the local paper tomorrow.
MR. RAMESCX:

I think the AAA could really be rough

on something like this.
MR. M2 MULTY:

I believe to soma degree they have

participated, the Council on Medical Education has participated
in the collectbn of the figures.
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

sure.

Letts face facts, fellows,

that may be truth.
MR. AC NULTY:
interesting infOrmation.

I put it in because I thought it was
I am a purveyor of information, not

a supporter of position or ,
..nytiting.
The next item, the address by the Surgeon General,
perhaps represents a certain interest on my part.
for information only.

12 you do thu

Js

It is there

through it y u will

notice several emphases on the organization and delivery of

171
health services as they would •e sponsored by the Public Health

23

service which I think is go..

3

on the participation of all of the existing activities.
DR. BOSTTCHMA:
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There is not too much emphasis

2

If I could comment on it.

It's the

And the thought I had was that

5

last item I read last niOt.

6

the surgeon General did a fantastic job of walking lightly

7

between egg shells in describing the height of complexity in
the a to To roach to the health care field in attempting to integrate it.

My only hope is that this is the height and from

10

now on we start simplyfying administrative procedure. It

11

reflects a hopelessly complex interlacing of agencies.
The appointment of the Nominating

MR. NC NULTY:

12
13

Committee, Mr. Chairman, has traditionally been the three

141,

immediate past chairmen with the most immediate past chairman

15

being th

chairman of the nominating committee.

16

CHAIRMAN FURaUGON:

17

DR. N3LSON:

18

MA. MC NULTY:

That would be whom?

I accept.
That's Russ Nelson and Harold Hixson

19
OR. COMET:

20

MR. MC NULTY:

21

997

SL, N. W., WoLltgnecia

D.

22
23
24
25

And Phil

And McNulty.
No, McNulty got out of it last year.

onnett is the third me

er: Nelson, McNulty, Hixson

and Bonnett, and I think I should be excluded.
CHAIRMAN ESRGUGON:
fourth person?

All right.

But who would be the

172
MR.

ma NULTY: Three, a 3-man committee.
Oh, just have a 3-man committee.

CHAIRMAN F3RGUMN:

It has been _a 3-man committee,

MR. MC NULTY:

I see.

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Well, we are all set,

then.
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6

DR, NELSON:

I threw smoke into it last year just for

7

good measure, didn't I?

a

MR. MC NULTY:

Russ, that was your -- which I appreciated,

9

bowing out of it.

10

but we can have four.

11
12

To be helpful because I was sort of

1.IR. NMLSON: Well, as long as I can control the committee, I don't care who is on it.
You don't care.

15

MR. AC NULTY:

14

CHAIRMAN FFIRGUSON:

Anybody want seven to be sure
c

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

that Nelson doesn't run off with the show?
Well, we come to Ite
DR. NIELSON:

Matt, you keep that in mind about the

meetings and so forth, will you?
Right, the Nominating Committee.

MR. MC NULTY:
DR. EMLSON:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN F3RGUSOF:
Observe••ns?

send me a little notice on it.
We have a few minutes,

Any

New business?

DR. BOaTTCHZR:

Did we set the next meeting date?

CHAIRMAN FaRGUSON:
MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

303 Ear May 11 and 12 are the dates--

173
CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

Would ycu send out a confirming

note -- would you pie -se?
surely.
-

MR. MC NULTY:

•

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

I dongt know about the rest of

you but I always like to get another letter.

Sand it, Al.

MR. GOULET:

I wrote down more betterer.

May 11 and 12?

MR. MC NULTY:

Yes.

In Washington?

10

MR. GCULET:

11

CEMIRMAN FERGUSON:

12

Yes.

We come in on the night

of the 11th.

5
4110

(c:"

11th, and stay until 4:00 p.m.

13

MR. MC NULTY:

14

CHAIRMN FERGUSON:

15

4:00 p.m., put that in the note,

too, would you?
All right.

18

MR. MC NULTY:

17

CHAIRMAN FERGUSON:

And then I suppose depending,

1

Matt, if we see that the agenda is shorter as we get close to

19

the meeting, we can inform people so they can plan an earlier

20

departure if necessary.

21

MR. AC NULTY:

Yes, we can get together in Chicago,
I think Stan was saying

22

if there is any particular interest.

23

here "Lets not have aluncheon just to have one, but if there

24

is any subject matter, have one.

tt W. Wablagsvn

•

917 G
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better than putting it in the book.
MR. MC NULTY:

its much more

25

•

DR.

02TTCHER:

I would be interested in a follow-

174

Up

on this request for governmental support, this tab 12,
AR. MC NULTY:

The institutional meetings have

generally been open meetings, that is, we don't participate
in them but there is seating around the periphery and

thin

undoubtedly will be de ated there, 4rnie, just as another
method of getting

further clued in.

R. BOSTTCHNR:

That would be enough to satisfy my

appetite, really.
CRAIRMM FRRGUaCN:

10

PAK,

11
12

CIADD

15

Yes, the meetings of the insti-

tutional membership are open meetings.
MR. MC NULTY:

So far they have been in my eperienc

CHAIRMN MRGUSON:

I mean anyone can walk in, isn't

that correct?
MR. MC NULTY:

Right,

CHZIRMAN MRGWON:

The only meetings that are

15
15

closed are of the

xecutive Council.

MR. MC NULTY:

Right.

That's right.

17
CEZIRMM etInGuRGN:

Is there anything further that

18
ion?
anybody would like to present or iring up for discuss

.19
If not, we are adjourned.

20
(r:hereupon, at 2:10 the Council adjourned.)

21
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